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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

On July 23, 1993, the Honourable Ed Philip, Minister of Municipal Affairs for the 

Province of Ontario announced that he was introducing Bill 77 to the Provincial 

Legislature, a Bill that would change local government in the Region of Ottawa-Carleton. 

The Bill proposed five major changes to both the political structure and the distribution 

of responsibilities. The major changes are as follows: 

a) A Regional Council composed of eighteen directly elected Regional Councillors 

and Chair, without the local Mayors. 

b) The creation of a Regional Police Force. 

c) The opportunity to transfer all responsibility for sewers and solid waste collection 

to the Regional Municipality. 

d) The transfer of responsibility for the purchase and development of land for 

economic development purposes from the local municipalities to the Regional 

Municipality. 

e) The transfer of responsibility for the provision of Victorian Order of Nurses and 

Visiting Homemakers Services (VON/VHS) to the Region. 



In this paper I plan to review the first four changes to the local government system 

proposed by the Minister. The transfer of VON/VHS services was already agreed to by 

the local municipalities and the Region and legislative changes initiated, therefore it will 

not be part of the review. 

The paper includes a review of the rationale for the creation of a two-tier system of local 

government in Ontario and the reasons for the original composition of Regional Council 

and the distribution of services. We will look at the creation of Regional Government 

in Ottawa-Carleton in 1969 and the differences and similarities between this Region and 

other Regions in Ontario. I will conclude this part of the review by describing the 

current situation in Ottawa-Carleton. 

The second chapter of this paper will contain a synopsis of three studies of the Region 

of Ottawa-Carleton as they relate to the changes proposed by the Province. The first 

study was by Mr. H.B. Mayo in 1976; the second was by Mr. D.W. Bartlett in 1987-89; 

and the third was by Mr. G.M. Kirby in 1992. The focus will be on the Kirby 

Commission Report of 1992 and its recommendations pertaining to the four changes 

being studied. The Discussion Paper, Interim Report and the Final Report will be 

examined as well as responses from the two public surveys on the four topic areas. 



Three other Regional Reviews will be examined in the third chapter, the 1989 Niagara 

Region Review, the 1989 Haldimand-Norfolk Review, and the 1986 Metro-Toronto 

Review. A brief review of the City of Winnipeg restructuring will also be conducted. 

The Province's response is the focus of chapter four as we examine the Minister's 

rationale for suggesting the four changes. 

The emphasis will then shift to an analysis of the response from the Province on 

proposed changes both from an administrative and political perspective. Arguments will 

be put forward that support the assertion that the Province's decisions were made in 

order to ensure the viability of the City of Ottawa. Alternative approaches to the 

Province's recommendations will then be discussed. The paper will then conclude with 

some projections for the future of local government in Ottawa-Carleton given the changes 

proposed. 

Re-organization of Local Government in Ontario 

The re-organization of local government in Ontario commenced with the creation of 

Metropolitan Toronto in 1954, "the application in an urban setting of the kind of two-

tiered municipal government that had long characterized rural county government in 

Ontario. "l The function of Metro-Toronto was the culmination of a series of events that 



began ten years previous with the formation of a Planning Board to coordinate planning 

within the twelve municipalities surrounding the City of Toronto. This led Toronto's 

Council to "pass a motion to apply to the Ontario Municipal Board to amalgamate the 

City with the twelve others in the area to form a single bigger one".2 The OMB heard 

the case and recommended the creation of a "two-tiered municipal federation."3 The 

Province quickly moved on the recommendations, and Metropolitan Toronto was formed. 

The upper-tier on Metro was given responsibility for capital borrowing, major roads, 

property assessment, area wide planning, wholesale water distribution and sewage 

disposal. The local municipalities were given responsibility for local planning, police 

and fire protection, licensing, libraries, water supply and garbage collection. 

Metro Council was composed of a provincially appointed chair and twenty-four indirectly 

elected councillors, twelve councillors from the City of Toronto who sit on both councils, 

and the twelve area mayors. After the creation of Metro, numerous changes took place, 

often after formal reviews were undertaken. The first change was that police became 

Regionalized in 1957. In 1967 the thirteen municipalities were consolidated into six and 

Metro took over responsibility for social welfare. This was the last of the major 

changes to Metro until the 1980's when Metro councillors became directly elected to 

Metro Council. 



Learning from the Metro experience, the Provincial Government pressed on to look at 

other areas of the Province to implement similar systems. Higgins, in his book Local 

and Urban Politics in Canada, asserts "that Regional Government was one of three major 

related themes in Ontario provincial policy during the 1960's and 1970's, the other two 

being Regional Economic Development and Regional Planning."4 The Province 

identified economic regions and recognized that to deal with the economic challenges 

each region had to face, coordinated planning amongst the local municipalities in each 

region would have to take place. However, as he goes on to identify, coordinated 

planning was difficult when the economic regions were politically fragmented, so they 

needed some way of overcoming this challenge. 

Two studies, one on the Municipal Act and the second on the taxation system completed 

in the mid 1960's also recommended that two-tiered government be implemented to 

"restore responsibility to the elected representatives and to increase the possibility of 

economic and efficient administration of municipal services and finances. "s 

Also coming out of these two studies were a set of principles that were used in the 

formation of Regional Governments. The criteria were based on two "higher level 

criteria - access and services. By "access" the committee on taxation was referring to 

what was described as the democratic function of municipal government, in terms of 



fostering widespread participation of individual citizens in local government. The 

"services" criterion focused on the economic provision of local services."6 The Province 

accepted the recommendations and began creating Regional Governments encompassing 

specific geographic areas that provided: 

111. a sense of community based on sociological characteristics, economic life, 

history, and geography; 

2. a balance of interests, such as urban and non-urban; 

3. the existence of an adequate financial base for municipal government at 

all tiers; 

4. sufficient geographic and population size to facilitate economies scale in 

service delivery; 

5. community participation and community acceptability; 

6. usefulness of the area and boundaries for such other institutions as 

provincial departments and school boards."7 

Between 1969 and 1974, the Province created eleven (11) Regional Governments using 

these criteria to determine which local municipalities would come under which regional 

umbrella. In the allocation of responsibilities, the Province looked at the Metro example 

and left matters of a local concern with the local municipalities and matters of a region-

wide concern with the upper tier. As a result, the Regions were given responsibility for 



region-wide planning, transit, major roads, social services, water system, major sewers, 

health, economic development promotion, and for the most part policing. The local 

municipalities were left with local planning, local roads, sidewalks, parks and recreation 

facilities, libraries, fire protection, solid waste collection, local sewers and in some cases, 

police. 

Regional Councils varied in size but members were elected in the same manner, through 

indirect election. Members sat on Regional Council by virtue of being elected to local 

offices either as councillor in the large member municipalities or as mayor in the less 

populated ones. After the initial appointment of the chair by the Province, chairs were 

elected by Regional Council, either from within council or from the public at large. If 

a member of Regional Council was selected, he or she would have to resign their local 

office. 

The system of Regional Government in Ontario has been the subject of many studies as 

ways have been sought to improve it. Ottawa-Carleton was the first Region created and 

has been the subject of three separate studies. The history of the creation of Ottawa-

Carleton is covered next. 



/ 

Creation of Regional Government in Ottawa-Carleton (RMOQ 

In addition to the study on the taxation system, the Province commissioned a study by 

Murray Jones called the Ottawa. Eastview (Vanier) and Carleton County Local 

Government Review Commission. Mr. Jones' report, completed in 1965, recommended 

the creation of a two-tier government system in Ottawa-Carleton to deal wiih the 

emerging growth issues affecting the Region. 

Three years later, the RMOC was established by an Act of the Provincial Legislative 

(Bill 112) and began operation on January 1, 1969. It encompassed sixteen 

municipalities that had made up the former Carleton County, an area of 1,100 square 

miles. 

The major responsibilities given to the Region were as they are today: water supply and 

distribution, sewage collection and treatment, design and maintenance of regional roads, 

overall land use planning, coordination and provision of social and health services and 

debt financing (public transit was added five years later). The local municipalities 

retained responsibility for: local roads and sidewalks, local planning, local sewers, parks 

and recreation facilities, fire and police protection, housing and economic development 

(industrial land development). Regional Economic Development was the responsibility 

of a separate economic development corporation charged mainly with promoting the 

Region to outside interests. 
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Regional Council was composed of a chair elected from Regional Council or the public, 

sixteen local councillors from Ottawa and the mayors from the other fifteen 

municipalities. Shortly after the formation of the RMOC the number of municipalities 

was reduced from sixteen to eleven with the consolidation of a number of townships into 

larger units. When that occurred, the Township of Nepean was permitted to have two 

additional representatives on Regional Council and the City of Vanier and the Township 

of Gloucester one additional representative each. This was done in recognition of their 

larger populations. 

As indicated in the previous section, the RMOC was set up primarily to encourage 

economic development through area-wide planning and control of major infrastructure, 

ie. roads, sewers and water systems. By putting control of these services in the hands 

of one area-wide government, the Province wanted to ensure the orderly expansion of 

basic infrastructure for the rapidly growing areas of the Region. It also relieved them 

of these responsibilities although they still contributed through infrastructure grants and 

subsidies. The Region's ability to tax and to debt finance enabled them to borrow and 

finance infrastructure costs for controlling development. 

The first task of the Region was to develop an Official Plan laying out guidelines for 

future growth in Ottawa-Carleton. The draft plan issued in 1973 proposed three urban 

communities outside the greenbelt, one in what is now Kanata, one east straddling the 
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Gloucester/Cumberland boundary known as Orleans and one south straddling the 

Nepean/Gloucester Boundary south of the Greenbelt. To support these areas, a system 

of arterial roads was proposed to bring the people, living in these outside areas, to 

Ottawa to work and for entertainment. During consideration of the plan an 

urban/suburban rift developed on Regional Council as suburban councillors supported the 

proposed anerial roads while many of the City of Ottawa councillors struggled with the 

dual responsibility of serving their constituents and also fulfilling the Regional mandate, 

given that many of the proposed roads transacted their communities. The Regional plan 

debate spanned many years, culminating in almost two years of Ontario Municipal Board 

hearings with the City of Ottawa objecting to many of the fundamental growth issues. 

A compromise was worked out with the Region making a commitment to develop the 

public transit system in conjunction with the development of the growth areas and the 

Region's first Official Plan was approved very much intact. 

These early conflicts over the growth strategy manifested in new types of Ottawa 

politicians emerging, ones concerned with the preservation of the quality of life in the 

city. On Regional Council, this resulted in a development versus anti-development split 

which existed for many years. The suburban municipalities, along with two or three 

councillors from suburban Ottawa, nearly always carried the majority on Regional 

Council on decisions pertaining to facilitating growth. Even with the review of the 

Official Plan which commenced in the mid 1980's and concluded in 1990, the split 
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existed, but the suburban municipalities were able to increase the amount of land 

designated for urban envelope. They were also able to obtain budget approval for the 

expansion of the sewer, water, transportation and transit systems to serve these areas as 

well, much to the dismay of City of Ottawa councillors. 

Current Situation in Ottawa-Carleton 

The Region is now twenty-five years old and has a total budget of over one billion 

dollars. Its responsibility areas have stayed much the same, although the Province has 

downloaded some responsibilities in the areas of health and social services, for example, 

the Region is responsible for Aids Education programs and for the capiial costs of 

additional day care spaces. Provincial grants have diminished both in proportion to other 

revenue sources and in the total amount provided. As a result, the Region is obtaining 

more of its revenues from taxation and user fees. Tax increases through the 1980's and 

early 1990's exceeded inflation by as much as four percentage points each year, resulting 

in the Region being second to the school boards as a percentage of the total tax bill. For 

example, in the City of Gloucester, the City's portion of the tax bill is 23%, the 

RMOC's is 26% and the school boards' is 51%.8 
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Regional Council is composed of a directly elected Regional Chair and thirty-two 

indirectly elected Councillors. Sixteen of the Councillors are from the City of Ottawa, 

the Mayor and fifteen Councillors. The remaining sixteen are Mayors from the 

remaining ten municipalities and some indirectly elected Councillors. Up until the last 

municipal election in 1991, the Regional Chair was selected from amongst the Members 

of Regional Council or from the public. The new Provincial NDP government made the 

decision to go with direct election early in office. Public concern over the tax increases 

expressed during the Bartlett Review of Regional Government and the Graham 

Commission on Political representation and concerns over the lack of accountability of 

the Regional Chair were submitted to the new government when they took office. When 

faced with the choice of maintaining the status quo, which was recommended by the two 

Commissions, or going with the direct election of Regional Chair as the public wanted, 

the NDP went with direct election. 

The suburban/urban rift has not diminished with the direct election of the Chair, in fact 

it has been accentuated by some recent decisions of Regional Council. The decision to 

implement Region-wide tax assessment was especially controversial as city 

neighbourhoods were to be reassessed dramatically higher resulting in significant tax 

increases, while suburban neighbourhoods saw their assessment either stay the same or 

drop significantly, resulting in tax decreases. The vote at Regional Council was close 

but the suburban representatives carried the majority and Region-wide assessment was 

implemented. 
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It has been suggested that Regional politicians tend to represent their local municipal 

interests on Regional Council as they are first elected at the local level. This is very 

much in evidence in Ottawa-Carleton and prevents Regional Council from assuming a 

true Regional perspective. Regional Councillors have also been criticized for their lack 

of accountability to the electorate. This is evident during municipal elections when the 

issues are discussed are local issues. Concern over decisions such as double digit 

Regional tax increases are not factors during the elections because of the local focus. 

This parochial view has spilled over to the provision of some services exemplified in the 

provision of police services. 

Police Services are currently provided by six different forces in the Ottawa-Carleton 

Region. The City of Ottawa, Nepean and Gloucester each have their own police force, 

the City of Kanata, the Township of Cumberland and the Village of Rockliffe Park 

contract their police services to the O.P.P., the City of Vanier contracts to the City of 

Ottawa Police Service, and the remaining rural municipalities receive police services 

from the O.P.P. at no additional charge. The RCMP patrol the Federal Parkways and 

Embassies, and the Military Police provide service to the Military Bases. Ottawa has by 

far the largest police force and offers many specialized services not provided by the other 

forces because of the cost. They are also staffed in order to provide services in the 

Nation's Capital not provided by the R.C.M.P., for example a riot squad. The chart 

below indicates current expenditures on police services by municipality: 
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1991 Municipal Operating Expenditures for Policing 

Numbers may not add to rounding. 
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Since the formation of the Region, the responsibility for trunk and collector sewers has 

remained with the Region and responsibility for local sewers and house service 

connectors has remained with local municipalities. The water system, on the other hand, 

is managed entirely by the Region. 

The issue of stormwater management has become prominent in the last five years as the 

criteria used by the Ministry of Environment and Energy for water entering watercourses 

have become stricter. Currently, the responsibility for the quality of stormwater is split, 

local municipalities are responsible for the design of drainage areas, including stormwater 

ponds, and the Region is responsible for the standards used by the local municipalities, 

the maintenance of the stormwater ponds and the quality of the discharge. This 

arrangement was worked out between the local, Regional and Provincial Governments 

and has worked well since implementation. 

Effective coordination, on the other hand, has not existed in the area of economic 

development. Currently, the Ottawa-Carleton Economic Development Corporation 

(OCEDCO), an independent body of business people and appointed elected officials, is 

responsible for the promotion of the Ottawa-Carleton Region outside the Region. Their 

mandate is to bring business to Ottawa-Carleton. The local municipalities then take over 

and market their industrial/commercial parks. This has not worked very well, as Ottawa, 
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Nepean and Gloucester and to a lesser extent Goulbourn and Kanata have developed 

marketing programs of their own that extend provincially and even internationally in 

some cases. An example of this duplication is the City of Ottawa's Economic 

Development Department, which in both staff and budget, is larger than OCEDCO and 

the other area municipalities combined. 

A recent study of Regional economic development concluded that OCEDCO needed to 

play a stronger role in promotion and that municipalities should focus on developing their 

industrial parks. The recommendations were adopted by OCEDCO but the municipalities 

have not been supportive. OCEDCO is viewed as not doing a good job, especially in 

the last couple of years as the Region has lost out to other parts of Canada on major 

opportunities like the Canadian Space Agency, which went to Montreal. As a result, the 

local municipalities continue with their promotional campaigns, having little regard to 

OCEDCO, resulting in minimal coordination and a duplication of effort. 

In summary, when the Province created the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton 

twenty-five years ago it had certain goals in mind. It wanted to put in place coordinated 

planning for both land use and infrastructure, it wanted to enforce the economic viability 

of the Region, it wanted to create administrative and political units that could function 

on their own with minimal support, it wanted to establish a level of government that 

( 
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could develop and manage services that are provided on a Region-wide basis, and it 

wanted to establish a political structure that could be held accountable for decisions in 

these areas. The Region has performed reasonably well in achieving the objectives, but 

as the next section will demonstrate there are numerous flaws in the system. The flaws 

were apparent and, as a result, over years the Province has commissioned three 

independent studies of the RMOC and each commissioner has made recommendations 

to improve the function of the Region. The first was by H.B. Mayor in 1976, the second 

was by D.W. Bartlett in 1987-89 and the third was by G.M. Kirby in 1992. Each of 

these studies will be reviewed to determine what was recommended in the areas of 

Political Structure, Provision of Police Services, Sewers and Waste Management and 

Economic Development. 
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CHAPTER H 

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN OTTAWA-

CARLETON 

This section will focus on the three previous reviews of local government in Ottawa-

Carleton as they relate to the four changes being proposed by the Province through Bill 

77. The Mayo Commission Report, the Bartlett Commission Report and the Kirby 

Commission Report are the subject of this section. 

Mavo Commission Report, 1976 

The Commission was established in 1974 by the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and 

Intergovernmental Affairs. The mandate of the Commission was "to examine, evaluate, 

and make recommendations on the structure, organization and operations of local 

government in the Ottawa-Carleton area."9 Mr. Mayo was a Professor at the University 

of Ottawa at the time he was asked to undertake this work. As a result of his 

background, the report is well researched and well written and several of his 

recommendations were acted upon including the creation of the City of Kanata from 

March Township and parts of Nepean and Goulboum Townships. 
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Political Structure 

Mr. Mayo recommended that Regional Council be expanded to thirty-four members as 

opposed to the thirty-one that existed at the time of his review. He also recommended 

that Regional Councillors be directly elected to Regional Council. His rationale was 

threefold. First, he was of the view that it was important that Regional councillors not 

take a parochial view of issues. Indirect election to Regional Council he asserts 

(councillor sits on Regional Council by virtue of being elected to local council), creates 

a situation where members make decisions on the basis of what is preferred by their local 

municipality rather than what is good for the Region as a whole. They do this because 

their power base comes from the lower tier. He argues that there is a need for a 

Regional perspective in dealing with issues such as planning, transportation, transit, 

water and sewers and social services. He goes on to state "A Region-wide approach is 

also vital for dealing with the difficult and pressing issues raised by the prospect of 

continuing urban growth."10 

His second point was that the workload imposed on individuals serving on both local and 

Regional Councils was excessive and as a result they tend to neglect one or other sets of 

duties. He supports this claim by citing studies in Toronto where "Mayors are reported 

to work an average of seventy-four hours a week."11 He suggests that it is the Regional 

interests that suffer because of the workload. 

f' 
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Third, he was of the view that accountability to the public suffers when Regional 

Councillors are on Regional Council only by virtue of their election to local office. The 

implication here is that for people to be held accountable they need to be directly elected 

to Regional Council. 

He went on to say that Regional Councillors should be elected on a ward basis that 

follow local municipal boundary lines. He was opposed to Regional Wards that cross 

municipal boundaries because he felt that would add confusion to an already complex 

situation. In his opinion "overlapping and cross cutting of Regional and Local 

boundaries may have contributed to the failure of the experiment with Metropolitan 

government in Winnipeg."12 

Given the diversion of responsibilities between the region and the local governments, Mr. 

Mayo recommended that the politicians at the local level be strictly part-time politicians. 

In order to ensure a workload that a part-time politician could reasonably assume, he 

recommended that the number of local politicians be expanded. For example, he was 

recommending that the City of Gloucester Council be expanded to twelve members. 

He also recommended changes to the committee system at the Regional level. He 

advocated a stronger role for the Executive Committee in reviewing recommendations 

from the standing committees. The Executive Committee would consist of the chairs of 
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the standing committees and their primary function would be the setting of the Council 

Agenda. The chairs of the five to seven standing committees would be elected by their 

peers on Regional Council. 

Police Services 

Mr. Mayo in his report makes reference to the Hale Commission Report (the report of 

the Task Force on Policing in Ontario [1974]) which recommended that policing in the 

RMOC be regionalized. He goes on to compare the costs of the various forces in 

Ottawa-Carleton, the three urban forces (Nepean, Gloucester and Ottawa) and the 

contracted services in the rural area (to the O.P.P.). He concludes that if the Province 

were to continue the S4.00 per capita subsidy it provides to the urban forces and extend 

it to all municipalities in the Region, policing would in fact be less expensive. This 

would be true only if the levels of service in the areas receiving OPP service remained 

the same. If the service levels were to rise, policing would become more expensive, he 

suggests. 

He goes on to talk about the service provided by each of the existing police departments. 

He argues that Ottawa has to provide more specialized services due to the type of crime 

that occurs there. It is the centre of the Region; it is where most people work and where 

people go at night; it has over 70% of the social assisted housing in the Region and as 
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a result most of the crime occurring in the Region occurs in Ottawa. He goes on to 

comment about the large scale movement of people between Ottawa and the suburbs and 

the need for cooperation between forces that is not always guaranteed. He cites a 

number of benefits of a Regional Police Force - centralized communication function and 

record keeping, reduced court liaison costs, enhanced upward mobility for staff through 

a larger force, and reduced capital expenditures as the concept of satellite centres would 

be used, with administration housed in a central facility. Mr. Mayo concludes by 

formally recommending that the municipal forces be amalgamated into one Regional 

Force for the aforementioned reasons. He goes on to state that the Province should be 

prepared to assist with any transition costs that may occur, and that any liabilities should 

be borne by the taxpayers that incurred them and not by the whole Region. His final 

point is that community policing should be the basis on which service is delivered. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

In his report, Mr. Mayo talks about the role of the RMOC in managing the trunk sewers 

and sewage treatment plants and the method it uses to finance expenditures related to 

expansion and maintenance of the system. The primary revenue source is the sewer area 

levy on those local municipalities which receive sewer service. The other main source 

of revenue is the service charge that is applied to the water bill on the basis of 

consumption. 
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He goes on to comment that he supports the RMOC's control over the water system as 

it provides the opportunity to "integrate water supply with overall Regional planning."13 

He feels there are benefits to the Region in controlling the whole sewer system as well. 

He also states that a closed loop system would make "administration and planning of both 

systems easier, and would remove the confusion experienced by the customer, who must 

pay for two systems (maintained by two different levels of government) through the 

water bill paid to the Region. 

On the function of solid waste collection and disposal, he comments that there is 

considerable variation from one municipality to the next in the type and frequency of 

collection. (In 1976, all municipalities contracted with private firms for the collection 

of garbage, which continues today). Landfill sites in the Region are a Regional 

responsibility. He supports this division of responsibility because he does not feel local 

municipalities should be responsible for finding and developing new sanitary landfill 

sites. The Region is best able to manage all garbage disposal because of its Region-wide 

mandate. 

Economic Development 

At the time of writing his report, the task of industrial promotion in the Region was 

performed by the Commercial and Industrial Development Corporation, an independent 

Corporation set up to promote the Region. (The forerunner to OCEDCO). Its mandate 
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was to coordinate efforts to attract new businesses by the local municipalities. The 

founding businessmen and politicians were of the view that the question of locating 

industries was a Regional concern. He supports this position because it inhibits "wasteful 

competition for industry among the area municipalities."14 He was of the view that the 

RMOC had an important role to play in establishing Official Plan policies that 

encouraged commercial/industrial development and to provide servicing to industrial 

lands already designated. 

He supports the local municipal role of acquiring and developing land for industrial 

purposes as one method of attracting new businesses since it offers a variety of piaces 

for business to locate. Local municipalities can do that very effectively and in Mr. 

Mayo's opinion, this should continue. 

Summary 

Mr. Mayo recommended that Regional Council be expanded to thirty-eight directly 

elected members with local boundaries and without the mayors. He also suggested a new 

committee system for the RMOC that would enhance decision making. Further, he 

recommended that police departments be amalgamated into one Regional Force with 

Provincial assistance to ease the transition, and that the complete sewer system become 
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0 the responsibility of the Region, with solid waste collection remaining a local 

responsibility. Economic Development promotion should continue to be the 

responsibility of the Region, while the acquisition and development of industrial land 

should remain at the local level. 
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D.W. 

Mr. Bartlett, a former Mayor and Regional Councillor from Rideau Township, was 

commissioned in 1987 by the Minister of Municipal Affairs to do a two phase review of 

the Region of Ottawa-Carleton. The purpose of the review was "to examine, evaluate 

and report to the Minister on various representation, accountability, functional and 

financing issues related to the current political organization and division of 

responsibilities in the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton."15 The first phase was 

a review of Accountability and Representation and the second phase dealt with Functions 

and related Financial matters. This summary of his recommendations will begin by 

reviewing his comments on the political structure and conclude with his comments on 

Economic Development in the Region. 

In the Phase I report, Mr. Bartlett provides definitions of Accountability and 

Representation which are relevant to the discussion in this paper. He defines 

accountability and representation as follows: 

"Accountability refers to the ability of the electorate to hold their elected 

representatives responsible (to account) for their actions on Regional 

Council. Such accountability requires that the public understand the 

responsibilities, roles and functions of their elected representatives. In 
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addition, in order to hold their elected representatives to account, 

^ members of the public must be able to effectively express their 

satisfaction or dissatisfaction through the ballot box. Also, if politicians 

are to be held to account, they must have influence over decisions on 

these matters. Authority and responsibility, therefore, must be clearly 

defined and properly focused." 

"Representation refers to the ability of electors to have their views and 

needs placed before the decision-making body by their elected 

representatives and taken into account in the decision-making process. 

The representative must be in a position to act on behalf of their 

constituents. In the context of Regional Council, equality of 

( representation would ideally require that each elected person represent 

about the same number of people (representation by population). This 

requirement would facilitate equal access to the electorate to their 

representatives across the Region. In addition, the elected representatives 

must be able to reflect the interests of all residents within their 

jurisdictions."16 

These two definitions form the basis for his recommendations concerning the 

political structure of the Region. 
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Political Structure 

In his report, he cites a study that was done on the way Regional Councillors 

from Ottawa allocate their time. The study found that they devote between 20% 

and 30% of their time to Regional matters.17 This concerned Mr. Bartlett in that 

he questions whether responsibility for a $600 million annual budget (1987), and 

responsibility for planning and developing policy of critical importance to the 

whole Region, should be left to Councillors whose primary preoccupations rest 

elsewhere.18 

He goes on to say that the most important work at the Region is done at the 

Committee level as the full Council serves largely as a board of review. It is at 

the Committee level where most of the debate and discussion takes place. Unless 

the issue is contentious it will usually be approved quickly at Council. He is 

critical of the way the Committees are structured and the way they work in that 

they are made up of individuals who are preoccupied with their lower-tier 

interests which makes it difficult to obtain a full Regional perspective. In 

addition, as a result of the pressures of time, only the Committee members 

become truly familiar with any item proceeding to Council. The other Council 

members just follow the lead of their counterparts which may not always be in 

the best interest of the Region. 
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He is of the view that the Region is more of an administrative agency than a 

public government because it is not the focal point for public debate and 

resolution of major issues affecting Ottawa-Carleton. There are basically two 

reasons for this in his view, the public has a very limited understanding of the 

role of the Region as a government and the politicians have to juggle their local 

responsibilities with their Regional responsibility with little or no administrative 

support to help them with Regional issues. As a result of this situation, the 

Regional staff are the ones providing direction to the politicians without being 

accountable to the public. This frustrates the public and councillors because they 

have very little control over the political, social and economic development of 

Ottawa-Carleton. 

Against this backdrop of concerns, Mr. Bartlett recommended a number of 

changes to the political structure of Ottawa-Carleton based on his criteria of being 

representative and accountable. He looked at options of size and concluded that 

a Regional Council of thirty-six would be appropriate, including the local mayors. 

(Three more than the existing situation and does not include a directly elected 

chair). The Regional Councillors should be directly elected on the basis of 

representation by population from within their respective municipality. 

Municipalities would only be entitled to additional councillors (in addition to their 

mayor) if their population warranted it, and then it would be on the basis of 

representation by population. 
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His rationale for having the mayors sit on Regional Council is quite simple. He 

views the mayors as being "representatives of the corporate components of the 

Regional system (the municipalities) rather than representing the electorate".19 

He views the liaison function between the two political bodies as being essential 

for the smooth delivery of services by the Region. A sensitivity is required of 

each others' situation and that can only be accomplished by the mayors' 

participation on Regional Council. Given that the mayors would function only 

as inter-municipal liaison, they would not be permitted to chair any Regional 

Committees and the directly elected Councillors would be expected to answer any 

questions of corporate performance. 

In summary, Mr. Bartlett's position on the political structure on Regional Council 

is very straight forward. He recommends that Regional Council be expanded to 

thirty-six members of which twenty-five would be directly elected councillors 

from wards within local municipal boundaries the local mayors making up the 

remainder. The mayors would not be permitted to Chair any Regional 

Committee, but could vote on any matter. Local Council sizes would be reduced 

to the minimum number of five with the exception of Nepean and Gloucester 

which could have councils of seven members and Ottawa that would have thirteen 

members. As a result of these changes, he feels that the politicians at both levels 

would be accountable to the public for their decisions and would accessible to 

them as well. 
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Phase II of the Bartlett Commission dealing with functions and finances was 

completed in November 1988. The basic premise behind the recommendations 

contained in this section is that functions of region-wide significance, and can 

most effectively be performed on a Regional scale, should be assigned to the 

RMOC; and those functions of a local significance, and which can more 

effectively be performed on a smaller scale, should rest with local municipalities. 

On these criteria, Mr. Bartlett concludes that many of the present arrangements 

are appropriate, but improvement could be made in others. We now look at these 

areas. 

Police Services 

Mr. Bartlett does not directly address the provision of police services, and does 

not provide any reasons for the omission, other than stating the report deals with 

functions being carried out inadequately or where a change in responsibilities 

would produce better results. It is clear from the terms of reference that it could 

have been included in his review but was not. He did focus on eight other areas 

and maybe it was a function of time and resources. He does talk about three 

principles used to determine if a service should be delivered at the Regional or 

local level. The principles are as follows: 
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1. "Unless there is good reason to the contrary, the Region should be 

responsible for those municipal policies and services which are important 

throughout all, or a large part of the Region. The lower tier should deal 

with matters which do not have substantial ramifications beyond each 

individual municipality. 

2. Services should be provided at the level where maximum economics of 

scale can be achieved for the given service. 

3. Unless there is good reason to the contrary, Regional administration is 

appropriate where it is essential to apply uniform policy and practice 

across the Region."20 

He does mention a caveat that is applicable in some cases, and that is cost of 

implementing change. In some cases, the transitional costs of implementing 

changes must be taken into account in economic, human and institutional terms, 

and if they outweigh the longer-term benefits expected from the change, the 

change should not be implemented. Application of this caveat will sometimes 

mean that a service will continue to be delivered by a local or Region 

Government even though on the surface it appears it should not. The cost of 

Regional Policing may have been a factor in his decision not to review it during 

his study. 
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Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

Mr. Bartlett did address sewage collection and disposal and waste management 

in his report and made recommendations in keeping with his stated principles. 

He noted that the sewage system is essentially a closed system from a technical 

standpoint but is split jurisdictionally. The Region is responsible for trunk sewers 

and treatment of effluent and the local municipalities are responsible for the local 

sewers. He states that this system is very inefficient as each jurisdiction is only 

concerned with their own area of responsibility. 

He suggests that Regional control over the whole system would ensure that the 

system is managed in a consistent manner. Investment decisions on treatment vs 

collection facilities would be made in the best interest of the Region instead of the 

individual municipalities as it is done now. 

On the issue of waste management, he again notes the split in jurisdictions. The 

Region is responsible for the landfill sites (disposal) and the local municipalities 

are responsible for collection. This results in the Region charging local 

municipalities a tipping fee for disposing their solid waste at the Regional landfill. 
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He goes on to describe the current arrangement where all the municipalities have 

contracted out their collection and have introduced individual levels of service in 

response to the needs of the residents. They have also introduced recycling 

(1986) again tailored to the preferences of the individual municipalities, ie. some 

recycle plastic, others do not. By contracting out their collection, the 

municipalities have the most efficient and effective approach to the delivery of 

this service and through their individual contracts have tailored the service to their 

needs. In addition, savings realized from recycling programs through fewer 

tipping fees help pay for recycling programs. The Region benefits from recycling 

through longer life expectancy for its landfill site. Mr. Bartlett that both parties 

benefit from the current arrangement, and as a result, recommends no change to 

this system. 

Economic Development 

Mr. Bartlett's strongest recommendations in his Phase II report came in the area 

of Economic Development. He suggests that a well-considered, broadly based 

Regional economic strategy is critical to the future viability of the Region. He 

argues that the creation of the strategy and the delivery of an effective program 

to carry it out should be an important function of the Region. He states "this 

must be a Regional responsibility since the Region is a functioning economic unit, 

while individual parts of the Region are not. "2l 
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He talks about the limited marketing role of the Ottawa-Carleton Economic 

r* Development Corporation (OCEDCO) which receives 90% of its funding from 

the Region. Mr. Bartlett was of the view that it is unrealistic to expect OCEDCO 

to broaden its role given its independent status. It needs to become a part of the 

Region so that economic development policies can be incorporated into the major 

decisions that shape development of the Region. If this does not happen, he 

alleges that the local municipalities will accelerate their tendencies to act 

independently, which is counter productive to the economic health of the Region 

as a whole. 

The model that Mr. Bartlett proposes is partnership based with the Region, local 

municipalities and the private sector each playing a role. Leadership wouid be 

f^ provided at the Regional level with a new Economic Development Department 

providing input into Regional policies pertaining to development, ie. the Official 

and Strategic Plans. Local municipalities would have land properly zoned and 

serviced for development in sufficient quantities to meet projected demands and 

would work with the Region in the development of economic development 

policies. The business sector would be responsible for promotion and marketing, 

things they know best. They would all be involved in policy development. 

/**v 
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Summary 

Shortly after Mr. Bartlett submitted his report to the Provincial Government, the 

Government introduced Bill 168 an Act to amend the RMOC Act to provide for 

a Regional Council of fourteen to eighteen members with the mayors of the local 

municipalities. The Chair would be selected from the directly elected councillors. 

The changes would have resulted in a Regional Council of between twenty-five 

and twenty-nine members. This Bill died on the order paper when the house 

dissolved for the 1990 Provincial election. However, the Province did appoint 

a Commissioner to design the Regional Ward System and re-design municipal 

wards where required, pursuant to the draft legislation. Ms. Katherine Graham 

was appointed in July 1990 and she submitted her report in 1991. It 

recommended eighteen Regional Wards with almost half of them crossing 

municipal boundaries and appropriate sizes for local councils. The chart on the 

following page depicts what the Graham Commission recommended. 

The only legislated action the new Provincial Government took in response to the 

Bartlett and Graham reports was to enact Bill 32 which provided for the direct 

election of the Regional Chair in time for the 1991 municipal election. I believe 

the reason the Province made this decision is that the public consistently stated 

that they wanted the chair to be directly accountable to them for decisions made 

at Regional Council. As stated in the previous chapter, the public was very angry 
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about tax increases above the rate of inflation during the previous ten years. 

They blamed one person, the Regional Chair, for these increases, and were 

frustrated that over the years Regional Council had selected him to be Chair and 

they had no say. The new Provincial Government anxious to make a distinction 

from the previous government and to reinforce their position as a government 

who listens to the people decided that the Chair should be directly elected. 

In May 1992, the Government took further action and appointed Mr. G.M. 

Kirby, former Executive Director of the National Capital Commission to consult 

with municipalities and the public on several issues arising from the recent 

reviews. The recommendations from Mr. Kirby's report will be the subject of 

the next section. 
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RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO SIZE AND MAKE-UP OF LOCAL 

AND REGIONAL COUNCIL 

/#*■% 
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Lower-tier members are counted once at lower-tier only. 

Under the proposed realignment, the Mayor of Rockliffe would no longer 

sit on Regional Council. 

/ 
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The Kirbv Commission 

Mr. Kirby's specific mandate was "to consult with municipalities and the public 

on the degree of interest and support for structural reform to municipal 

government in Ottawa-Carleton and for the direct election of members to 

Regional Council."22 During his review, Mr. Kirby published three documents -

a Discussion Paper which put issues forward for discussion by the public, an 

Interim Report which summarized his findings from his first round of public 

consultations, and a Final Report in which he put forward his recommendations 

on Regional Reform. Each of them raises points relevant to four issues being 

reviewed in this paper and as such will be cited where applicable. 

The question arises of why did the new government commission a further review 

when they had Mr. Bartlett's and Ms. Graham's reports that were recently done. 

The answer is that the government wanted to hear from the public on the support 

for the changes proposed by the two earlier reports. The two earlier studies were 

essentially academic exercises where the public did not really participate, 

evidenced by the poor turn outs to the public forums and the low number of 

written submissions. The new government true to its political roots wanted to 

hear from the public on the proposed changes before making any changes. Mr. 

Kirby was successful in generating public interest through his personal style and 

the initial emphasis on single-tier for Ottawa-Carleton in his discussion paper. 
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Discussion Paper 

The Interim Report outlines options for the re-organization of local government 

in Ottawa-Carleton including single-tier government, a reduction in the number 

of municipalities and different models for the election of Regional Council. 

Political Structure 

In the single-tier government model, the eleven municipalities would be 

amalgamated into a single unit. He argues that there is a perception that the 

Region is over-governed and that a "single level of government could provide 

uniform and equitable service delivery over a large area that captures all users, 

and by virtue of its size, realizes economics of scale."- He goes on to say that 

a single level would serve to clarify accountability by making one Council 

responsible for all decision-making. 

The counter arguments he puts forward are based on discussions he had with 

other Regional Governments and City of Winnipeg officials. Improved 

economics of scale can only be achieved in certain services, and by in large these 

services are already being delivered by the Region. Service levels often increase 

to the highest common denominator thereby increasing costs and taxes. 
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The second model he puts forward is the amalgamation of local municipalities 

into smaller units and eliminating Regional Government. The remaining local 

municipalities would increase to the size required to achieve the same economics 

of scale that the Region now provides. He does not support this model as 

coordination between the competing local municipalities would be difficult to 

achieve, which would be detrimental to the economic health of the Region. 

The third model he puts forward would see the two-tier system retained, but the 

number of local municipalities would be reduced to three or five. He cites a 

number of benefits to this model with the only drawback being the strong 

opposition local municipalities would muster as the model would be perceived to 

jeopardize community identities. 

The next part of the Interim Report deals with election to Regional Council and 

the proposed size of the Council. He discusses the pros and cons to direct and 

indirect election to Council, echoing the arguments put forward by D.W. Bartlett. 

The only additional argument he puts forward against the direct election to 

Regional Council without local mayors is that there would be a lack of formal 

linkages between the two levels which could possibly weaken cooperation and 

coordination between them. 
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On the issue of size of Regional Council he suggests that the Katherine Graham 

model of eighteen members directly elected from cross municipal Regional Wards 

plus the eleven mayors and a directly elected Regional Chair for a Council of 

thirty would be feasible. If this were accompanied by smaller local Councils, the 

number of politicians would be reduced, a recommendation he supports. 

As mentioned, this Discussion Paper was issued to stimulate the discussions on 

the major issues facing the Commission. The report focused primarily on 

political structural issues as Mr. Kirby was of the view that a summary of the 

discussion in this area was appropriate. He did not deal with the reallocation of 

functions because he felt Mr. Bartlett's report was a good starting point for that 

discussion. 

Interim Report 

After the release of the Discussion Paper, he held a series of public meetings and 

briefings with Councils, the private sector, interest groups and individuals and in 

August of 1992 issued an Interim Report on his findings on the issues under 

discussion. It is basically a summary of what people told him during his 

discussions, briefings and meetings. 

/#*N 
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On general matters, he advised that the public want "simple, understandable 

government; responsiveness, representation/accountability, a sense of community 

identity, preservation of a way of life, preservation of the metropolitan 

community, cost effective services and equity, ability to share in the economic 

and social benefits generated by the Region, sharing of the costs of providing 

those benefits, and acceptance of past obligations by those citizens responsible for 

incurring them."24 

Political Structure 

On the specific issues, he comments that the public prefer directly elected 

Regional Councillors along with the mayors sitting on Regional Council. They 

also support Regional wards that cross municipal boundaries and the proposal for 

eighteen Regional Wards. 

The public are also supportive of the current two-tier arrangement with the same 

number of local municipalities, but a second alternative emerged with the support 

of the business community seeing five local municipalities and the Region. 
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Police Services 

The public supports the Regionalization of the police forces. Because of the 

number of police forces in the Region, the public are confused as to who has 

jurisdiction over what area. There were numerous advantages cited including 

"standardization of the communication and information systems, both at stations 

and in cars, improved crime analysis, solution and prevention, reduction in the 

number of Police Service Boards and clarification of accountability and 

liability."25 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

On the issues of sewers and waste management, the public are of the view that 

sewer services should be the responsibility of the Regional Government. There 

were no comments on waste management in the Interim Report. 

Economic Development 

The issues surrounding economic development in the Region generated much 

discussion. It was noted that economies of ail the municipalities are highly 

interdependent and that the "Region is principally dependent on the Federal 

Governments' presence for its economic well-being."26 People recognized that 
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the Region must be made attractive to organizations and businesses looking for 

a place to locate. To do that, municipalities must reduce bureaucratic 

complexities so that business can concentrate on delivering services. There was 

strong support that the Region should play a leadership role in the long term 

economic development planning for the Region. The view was that only "the 

Region can harmonize economic development and ensure that the local 

municipalities are working as a team."27 

After releasing the Interim Report, Mr. Kirby organized a second set of meetings 

with the public, interest groups, and individuals to gage reaction to the report. 

The author attended ten of the eleven public meetings held across the Region after 

the release of the interim report and the comments were primarily directed toward 

preserving the number and boundaries of the local municipalities. There was 

very little comment on anything else as people focused on Mr. Kirby's option of 

reducing the number of municipalities to either three or five. As a result of the 

single message at the public meetings, a series of private meetings were organized 

and a public opinion survey was commissioned to obtain input on the other issues 

under discussion. The survey results and the comments received in public 

meetings and private discussion,s form the basis of his Final Report. It is this 

document that outlines his recommendations for Region reform in Ottawa-

Carleton. 
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Kirhv Commission Final Report 

Mr. Kirby's Final Report was issued in November 1992 and contained forty-one 

recommendations to reform the structure of municipal government in Ottawa-

Carleton. He based his recommendations on the principles already established by 

H.B. Mayo and D.W. Bartlett and a couple of his own. His additional principles 

are as follows: 

"1. Unless there is good reason to the contrary, matters affecting the 

long-term well-being of the Region and its residents should be 

dealt with at the Regional level. Local municipalities should be 

responsible for the more day-to-day matters; and 

2. Unless there are good reasons to the contrary, the structure of the 

Region should be such as to provide each resident with the sense 

of being a participant in the decisions of local government. "2i 

Political Structure 

In terms of political structure, he recommends that Members of Regional Council 

be directly elected for reasons of accountability and workload. These Councillors 

will have the time to deal with the many and varied issues that face the Region 

and will be held directly accountable at election time for their decisions. The 
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Chair would continue to be elected at-large and the ten local Mayors (Village of 

Rockliffe Park excluded) would sit by virtue of their office. The Village of 

Rockliffe Park Mayor is excluded because a Regional vote for a population of 

2,000 people would skew the representation on Council in Mr. Kirby's opinion. 

The eighteen Regional Wards would cross municipal boundaries where feasible, 

and would be designed on the basis of representation by population respecting 

communities of interest. By crossing municipal boundaries, Mr. Kirby hopes that 

Regional Councillors would adopt a Region-wide view of Government. The local 

perspective would be provided by the area Mayors. He cites a balance between 

Regional and local views existing in Toronto as an example where this proposed 

structure works. 

Police Services 

On the issue of Police Services in the Region, Mr. Kirby recommends that a 

Regional Police Force be created responsible for all police services currently 

provided by local police forces and local detachments of the OPP. The police 

force would replace four of the six forces in existence today. The RCMP and 

Military Police would continue in their roles. He notes that the quality of 

services are excellent but it could be better with considerably less duplication. 

He states that a Regional force would be able to provide consistent service across 

the Region and be more efficient. A Region-wide policy of community based 

f 
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policing would have to be implemented to retain the close links between the 

police service and local communities. In closing, he also recommends that the 

Province provide transition money to ease the tax increases that those 

municipalities that have received policing from the OPP without paying extra are 

going to experience. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

Mr. Kirby supports the Bartlett recommendations that the Region assume 

responsibility for all parts of the sanitary sewer system. He further states that the 

cost of upgrades and separations be divided between all users of the system and 

the residents of the local municipalities involved through user fees. The 

advantages gained from adopting system-wide sewer planning and maintenance 

are the main reasons for his recommendations. 

On the issue of solid waste management, he is recommending that the current 

split responsibility be maintained until such time the Province concludes their 

study on the issue. The Region is prepared to assume responsibility for collection 

and recycling in addition to disposal responsibilities, but want more time to study 

the financial implications of assuming the additional responsibility. The current 

arrangement works well in his opinion and operates as efficiently as possible with 
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collection and recycling contracted out. In addition, each municipality has 

tailored their collection and recycling practices to their local needs while keeping 

costs down. For those reasons, he is not recommending any changes. 

Economic Development 

It is the area of economic development where Mr. Kirby puts forward his 

strongest arguments for change. He whole-heartedly supports Mr. Bartlett's view 

that economic development of the Region is critical to its future health. In his 

opinion, it is evident that: 

" - the Region can no longer rely on the Federal Government to provide 

new employment; 

- the competition for business between local municipalities is driving 

business away; 

- the lack of an 'open for business' attitude in the Region is the cause of 

some private sector companies already located here considering moving 

elsewhere; 

- the intricate structure of Municipal Governments is confusing and the 

myriad of rules is a disincentive to businesses; 
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- no one speaks on behalf of the Ottawa-Carleton Business Community; 

and 

- business leaders appear to be asking themselves whether Ottawa-Carleton 

is a community with a future."29 

He goes on to state that the shared responsibility for economic development has 

negatively affected the Region's development. To address this situation, he is 

recommending that the Region be given primary responsibility for the 

development and implementation of a comprehensive economic development 

strategy for the Region. In this was the Region can put in place a coordinated 

approach to economic development instead of each component operating on their 

own. 

Summary 

The forty-one recommendations contained in Mr. Kirby's report are an attempt 

to build on the strengths of the present system of government and to counter its 

weaknesses. In the next section of the paper, we will examine what the reviews 

of other Regions have recommended on the four issues under examination here. 

We will look at the Niagara Region Review, the Haldimand-Norfolk Region 

Review and the Task Force Report on Metro-Toronto. 
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CHAPTER m 

Review of Other Studies of Regional Government 

In the late 1980's, three other reviews of Regional Government were 

commissioned in addition to the Ottawa-Carleton Region Review. There was the 

Niagara Region Review Commission (1989), the Haldimand-Norfolk Review 

Commission (1989) and the Task Force on Representation and Accountability in 

Metropolitan Toronto (1986). The two Commissions were similar to the Ottawa-

Carleton Review and the Task Force specifically looked at political issues in 

Metro. This section of the paper will look at each of the reports and summarize 

the key finding for each of the four issues being reviewed. 

Niagara Region Review Commission 

Mr. H. Kitchen, Economics Professor at Trent University, was the Commissioner 

appointed by the Province in early 1988 to "examine, evaluate and report to the 

Minister on various representation, accountability, functional and financing issues 

and on the diversion of responsibilities in the Regional Municipality of 

Niagara."30 The study was divided into two parts (similar to the Bartlett Report), 

but the findings were submitted to the Minister at the same time. 
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Mr. Kitchen introduced a new argument for the creation of Regional Governments 

' which had not been raised earlier. He states that one of the reasons the Province 

formed Regions was to facilitate the "redistribution of resources from relatively 

wealthy jurisdictions to relatively less well-off jurisdictions."31 By providing a 

service at the Regional level, municipalities receive services with the costs shared 

on the basis of the wealth of the area municipalities, as measured by equalized 

assessment Services that the less wealthy municipalities receive that they would 

not otherwise include: road construction and maintenance, planning, economic 

development, social services, and the costs of administering these services. 

Political Structure 

The issue of political structure in Niagara Region was the most contentious of the 

issues reviewed by the Commission. The problem related to the allocation of 

seats on Niagara Region Council given the wide variance in population of the 

local municipalities. The other problem is that over one half of the population 

of the Region lives in two cities. If the Region could be divided on the basis of 

representation by population, the smaller municipalities would have very little 

voice on Niagara Region Council. When the problem occurs at other levels of 

government they tend to give more seats to underpopulated areas, Mr. Kitchen 
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asserts. He supports the Mayors being on Regional Council as a way of 

achieving equity amongst the municipalities. He advocates four principles in the 

allocation of representatives. 

" 1. Representation by population but balanced with the application of 

the other criteria. 

2. Protection of minority interests - over-represent the smaller 

municipalities to ensure that those interests are considered. 

3. Appropriate size for effective debate and to ensure there are 

enough members to support the workload of committees, boards 

and commissions. 

4. That the system is easy to understand by the average citizen."32 

From the criteria, Mr. Kitchen recommended that four additional seats for the 

most populated areas be added to Regional Council, to increase the size from 

twenty-nine to thirty-three members including the local mayors. The majority of 

seats would be controlled by the smaller municipalities. He did not recommend 

cross municipal Regional Wards except for some of the rural municipalities where 

it was deemed appropriate based on the established criteria. In the large urban 

centres, he is recommending that Regional Councillors be elected at large due to 

the problem aligning local wards with Regional Wards. 
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In summary, the recommended changes to the political structure are primarily 

minor in nature. The next section of this report deals with police services. 

Police Services 

The Region of Niagara Police Force was established in 1971 two years after the 

Region was created. During the lead-up to the creation of the Region, serious 

concerns were raised about the quality of policing in the area. The quality was 

affected by "the large number of separate police forces, free policing by the 

Ontario Provincial Police in some townships but not in others, the small size of 

most local forces, and the lack of communication among them."33 Mr. Kitchen's 

review of Police Services focused on the relationship between Regional 

Government and the Niagara Regional Board of Commissioners of Police. 

During his review, concerns were expressed about the lack of political 

accountability to Regional Council that exists with members of the Police Board, 

the level of expenditures on policing, and the lack of Regional involvement in the 

determination of the budget of the police force. He addresses these issues in his 

recommendations. 
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He supports the traditional independence of the police from their civic masters in 

their carrying out of their day to day responsibilities, but recognizes that the 

police are still ultimately accountable to the duly elected civic authorities. He is 

of the view that elected councillors, who provide funding for the police force, 

should be able to provide policy direction to the force. This has not been 

happening in Niagara. 

The current Police Services Board is composed of five members, three Provincial 

appointees and two appointed by the Regional Council. Mr. Kitchen recommends 

that the Board be expanded to seven members with the two additional members 

appointed by Regional Council. He makes this recommendation for a number of 

reasons. First, is improved accountability to Regional Council and the public. 

With more representation from Regional Council, the actions of the Board can be 

more accountable to the local community through the councillors' election to 

Regional Council. Second, he feels that the heavy workload of Board Members 

could be better dispersed. Third, with two additional Members, Regional Council 

could have greater control over general policy issues and the accompanying 

budget of the police force. 

The four Members of Council sitting on the Board would be representing Council 

on the Board and he recommends that they be required to report to Council on 

j0 
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a regular basis on the actions of the Board. This would ensure that effective lines 

of communication remain open between the Board and Council. 

Under the current system in Ontario, the Police Services Board prepares an 

annual budget and submits it to Council for approval. If it is not approved, the 

budget is sent to the Ontario Police Commission for review. In ten such cases 

involving different forces across the Province, the Police Commission has ruled 

eight times in the Board's favour. This makes it very difficult for a municipality 

to prepare a budget which is reflective of the needs of the community. The 

budget process weighs all the competing demands and allocates on the basis of 

priorities. "It is also a mechanism by which citizens can evaluate the 

performance of their election representation.ll34 The police budget is exempt from 

this process and what happens is that other services are cut or reduced to 

accommodate the police budget. In Niagara, the Police budget accounts for 22 % 

of the Region's total expenditures (1988). Under the current scheme, Mr. 

Kitchen points out Regional Council are deprived of control over the largest 

single item in their budget. He recommends that the Police Department be 

required to present their budget to Regional Council for approval in exactly the 

same manner as a department of Regional Government and the decision of 

Council should be final as it is for any other Regional Department. 
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These issues are worth noting as the Province has recommended Regional 

Policing for Ottawa-Carleton which is discussed later in this paper. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

In the Region of Niagara, sewers are a shared responsibility, the Region is 

responsible for treatment and trunk sewers, and local municipalities are 

responsible for local sewers. (Identical to the existing situation in Ottawa-

Carleton). In his study, he noted inefficiencies with this division of 

responsibility. He states, "there is no incentive for the respective jurisdictions to 

implement changes that could benefit the other party, for example, fixing storm 

sewers that lead directly into sanitary sewers. If the pipes are in the local system 

and the Region is responsible for treatment, there is no incentive for the locai 

municipality to fix the pipes, the overflow at the treatment plant is not their 

problem."35 Mr. Kitchen recommends that the Region of Niagara assume 

complete control over the sewer system so as to create a system, that is more cost 

efficient. 

Waste management in Niagara Region is completely controlled by the local 

municipalities which makes the Niagara Region the only Region in Ontario with 

no responsibility for solid waste management. As a result of the fragmented 

approach in Niagara the system is not efficient in collection and disposal nor is 
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it effective in planning for the future. Mr. Kitchen expressed concerns about the 

ever tightening Provincial regulations concerning the establishment of landfill sites 

and the local municipality's ability to undertake the approval process. This, 

combined with the fact that significant economics of scale can be achieved by 

Regionalizing solid waste management, led Mr. Kitchen to recommend 

Regionalization in his report. He also cites the precedent established in other 

Regions and the Ministry of the Environment's position of encouraging Regional 

responsibility for waste management. 

Even though the local municipalities contract out garbage collection, Mr. Kitchen 

is of the view that there will not be any incentives other than the tipping fee to 

encourage local municipalities to introduce recycling programs if collection stays 

^ a local responsibility. Given that there are no problems with the current system 

and tipping fees can be used effectively to encourage recycling if the Region has 

control of the landfill sites, Mr. Kitchen is recommending that collection of solid 

waste remain a local responsibility. 

Economic Development 

Like Mr. Bartlett in his review of Ottawa-Carleton, Mr. Kitchen heard a variety 

of comments and concerns about economic development in the Niagara Region. 

In his report , he defines local economic development "as any activity that seeks 
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to expand, diversify, and strengthen the economic base of a municipality"36, either 

in a reactive or proactive manner depending on the economic development policy 

set by the particular Council. He goes on to describe the shared responsibility 

for economic development that exists in Niagara Region. The Region and area 

municipalities have developed a mutually agreed upon assignment of functions, 

with the Region's responsibilities being carried out by the Niagara Region 

Development Corporation (NRDC). The NRDC functions in an arms length 

relationship with Regional Council in much the same manner and with the same 

type of Board of Directors as the Ottawa-Carleton Economic Development 

Corporation. It also has a strategic plan containing six major objectives which 

guides its activities. 

Setting the stage, Mr. Kitchen goes on to describe the ineffectiveness of 

municipal economic development on locational decisions made by private sector 

companies. In his analysis, the influences of the local municipality were not 

factors in businesses locating in the Region. The NRDC has been criticized much 

like OCEDCO for not attracting businesses to local municipalities for those 

municipalities' benefit. He states that this criticism is unfounded because the 

local municipalities, the school boards and the Region benefit from having a new 

business locate in the Region because the overall tax assessment in the Region 

improves. A business locating in a particular municipality improves that 

municipality's situation only marginally when the increased assessment is 
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balanced against the increased costs incurred by the municipality with the business 

locating there. He states that the primary focus of economic development should 

be on providing the assistance required to allow existing businesses to expand and 

he sees this as a local responsibility. He recommends that the NRDC continue 

with its promotional activities because other municipalities in the Province and 

elsewhere have similar agencies. In addition, he recommends that there be 

formal joint policy coordination amongst the area municipalities so that 

duplication of service can be eliminated, and advice policy direction and 

implementation can be provided to both the Region and Local municipalities. 

Because tourism and economic development are so intertwined in the Niagara 

Region, Mr. Kitchen is recommending that the Region Niagara Tourist Board be 

amalgamated with the Niagara Region Development Corporation. 

Summary 

As indicated earlier, Mr. Kitchen's report was submitted to the Minister of 

Municipal Affairs in the spring of 1989. None of his recommendations were 

formally implemented in Niagara Region. However, his research and 

recommendations on the issues that are being reviewed in this paper are very 

informative and will be an integral part of the review of the Province's 

recommended changes to Ottawa-Carleton. 
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Haldimand-Norfolk Regional Review 

The Honourable L.T. Pennell, P.C., Q.C. was appointed by Order-in-Council in 

July 1987 and commenced in November 1987 to re-examine the structure in 

Haldimand-Norfolk. Specifically, the Honourable Mr. Pennell was to look at 

"the functions, costs and finances of both the Region and its six area 

municipalities and alternatives to the present form of Regional Government, 

including the reallocation of services between the Region and the area 

municipalities, and fair and equitable municipal representation, decision-making 

and accountability."37 

In his discussion, he outlines his view of why Regional Government was 

introduced in Ontario. He noted that the nature and scale of services provided 

by local governments grew rapidly in the 1960's especially in social services and 

health services with a corresponding growth in local government expenditures. 

On the other hand, he states that revenue sources for local government have not 

changed substantially over the years, which lead to local municipalities 

experiencing financial problems. As a result, Regional Government was 

introduced so that it could manage Region-wide issues such as health services and 

waste disposal using a pool of assessment to finance these services. The local 

municipalities would be left with locally important issues such as local roads with 

sufficient resources to manage them. He noted that the most common form of 
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Regionalization is the federation of a large influential urban centre with its 

immediate land area within a county or district. In this way the advantages of the 

City as an assessment resource can be shared with the residents of the non-urban 

area so that services can be provided throughout the Region. Haldimand-Norfolk 

created in 1973 is an exception, as it does not have a large urban centre, in fact 

it is predominantly rural with a few small towns. However, when it was created 

it was envisioned that Townsend, a model town, was going to grow to be a large 

urban centre. Regional Government was put in place to manage this growth but 

it never happened. As a Region, it is very different from the Region of Ottawa-

Carleton, but there are a few points worth considering from this review. 

Political Structure 

In the Region of Haldimand-Norfolk, Regional Councillors sit on Council by 

virtue of their office (six mayors) or indirectly elected to Council (thirteen) by 

virtue of being elected to the local Council. The Chair is selected by Regional 

Council either from amongst its membership or from outside of Council. In his 

review, the Honourable L.T. Pennell looked at five alternatives to the status quo: 

"1. Direct election, excluding mayors 

2. Direct election, including mayors 
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3. Indirect election through Council appointed 

4. Double direct, excluding mayors (elected to both councils) 

5. Double direct, including mayors (elected to both councils)."38 

He supports the direct election of Regional Councils from wards within local 

municipalities and the inclusion of the Mayors to form the link between the two 

levels of local government. He is supportive of this model because it adheres to 

the principles of accountability and representation, and addresses the significant 

workload of Regional Councillors by making them only responsible for Regional 

Issues. The Mayors would continue to have heavy workloads, but it is envisioned 

that the directly elected Councillors will perform most of the Committee work. 

Police Services 

Police Services in Haldimand-Norfolk are provided by two independent forces, 

the Haldimand-Norfolk Regional Police and the Ontario Provincial Police. When 

the Region was created, the Regional Force took over local municipal forces and 

the OPP continued to provide service to the rest of the municipalities free of 

charge. Provision was made in the legislation that the Regional force could take 

over any additional portion of the Regional area with approval of the Solicitor 

General. At the time of writing of the report, no requests had been made. 
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The OPP reports through senior detachment staff to the Solicitor General and the 

Regional Force reports to the Police Services Board, two distinct reporting 

relationships. This has not lead to a decline in effectiveness as the public have 

indicated they are satisfied that their needs are being met by the two forces. 

From an efficiency standpoint, problems were noted as a result of fragmented 

jurisdiction. For example, Regional Police driving through OPP's territory in 

response to calls and vice versa, and duplication of services. This lead to the 

conclusion that the delivery mechanism for police services in Haldimand-Norfolk 

is inefficient. 

The Honourable L.T. Penneil recommends that the Region be divided better 

between the two forces to reduce inefficiencies, or that the Regional Police 

Services Board contract with the OPP for the provision of police service in 

certain areas where they are better able to provide service. On the issue of the 

Police Services Board, he is recommending that the membership be expanded to 

seven members, four from Regional Council and three Provincial appointees, 

similar to what the Niagara Review recommended. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

Sewer collection and treatment in Haldimand-Norfolk is already the responsibility 

of the Region and through the review, the Honourable Mr. L.T. Penneil was told 
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that the management of the system worked very well and did not require any 

changes. He did not recommend any changes in his report. 

Waste management, on the other hand, was split between the two jurisdictions 

with the Region responsible for disposal of waste and management of landfill sites 

and the local municipality responsible for collection. In his review, he noted that 

the establishment of new landfills is a long and involved process that requires a 

lot of resources. Haldimand-Norfolk has embarked on a program to establish a 

new landfill site in anticipation of their future needs. He was advised that they 

are managing their existing landfills properly and in cooperation with the local 

municipalities. The local municipalities have developed their own methods of 

collection and recycling programs tied in with their communities' needs. Most 

use private contractors to collect the waste in the most efficient manner possible. 

As a result of the effectiveness and efficiency of waste management practices in 

Haldimand-Norfolk, no changes were recommended by the Commission. 

Economic development 

Economic Development in Haldimand-Norfolk is the responsibility of the 

Regional Economic Development Department which reports to the Regional 

Planning and Development Committee. The Department has responsibility for 

promotion, marketing and the acquisition of lands for economic development 
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purposes. Local municipalities are not involved formally in economic 

development matters. In a study conducted for the review, it was noted that the 

best opportunity for economic development in the Region was the expansion of 

existing businesses. 

The question posed was whether local municipalities should be involved in 

economic development or not. Arguments against included "duplication of 

activity, lack of resources at the local level, and divided responsibility was 

counter to the rationale of Regionalism being necessary to promote a more 

efficient and effective system of development in the Region."39 Arguments in 

support included, limited activity already being carried out by local 

municipalities, and lower-tiers provide services critical to business - maintenance 

of local roads, collection of waste, provision of recreation facilities, etc. With 

these arguments in mind, the Commission recommended that local municipalities 

be given a limited formal role to play in economic development in the Region. 

They could market Regionally owned sites within their boundaries and could 

liaise with local industries and organizations to promote economic development. 

The Region would be responsible for commercial/industrial site development and 

sales, research and anaiysis, tourism and the creation and implementation of an 

economic development strategy for the Region. The strategy would be developed 

on the advice of the area municipalities and a new economic advisory committee 
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composed of business leaders from the community. His final recommendation 

was that the Region acquire and ensure that potential development sites be 

available in each area municipality, within the context of the Regional economic 

development strategy. 

Summary 

The Haldimand-Norfolk Review did not fully explore all the issues raised in this 

paper as the public were generally satisfied with the service delivery and the 

jurisdiction responsible. On the issue of representation and accountability, we 

have seen basically the status quo maintained. The major issue is the fragmented 

delivery of police services, which is an issue in the Ottawa-Carieton Region. 

Task Force on Representation and Accountability in Metropolitan Toronto 

In 1986, the Minister of Municipal Affairs established a task force of municipal 

staff representatives from Metropolitan Toronto and each of its member 
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municipalities to review the system of electing Metro-Toronto Councillors and to 

develop a system that met the following objectives: 

"1. Easily understood by the public; 

2. Enables municipal politicians in Metro to devote more time to 

Metro issues; 

3. Address the issues of representation, accountability and 

responsiveness at the Metro level. "40 

The task force functioned as an advisory body to the Minister in analysing three 

Council systems and two options for the election of Metro Chair as alternatives 

to the status quo. Their report analyzes the options but does not make a 

recommendation on a preferred option. As part of their analysis, they looked at 

three issues relevant to this paper, the selection of Metro Council, electoral 

boundaries, and the size of Council. This summary will focus on these areas 

starting with the selection of Metro Council. 

The three options for Metro Council selection are as follows: 

1. Direct election of councillors to serve only in Metro Council 
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2. Direct election of councillors plus the mayors of each area 

municipalities 

3. Double direct election where councillors would sit on both the 

local and Regional Council. 

The direct election of Councillors has a number of advantages in the view of the 

task force including improved accountability because the electorate would be able 

to differentiate between who was serving on Metro and who was serving on the 

local Council. If the Metro Wards were designed on the basis of representation 

by population, their system would give the electorate equal access to their 

representatives. Other benefits include simplified electoral process, Councillors 

focused on Metro issues, and having more time to prepare for debates on issues 

of importance. The drawbacks of this system include the potential for 

competition and conflict between Metro and area Councils, as dual memberships 

would no longer exist. The lack of formal linkages also has the potential to 

weaken the cooperation and coordination which existed between Metro and the 

local municipalities. 

Direct election of Councillors plus the Mayors has the advantages noted above 

and some others. In the opinion of the Task Force, by having the Mayors on 

Metro Council, the electorate, plus the local Council, can hold the Mayor 

responsible for the decisions of Metro Council. The potential for conflict is 
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reduced as the Mayors can try to mediate between Regional and local interests. 

Finally, the Mayors provide the vital link between the two Councils which can 

enhance communication between the two levels. 

In the Double Direct system, Councillors would sit on both local as well as Metro 

Council. The only positive comment on this system was that Regional 

Councillors would have a very good understanding of local concerns when 

making Metro decisions. There are many drawbacks however, including too 

much local influence on Metro Council decisions, as the Councillor would be 

accountable to the area municipal constituency. The dual nature of representation 

prevents a voter from sending representatives exclusively to Metro Council, and 

results in blurred accountability. Finally, due to the workload, there would not 

be enough time to adequately address both local and Metro issues which means 

representation at both levels would suffer. 

On the issue of Metro Ward Boundaries, the Task Force looked at three options: 

1. Metro wards contained within area municipal boundaries 

2. Metro wards crossing area municipal boundaries 

3. At-large election within area municipal boundaries. 
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They examined the strengths and weaknesses of each option. With Metro wards 

contained within area municipal boundaries, a single Metro Councillor per ward 

would reaffirm the one person/one vote principle and is easily understood by the 

electorate. It would also preserve identification with area municipalities and help 

retain the Federal concept of Metro Government. A weakness is that it would be 

difficult to implement representation by population in Metro Council because the 

different population densities would make it difficult to draw wards with similar 

populations within all municipalities. Also, the continued recognition of area 

municipal boundaries in forming Metro Wards might encourage the domination 

of local interests on Metro Council. 

In the Metro Wards crossing municipal boundaries option, the domination of local 

interests is eliminated. By the nature of the system, Councillors would be forced 

to deal with broader issues. Cross boundaries would also raise the profile of 

Metro as a legitimate level of government dealing with Metro-wide issues. The 

principles of accountability and representation would be preserved. On the 

negative side, the public may find this system confusing because wards would 

cross municipal boundaries. There would be a reduction of the local municipal 

voice at the Metro level which could lead to conflict and rivalry between the local 

municipalities and Metro. This would be offset if the Mayors were able to sit on 

Metro Council. 
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The third option is the at-large election of Metro Councillors from within local 

municipalities. Each at-large Councillor would represent the entire electorate of 

the area municipality and the implementation of the system would be easy as no 

wards would have to be drawn. Councillors would also have the time to 

represent their constituents and work on Metro issues. These are the only 

positive aspects of this system. There are many negatives. This system would 

strengthen the Councillors' identification with the local municipality and could 

continue to encourage parochialism. Accountability to the electorate would be 

difficult given the size of the electorate and multiple numbers of representatives. 

The cost of running at-large is high which would discourage otherwise strong 

candidates. Finally, representation by population would be difficult to implement 

given the different sizes of the local municipalities. 

The size of Metro Council has grown over the years from twenty-four in 1953 to 

thirty-nine in 1986. Part of the reason for the review of Metro Government was 

the alleged lack of representation on Metro Council, however, the Minister 

indicated to the Task Force that increasing the size of Council could not be the 

only answer to representation issues. 

For equity purposes, representation-by-population models were developed and 

evaluated. The models that proposed larger Councils expanded the opportunity 

for more people to participate in, and be accountable for, the governing process. 
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It also provided for a greater sharing of the workload on boards and committees 

and making people more accountable in that regard. On the negative side, larger 

Councils lead to organizational problems and can be the stimulus for lengthy 

debate. From a political perspective, the ability to influence decisions is reduced 

as there are more members to convince. It would also be difficult for a Chair to 

manage a Council of this size. Finally, the larger the Council, the greater costs 

in salaries and support. 

A smaller Council would cost the taxpayers less. With few Councillors voter 

recognition of Metro Councillors and their stand on issues would be heightened 

and therefore accountability would be enhanced. If the seats are divided up on 

the basis of representation by population then everyone would continue to have 

< equal access to their Councillor. On the downside, with a smaller Council there 

may be problems in sharing the committee workload although if the Mayors were 

permitted to sit on Council, the workload would be eased. If the Councillors 

were elected exclusively to sit on Metro Council then they would have the time 

to do the work required. 

The Province reviewed the report from the Task Force in November 1996 and 

introduced changes for the 1988 Municipal Election. A Metro Council of thirty-

four was established with twenty-eight members elected from Metro Wards from 

within municipal boundaries along with the six local Mayors. The Chair was to 
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be selected from within Council amongst the twenty-eight directly elected 

^ Councillors. So far the reviews have been mixed. Some say that Metro Council 

is too detached, others say that Metro is finally making the right decisions on 

issues of importance to the whole area. The system probably needs one more 

election before a true assessment can be done. 

Titv nf Winnipeg Restructuring 

In the late 1950's, the Greater Winnipeg Investigating Commission was created 

by the Manitoba Provincial Government to study the problems faced by the 

Winnipeg Region. In 1959, the Commission recommended the creation of a two 

level structure of municipal government patterned on the Metropolitan Toronto 

* model. In i960 the Provincial Government enacted the necessary legislation 

creating a Regional level of government with ten directly elected Councillors from 

wards that crossed municipal boundaries. The local Mayors were not included 

on Regional Council. 

The Region assumed many of the services that Regional Governments in Ontario 

assumed when they were created, ie. water and sewers, transit, roads, solid waste 

disposal and some other more traditional local services such as control over 

Regional parks, land use control, building standards and property maintenance. 

The local municipalities controlled education, housing, police, fire, social 
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services, local parks and local roads. The division of powers was based on the 

Metro Toronto model with variations to remedy the perceived defects of that 

model. For example, Metro Toronto could produce land use plans but the 

municipalities retained the power to regulate land use and issued building permits 

(implementation tools). In Winnipeg, Regional Council was given the authority 

to implement its own land use plans. This model also represented a compromise 

in the division of power, between the urban and suburban municipalities. 

Conflicts quickly emerged after the reorganization, in particular between the 

Regional Council and the area municipalities, over the loss of control over 

planning and development related responsibilities and the lack of local 

representation on Regional Council. As a result of these conflicts, the Manitoba 

Government commissioned numerous reviews to try and identify means of 

improving the system. 

In 1969, a new Provincial Government was elected and they established a Cabinet 

Committee on Urban Affairs which was asked to review Provincial policy on 

local government. In 1970, they released a report which recommended the 

consolidation of all twelve area municipalities into one unit with a forty-nine 

member Council elected from single-member wards. Numerous benefits were put 

forward such as the rationalization and increased efficiency of the provision of 

services, and the creation of a single administrative structure. Community 
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committees were proposed comprised of City Councillors representing adjacent 

wards to administer and control services that were local in nature. These 

committees were thought to improve citizen access and participation in local 

government through resident advisory groups attached to each committee. The 

legislation to create the "UniCity" as Winnipeg became called was enacted in 

1971 with the only substantial change from the Committee's recommendation 

being the Mayor was to be elected at-large rather than by the Council from 

amongst its members, as was originally proposed. 

From the start concerns were expressed about the new system and in response the 

Province again commissioned reviews. In response to one report from a 

Committee known as the Taraska Committee, a number of changes were 

implemented. The number of community committees and advisory groups was 

reduced and the number of Councillors was reduced from forty-nine to twenty-

nine. On the whole, however, the Committee found the new structure to be 

working well, a unified administration providing consistent services, an 

accountable and representative Council, formal mechanisms for citizen 

participation, and was easily understood by the electorate. 

In 1989, further changes were made to enhance the powers of the Mayor and the 

position of Council Speaker was created to replace the Mayor as Presiding 

Officer. In 1991, changes were made to the size of Council reducing it to fifteen 
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members from twenty-nine with an average of 41,200 citizens per ward. By 

comparison, the Ottawa-Carleton Region has a total of eighty-four elected 

municipal politicians representing a population similar to that of Winnipeg. 

In 1992, a rural municipality called Headingly seceded from Winnipeg after a five 

year campaign by residents. They were of the view they were not receiving any 

services for their tax dollars so they wanted out. The Province enacted the 

necessary Legislation and they became the 106th rural municipality in Manitoba. 

The tinkering goes on. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Responses to the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Review (Kirbv) Commission 

Recommendations 

Public Opinion 

During the preparation of the Final Commission Report, two public opinion phone 

surveys were conducted on Municipal Government issues in the Ottawa-Carleton 

Region. One of the surveys was commissioned by the Review Commission and 

was conducted by the Coopers & Lybrand Consulting Group. Its focus was on 

obtaining the public's views on possible changes in the structure of Locai 

Government. The research issues were as follows: 

"- awareness of the services provided by the Regional and Municipal 

Governments; 

satisfaction with the current structure of Local Governments; 

perceived need for change; 

preferred options for change; and 

influencing factors in the support for change."41 
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The research had a number of interesting findings. Seventy-nine percent (79%) 

of the respondents are satisfied with the services provided by the Regional 

Government and 88% of the respondents stated they are satisfied or somewhat 

satisfied with Local Governments. On the other hand, 83% of the respondents 

agree that there is a need for change in the current structure or in the roles of 

Regional or Local Governments. Of the six options for change suggested, the 

option that received the most support (58%) was maintaining the two levels of 

Government with the combination of some municipalities. The least popular 

option was the elimination of the Regional Government giving all their 

responsibilities to the municipalities. The majority (72%) of respondents would 

support a change if it resulted in economic benefits, even at the expense of 

making local government more distant. "Citizens are prepared to have less access 

to their local politicians and accept the current level of taxation and survive, if 

it means more economic development. However, there is a strong resistance to 

any change that will result in any increase in taxes. "42 

The second public opinion phone survey was commissioned by ten local mayors, 

Ottawa excluded, and its purpose was to find out "the views of residents as well 

as the business community in Ottawa-Carleton with regard to one-tier 

government, regional fire and police forces and the existing school boards.'"° 
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The results of the survey are split into two categories - responses by households, 

and responses by businesses. Accordingly, this paper will summarize the findings 

in this way. 

On the issue of change to Municipal Governments, 33% of the residents of 

Ottawa-Carleton favour the status quo, 47% would like some unspecified changes 

in the existing Municipal Governments, and 20% are undecided. More than 34% 

of the residents do not approve of one-tier government in place of the eleven local 

municipalities and only 24% approve of this change. Fifty percent (50%) of 

respondents would even approve one-tier government if their taxes decreased as 

a result. Of those indicating support for one-tier government, 46% would change 

their mind if it meant higher taxes. Less than 12% would continue to support it 

if it meant higher taxes. 

On the issue of Regionalized Police Services, 40% of the population are 

undecided and 39% are in favour. The reasons indicated in support of Regional 

Policing include, "more efficiency, lower costs and uniformity of standards.ll44 

The business community has some slightly different views on the issues being 

questioned. Twenty-nine percent (29%) are in favour of one-tier government and 

29.6% are opposed to it, with 52% stating it was time for a change. Opposition 
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to one-tier is stronger outside than within the City of Ottawa. Opposition is quite 

strong even if one-tier means lower taxes, on the other hand, support for one-tier 

is quite soft if it means higher taxes. 

The business community's views on Regional Policing is almost identical to the 

residents' views with 41% undecided and 38% in favour. 

The two surveys commissioned with different objectives produced very similar 

results. The people of Ottawa-Carleton are generally pleased with their 

Municipal Government structure, but support some changes to the status quo as 

long as it does not result in higher taxes. Interestingly enough, this is the view 

of the area municipalities and the Region, which is summed up in the Region's 

response to the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Review Commissioner Report. They 

are basically happy with the structure, but support a number of changes that 

would make the system more effective and efficient and more understandable. 

RMOC Response to the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Review Commission 

The reason this paper is only examining the RMOC response and not any others, 

is that it was produced by a Committee of all the area Municipalities' Chief 

Administrative Officers (CAOs) along with the Region's CAO, and submitted to 

Regional Council for approval. This author, having attended most of the 
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meetings on behalf of his CAO, can state the recommendations contained in the 

RMOC response reflect a consensus of opinion by the area CAOs. Individual 

municipal briefs put particular emphasis on certain points because the issues are 

close to them, but generally all the municipalities supported what is in the RMOC 

brief. 

Political Structure 

The Region (and area municipalities) support the maintenance of the two-tier 

structure of government in the Region as an accountable form of Municipal 

Government. They support the division of responsibilities on the basis that 

services that are of a regional nature are best planned, implemented and managed 

by one body on behalf of the entire Region. Services of a local nature that are 

reflective of community preferences are best managed by a local municipality. 

The Region supports a Regional Council of thirty members (as opposed to twenty-

nine recommended by Kirby) composed of nineteen directly elected Councillors 

from wards within municipalities elected on the basis of representation by 

population. They support the Mayors sitting on Regional Council with full voting 

privileges with the exception of the Mayor of Rockliffe Park Village who would 

not have a vote. They support the continued election-at-large of the Chair. 
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Finally, they agree that the number of municipal politicians in Ottawa-Carleton 

should not exceed the present eighty-four. 

Police Services 

The Region does not support the Regionalization of police services as "it would 

result in considerable downloading of costs from the Province to the Region, and 

a financial obligation not currently imposed on other townships. "i$ They are also 

of the view that if police services are Regionalized, it should become a Regional 

Department reporting to Council. However, as this is highly unlikely, they have 

requested that the Police Services Board be structured in a similar manner to the 

Ottawa-Carleton Transit Commission, which is composed of Regional 

Councillors. They also support the elimination of the Police Services Board right 

of budget appeal so that their budget is reviewed in a manner consistent with 

other departments in the Region. Their final comment was that any transitional 

or start-up costs to Regionalize police services should be funded by the Province. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

Whereas the Review Commission supported Mr. Bartlett's recommendations that 

the Region assume responsibility for all parts of the sanitary sewer system, the 

Region disagrees, but states they "support the adoption of a 'product stewardship' 
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approach. Significant environmental improvements to the community will be 

^ possible, principally through better overall environmental management of the 

sewage system. This approach would provide the ability to efficiently and 

effectively allocate resources to solve area-wide problems given a broader 

Regional perspective.n46 They go on to say that the Region should be responsible 

for planning and design criteria for all sewers of Regional significance, a term 

which is undefined. It would appear that the Region is supporting the Review 

Commission's recommendation, but cannot say so for political reasons. 

On the issue of solid waste management, the Region supports the Regionalization 

of solid waste collection and recycling. They cite the new Provincial waste 

diversion policies which make the jurisdictional split in solid waste management 

" cumbersome and puts the Region and local municipalities in a classic 

entanglement dilemma. They also ciie policy advantages to an integrated, waste 

diversion, collection and disposal system for solid waste at the Regional level 

from an efficiency and effectiveness standpoint. 

Economic Development 

The Region supports the Review Commission recommendation that they be given 
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the primary responsibility for the development and implementation of a 

comprehensive economic development strategy for the Region. They cite a recent 

Economic Task Force report which defines a new role for the Region in economic 

development including the following activities: 

"- act as a facilitator to develop and implement specific economic 

initiatives, policies and programs; 

provide resources for economic development actions aimed at 

improving the local business environment; 

lobby other levels of government on behalf of the Region's 

residents and businesses for renewed economic support and interest 

in the Nation's Capital: 

develop partnerships with private and public organizations to 

promote and market economic development opportunities; and 

lead and foster an economic vision for Ottawa-Carleton."47 

The Region supports these ideas and has established an internal staff committee 

to work within the Region to implement the recommendations and to work with 

local municipalities on land availability, servicing, zoning and related 

development issues. On the issue of holding of land for industrial purposes, the 

Region is of the view that this function is appropriately administered by the local 
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municipalities, but the Region should have the opportunity "to participate in joint 

ownership of an industrial park with a Local Municipality, or to hold industrial 

land of Regional significance."48 To authorize this activity, the Region supports 

amendments to the RMOC Act. 

To summarize, the Region (and Local Municipalities) were generally supportive 

of the recommendations contained in the Review Commission's Report. In their 

concluding comments, they asked that the Minister consider that there is 

agreement with many of the recommendations and that he enact the necessary 

legislation to formally bring about the changes agreed to. 

Provincial Response to Review Commission Recommendation 

Mr. Kirby's final report was submitted to the then Minister of Municipal Affairs, 

the Honourable David Cooke on November 4, 1992. In the spring of 1993. Mr. 

Cooke became the Minister of Education and Ed Philip became the Minister of 

Municipal Affairs. Mr. Cooke, representing a riding from the City of Windsor, 

was responsible for a number of portfolios and is known as a powerful Cabinet 

Minister in Premier Rae's Cabinet. Mr. Philip represents a riding in central 

Ontario and had been the Minister of Industry, Trade and Technology (Mill), 

a fairly junior Ministry. The two gentlemen have very contrasting styles. Mr. 

Cooke is very driven, forms his opinions and is effective in having his programs 
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approved. An example of this is the City of London annexation. A tough, 

unpopular decision but he made it and went on to other things. Mr. Philip, on 

the other hand, is a consensus seeker. His record at MITT shows a Minister that 

was at his best when introducing programs that would help industry. A good 

example of this was when he was in Ottawa to announce the Province's support 

for the Ottawa-Carleton Health research park. A win-win for everyone. 

Mr. Kirby's report was with the Province for seven months before a decision was 

announced. During that period the government had the opportunity to consult the 

previous studies cited in this paper, the public, local politicians and area 

provincial M.P.P. 's including the lone New Democratic Party representative from 

Ottawa-Carleton, the Minister of Housing, the Honourable Evelyn Gigantes from 

the riding of Ottawa-Centre, a downtown riding. 

As evidenced by the statements of Mr. Kirby in his three reports, the Province 

was very concerned about the health of the core of Ottawa-Carleton. The nations 

capital - Ottawa was in danger of experiencing the same problems as cores of 

other large metropolitan areas, it was in danger of being abandoned by people as 

they moved to the suburbs. The evidence was there as Ottawa's population had 

been declining steadily from 1971 onward both in absolute numbers and in 

percentage of the Region's population. This population decline coupled with the 
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City of Ottawa's fiscal crisis of mounting debt, almost zero reserve funds and the 

loss of Federal Government payments in lieu of taxes to the Region as a result of 

market value assessment being implemented gave every indication that Ottawa 

was heading for ruin unless something could be done to control the exodus to the 

suburbs and the fiscal crisis. It is my assertion that Mr. Cooke with his first 

hand knowledge of the decline of the City of Detroit and Ms. Gigantes with her 

in-depth knowledge of City of Ottawa affairs were instrumental in the decisions 

the Province made to reform Ottawa-Carleton. The following is a detailed 

overview of the decision in relationship to Ottawa. 

On July 22, 1993, the Minister of Municipal Affairs, the Honourable Ed Philip, 

came to Regional Headquarters and announced that the Government was going 

to introduce legislation to implement reforms to Regional Government in Ottawa-

Carleton in response to the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Review Commission's 

recommendations. The author was in attendance with representatives from the 

other local municipalities, the Region, the press and the public. The main 

reforms proposed are as follows: 

a directly elected Regional Council consisting of eighteen directly 

elected Regional Councillors and the Regional Chair. The area 

Mayors will not sit on Regional Council; 
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Regional responsibility for police services effective January 1, 

1995; 

legislative authority for the Region to assume complete 

responsibility for the sewer system and for solid waste 

management, upon the enactment of required by-laws by Regional 

Council; and 

exclusive Regional authority for the acquisition of land for 

economic development purposes."49 

A background document from the Ministry of Municipal Affairs to the Regional 

Reform Legislation (Bill 77) was used by the Minister to explain his decision on 

the changes proposed. It is a brief summary of the rationale for each section of 

the Legislation and is attached as Appendix 2. 

Political Structure 

The Minister indicates that the removal of area Mayors from Regional Council 

is premised on the need to have a Council which is accountable to the electorate 

and not local councils. The inclusion of Mayors in the Minister's opinion, causes 

substantial inequities in the representation system for the electorate across the 
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Region. He goes on to state "that if there was more parity in the size of the 

Local Municipalities, allowing area Mayors to continue would have been 

considered. "50 

The Regional Ward System is to be designed on the basis of representation by 

population with one average ward size of 37,000 electors. This amount may vary 

plus or minus 25%, 47,000 electors or 28,000 electors respectively. The City of 

Ottawa is to have a Council of eleven members composed of a Mayor and ten 

elected Councillors. The average ward size is 31,000 electors plus or minus 

25%. Due to the size of the local Ottawa wards, they correspond almost 

identically with the Regional Wards for Ottawa. They have 55 % of the total for 

only 47% of the population. 

Police Services 

The Minister indicated that a new Regional Police Services Board would be 

established effective January 1, 1995 and at that point, all members of Municipal 

Police Forces become employees of the new Police Services Board. 

Arrangements for the delivery of police services will be made by the Board in 

conjunction with the Ministry of the Solicitor General and Correctional Services 

which may include contracting with the OPP to continue to provide services in 

{■■■■ 
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the rural areas. All municipalities will contribute to the costs of policing in the 

Region as of January 1, 1995 and amalgamation of the three forces will occur on 

January 1, 1996. The Minister also stated that OPP police officers and staff will 

be given priority in hiring for a period of one year if OPP service is no longer 

contracted. The Minister also indicated that some transitional funding may be 

available to assist with the increased costs as a result of implementing Regional 

Policing. Finally, all assets and liabilities of the existing municipal forces are to 

be assumed by the Regional Police Services Board. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

The Minister advised that amendments to the RMOC Act have been introduced 

that give the Region the power to assume control over the entire sewer system if 

it so desires. It can only exercise this power through the passage of a by-law at 

Regional Council. Regional Council may also levy fees for the use of the sewer 

system and collect it in a manner it deems appropriate. As with Police Services, 

if the Region assumes responsibility for sewers it must assume all assets and 

liabilities of the system as well. 

With respect to solid waste management, the Minister advised that Bill 7, an Act 

to amend certain Acts related to Municipalities concerning waste management, is 
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proposing to give to Regions in Ontario, including Ottawa-Carleton, under Part 

X - Waste Management, Section 150, the authority to assume any or all of the 

waste management powers for all of its area municipalities through the passage 

of a by-law dealing with the matter. He indicated that it is his intention to have 

Bill 7 enacted in the fall sitting of the Legislature. 

Economic Development 

The Minister advised that the Region is to have exclusive authority at their 

discretion for the acquisition of industrial, commercial and institutional lands for 

economic development purposes. The area municipalities will be able to continue 

to develop any industrial properties they currently own but will not be able to 

acquire any more lands. The Region and the Local Municipalities can continue 

to share the promotional aspect of economic development. This decision was 

made because the Minister is of the view that economic development needs a 

stronger Regional focus in order for the Region to prosper into the next century. 
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CHAPTER V 

Analysis of Proposed Changes and Suggested Alternative Approaches 

The Province is determined that Bill 77 will proceed through the Legislation in 

the fall session in time for municipalities to start preparing for the 1994 

Municipal Election. The Minister has stated that he will consider changes to the 

Legislation but only if the rationale for amendments is solid. The area Clerks are 

meeting to design the local and Regional Ward Boundaries, the area Mayors are 

discussing their situation and developing arguments to put forward, the police 

chiefs are meeting to begin planning for the implementation of the Regional 

Police Force, and the area economic development officers have been discussing 

their new roles. These meetings will generate requests for amendments to the 

Legislation, but it is highly unlikely changes will be made. In this chapter 

arguments will be made to demonstrate how the Regional Reform package will 

benefit Ottawa and make recommendations on how to lessen the impact on the 

remaining municipalities. 
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Political Structure 

The exclusion of the Mayors from Regional Council is understandable if the only 

criteria for the composition of Council is that councillors be selected on the basis 

of representation by population. There are, however, additional criteria that must 

be considered such as accountability, and the balance of local and regional views. 

By not having the mayors on Regional Council, the Council is not accountable 

and representative to the local municipal corporations which also make up the 

Region. This borrows from Mr. Bartlett's argument that "In the planning and 

delivery of many municipal services and in the establishment of common 

negotiating positions, the advantages of the Regional Municipality on the one 

hand, and of the cities and townships on the other, must complement each other 

and mesh clearly. Neither level of government can operate effectively without 

sensitivity to the concerns of the other."51 Without the mayors administrative 

consultation would be the only discussion mechanism and the local municipalities 

would always be at a disadvantage because their counterparts could always take 

their position to Regional Council. We saw that the Regional Government in 

Winnipeg failed in part because of a lack of communication and coordination 

between the Regional Council and the local councils. 
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If the Mayors were included, the size of Regional Council would go from 

nineteen to thirty members. The Mayors would be in the minority and that is 

appropriate because they would not be expected to play a leading role in 

governing the Region. They would be there to represent their local Councils, 

they would not be permitted to chair any Regional Standing Committees, and they 

could not have more then two out of the seven members on any Regional 

Committee. Only one of them would be permitted to sit on the Executive 

Committee on an annual rotational basis. They would be able to participate and 

vote on Regional Council, but directly elected councillors would manage the 

affairs of the Region and be accountable to the electorate. 

With respect to Regional Ward Boundaries, there are not too many options when 

the main criterion is representation by population, and the populations of the local 

municipalities is so varied. Election at-large within a local municipality or 

Regional Wards entirely within a local municipality does not achieve 

representation by population because the population ranges from 314,000 to 

12,000. The only option that is feasible for direct election are wards that cross 

municipal boundaries. 
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The Minister's proposal has eighteen Regional Wards with ten either entirely in 

Ottawa or shared with another municipality. This gives Ottawa potentially 55% 

of the vote on Regional Council with less than 50% of the population, a matter 

of grave concern to the other municipalities. If the Mayors were to sit on 

Council, then Ottawa would have eleven of thirty which is more reasonable given 

the Region's population. If the Mayors were to remain off Regional Council, it 

is suggested that the size of Regional Council be expanded to twenty members 

and that the two additional seats be used for Regional Wards in the populated 

growth areas of the Region outside the greenbelt. This would result in a more 

balanced Regional Council and would also make the division of Regional Wards 

easier to accommodate the fast growing suburban areas. It is also consistent with 

the representation by population principle advocated by the Province. The current 

arrangement is unacceptable because it effectively places the control of Regional 

Council with City of Ottawa representatives. Being directly elected from Ottawa 

Regional Wards means that they will respond to the needs of their constituents 

before considering the needs of those outside the core: the priority for funding 

will shift from growth related capital projects to refurbishing the existing 

infrastructure in the core. Increased spending on social programs will occur as 

the City of Ottawa has the greatest number of welfare recipients and people below 

the poverty line. The focus will shift from suburban issues to urban issues if the 

Province's recommendations are implemented. 
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Police Services 

The Honourable Rene* J. Marin was commissioned by the area municipalities 

excluding Ottawa to look at alternatives to establishing a Regional Police Force. 

Mr. Marin's report, Review of Police Services - Ottawa-Carleton was released 

in June 1993. In his report, he looks at several options to that being proposed by 

the Province. He looked at the amalgamation of the Nepean, Ottawa and 

Gloucester forces into one force and the continuance of the OPP in the rural 

areas; he looked at the expansion of the Nepean and Gloucester forces to provide 

services to the rural pans of the Region west and east of the Rideau River 

respectively, he looked at maintaining the current number of forces but 

consolidating some specialized services with one force for the use by the other 

forces in the Region, and he looked at maintaining the status quo. 

Maintaining the status quo was eliminated immediately because the public 

supported some changes to the system to improve efficiency and effectiveness. 

The consolidation of the urban forces inside the greenbelt and the use of the OPP 

outside was examined and it was felt that if the Province legislated Regional 

Policing, this would be the preferred model. A Regional Police Services Board 

would be created to oversee the consolidated force with OPP services provided 

to the rural areas on a contract basis. 
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The expansion of the Nepean and Gloucester forces into the rural area was not 

accepted because it meant the rural areas would have to start paying for policing 

where in the past, they have not had to pay extra for OPP services. The 

composition of the Police Services Boards, under this arrangement, would also 

be difficult to determine. 

The Honourable RJ. Marin ended up recommending maintaining the current 

number of police forces, but consolidating specialized functions within the City 

of Ottawa Police Department. This option, he asserts, would decrease the cost 

of policing to the taxpayers and would make the service across the Region more 

efficient. The services he is proposing be consolidated are the Court Liaison and 

Court Security System including prisoner escort, the telephone system, the 

security and training functions of the three municipal forces for savings in 

recruiting expenses and greater economics of scale in training, and the 

communication, dispatch and records management systems including a common 

voice communication channel across the Region. He is also proposing an 

integrated drug enforcement squad to deal with the problem of drugs across the 

Region, an integrated tactical team, and an integrated criminal intelligence unit. 
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This option does not greatly improve effectiveness because the individual 

municipal forces are already very effective as it asserted, but it does make the 

delivery of police services in Ottawa-Carleton more efficient for a potential 

savings of $1.5 million dollars. However, once these services are consolidated, 

services left with the local forces include patrol and minor crime functions. It 

would appear that the Honourable Mr. Marin has recommended Regionalization 

without formally putting it in place. In fact, he states that he would have 

recommended Regionalization of Police Services had it not been for the increase 

in costs estimated to be between $7 to $11 million dollars as a result of service 

levels rising to Ottawa's level. The other major factor in his decision was the 

accumulated sick leave bank that exists in the City of Ottawa for police officers 

hired prior to 1984. He was informed that this plan is unfunded and the 

estimated liability is between $40 and $50 million dollars. (It has also been 

discovered that a $30 million dollar debt exists for-the new City of Ottawa Police 

Headquarters. The new headquarters in Nepean and Gloucester are already paid 

for. 

The Province appears to have noted this problem in their decision to establish a 

Regional Police Force effective January 1, 1995. The legislation states that "the 

assets and liabilities of the area municipalities related to the provision of police 

services become assets and liabilities of the Regional Corporation without 
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compensation."52 This means that the $50 million dollar sick leave liability and 

the $30 million dollar Police Headquarters liability become the responsibility of 

the Region. 

The option proposed by Mr. Marin is unacceptable because it is essentially 

Regional Policing without calling it that, and for all its implementation 

challenges, only results in annual savings of $1.5 million dollars out of a total 

police services budget of $79 million dollars or 1.9% of the total budget. On the 

other hand, the Province's proposal is unacceptable because it puts the whole cost 

of Regionalization on the taxpayers of Ottawa-Carleton. 

I support Regional Policing but I would recommend that Regional Policing be 

provided under the management of a Police Services Board composed of seven 

members, four from Regional Council for accountability purposes, and three 

Provincial appointees, consistent with recommendations from other reviews. The 

Board would have the option to contract out OPP services for the rural areas if 

they wished. I would require that the Province provide phase-in money to ease 

the tax burden on rural residents who will experience significant tax increases to 

pay for the new system. The Province would have to continue providing the per 

capita grant to municipalities to assist municipalities with police costs. In 

addition, the legislation would have to be amended so that the residents of 
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municipalities which incurred liabilities in managing their police forces would be 

required through special area levies to reimburse the Region for assuming the 

liability. It is only fair that the residents of a municipality that incurred the debts 

should have to pay for them. The residents of municipalities who have had well 

managed police forces should not have to pay for the poor decisions of the City 

of Ottawa. 

The option that I recommend incorporates the principles raised in the various 

reviews such as ensuring accountability and representation of the Police Services 

Board, improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the Police Service while 

being sensitive to community needs, assisting with short-term financial problems 

with the promise of long-term gain, and respects the principle that those who have 

^ enjoyed lower taxes through decisions to defer dealing with liabilities should be 

responsible for most of the costs to return to a balanced account. Under this 

option, Regional Policing would be an asset to the Region of Ottawa-Carleton. 

Sewers and Solid Waste Management 

The Province is providing the Region with the authority to assume control over 

the local sewers thereby making the water and sewer system completely under the 

jurisdiction of the Region. If it wishes the additional responsibility, it must do 
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so by by-law enacted by Regional Council. In assuming the responsibility it must 

assume all existing assets and liabilities of the local systems. In the City of 

Ottawa, there is a $700 million dollar liability which is the cost of upgrading and 

repairing the storm and sanitary sewers in the City. They have been neglected 

for years and as a result there is a major infiltration of stormwater into the 

sanitary system causing overflow situations at the treatment plant. To meet 

Provincial discharge standards, these sewers will have to be repaired. The 

Province is restricting any overflow into the Ottawa River. 

The arguments put forward in support of this changes by the various other 

Regional Reviews that have been mentioned earlier in the paper. The key 

argument has been that by splitting the system, each jurisdiction is making 

decisions concerned only with its own responsibilities, and not with the most 

efficient operation of the system as a whole. Control of the full sanitary sewer 

system by the Region would recognize the full Regional scope of this closed 

system. Resources could be allocated for what is best for the system as opposed 

to a particular jurisdiction. 

The only additional option to maintaining the status quo was developed by the 

Cities of Nepean and Gloucester on the principle of total infrastructure 

management. In their view, the local sewer is just one component of a road 

right-of-way and under the principle of total infrastructure management, should 

r 
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be managed along with the other components (ie. road, sanitary sewer, storm 

sewer and water main). These programs identify the condition of major 

infrastructure components in the road allowance, prioritize needs and develop 

cost-effective rehabilitation strategies within budget allocations. The urban areas 

have worked with the Region to include condition rating data of the Region's 

watermain system so that they can develop the rehabilitation programs for this 

system as well. 

The alternative suggestion is that the local municipalities be responsible for all the 

infrastructure in the local road allowances and the Region be responsible for all 

the infrastructure in the Regional road allowances. The argument is that the 

public can be better served by staff who are knowledgeable about their particular 

municipality. It is more efficient because it would be either Regional or local 

staff that would be called out to address a problem, not both jurisdictions. For 

example, if sanitary sewers become the responsibility of the Region and there is 

a plugged drain, both the Region and the local municipality would be called out. 

the Region to examine the sanitary sewer and the local municipality to examine 

the storm sewer. When a watermain bursts on a local road, the Region fixes the 

pipe and the local municipality fixes the road. This alternative would address 

these problems by making one jurisdiction responsible for all infrastructure based 

on the designation of the road. 
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On the other hand, having the system under one jurisdiction would ease confusion 

in the mind of the public; they would just have one place to call for service. It 

also places the accountability for the system with one body which is an important 

principle in any political system. In addition, under one jurisdiction, proper long-

term planning can be done for the benefit of all residents. This has worked well 

for the Regions of Durham, Peel and Halton which have complete responsibility 

for the collection and disposal of sewage. 

It is recommended that when the Legislation is enacted, that the Region exercise 

its option and assume control over the local sewers. To deal with the S700 

million dollar cost of upgrading the City of Ottawa's sewers which deteriorated 

because of a lack of investment, it is recommended that a special area levy be 

placed on the water bill of Ottawa residents to pay for the upgrades. In that way, 

those who benefited from lower taxes because of decisions not to rehabilitate the 

sewers would now have to pay. 

Solid Waste Collection 

The Province, through Bill 7, is giving every Region in Ontario the option of 

assuming complete control over the management of solid waste. The arguments 

for maintaining the status quo or moving the responsibility to the Region have 
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been discussed in the proceeding chapters and are compelling. The other 

Regional Reviews were split on this issue, but generally supported local waste 

collection. 

When faced with two service delivery options of equal merit, it is beneficial to 

look at the criteria used when Regions were created to determine which services 

should be delivered by the Regional level and apply them to the service under 

review. The criteria used were economics of scale, responsiveness to local 

concerns, redistribution, and spill-over effect. Economics of scale are achieved, 

as we have discussed, when the cost of a service declines when the quantity 

provided increases, responsiveness to local concerns are those services that are 

of particular interest to the people of the community and should be delivered by 

the local level, redistribution is when a wealthy jurisdiction helps provide service 

to less well-off municipalities because the service is too expensive for the local 

municipality, and spill-over effort is when the impact of the service touches many 

municipalities or the service cannot be contained by municipal boundaries. 

As we have seen, solid waste collection is already efficiently delivered in Ottawa-

Carleton by a private contractor who has a contract with a partnership of local 

municipalities. Increases in the economics of scale would not be achieved by the 

Region assuming responsibilities for collection. Recycling on the other hand, 
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may see benefits as the Region could focus on those items that either add a lot of 

bulk to the landfill or there is high market value for the material. Currently, 

recycling is fragmented, which means some products are not being collected at 

all or some are being collected at such lower volumes that it is almost not 

worthwhile. Regionalization of recycling would standardize service. 

Obviously, on the criteria of responsiveness to local needs, it is clear that solid 

waste collection is a service that has been tailored to local needs, and that is why 

it is still a local responsibility in many parts of the Province. 

The redistribution criteria may have been a factor when the Region was first 

created because some of the municipalities were so small, but they have grown, 

developed a tax base and can afford to deliver solid waste collection to their 

residents at a reasonable cost. 

The spill-over effort is not an issue here because solid waste does not impact 

other municipalities. Each has its own collection arrangement which is paid for 

by the taxpayers. The only marginal impact is on the City of Nepean, where the 

Regional landfill is located. 
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In this case, application of the criteria has not helped so it is necessary to look 

at other factors. As the Region indicated, the Province has put in place new 

waste diversion policies that will get more restrictive as time passes. In order to 

achieve the targets set for it by the Province, the Region needs something more 

than the punitive tipping fee to encourage municipalities to increase their waste 

diversion. If the Region had control over the collection, in addition to their 

disposal responsibilities, they could develop policies and practices that would 

meet the needs of the residents as well as the Province. When the situation 

warrants, the Region will have the authority to assume control over the entire 

system. On this basis, the Region has a greater ability to achieve the Province's 

waste diversion targets, the assumption of waste collection responsibilities by the 

Region is supported. 

Economic Development 

The Province has proposed that the Region have exclusive responsibility for the 

purchase of land for industrial and commercial purposes with the Region and 

local municipalities sharing marketing programs. Local municipalities would be 

permitted to develop those lands they already own. 
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Different models for the provision of economic development activities were 

looked at in earlier chapters ranging from the Regional Economic Development 

Corporation/Local Departments model, to Regional Departments of Economic 

Development/no local activity model. The preferred model is the model 

recommended for Haldimand-Norfolk where the Region has the vested 

responsibility for economic development and exercises it through a Regional 

Economic Development Department reporting to a Standing Committee of 

Council and delegates to the local municipalities certain limited activities. The 

Region is responsible for commercial/industrial site development sales, Provincial 

and National Marketing and all relevant research and analyses, Tourism, and the 

Development of an Economic Development Strategy. The local municipalities are 

responsible to market Regionally owned commercial/industrial sites located within 

their municipalities to existing businesses in cooperation with the Region, and to 

liaise with local industries and/or organizations such as the Chamber of 

Commerce, to promote economic development within their boundaries. 

In addition to the above, it is recommended that two standing advisory 

committees be created to provide advice to the Standing Committee. One 

advisory committee would be comprised of economic development officers from 

the local municipalities, and the other would be comprised of business people 

from the community. The primary purpose of these two advisory committees 
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would be to work with the Standing Committee and with the support of Regional 

staff, plan, develop and implement a Regional Economic Development Strategy. 

They would also keep Regional Councillors informed of their activities and 

concerns and assist in policy development where required. 

This proposal would see the disappearance of OCEDCO as a corporation in 

Ottawa-Carleton to be replaced by a Regional department reporting to the 

Standing Committee. This model would greatly improve accountability and 

responsibility for the success or failure of economic development initiatives by 

the Region and for the resources it allocates to this function each year, and it 

would integrate the activity with the other Regional policies such as the Official 

Plan and Strategic Plan. It would also eliminate harmful competition among the 

local municipalities as they spend money to try and attract businesses away from 

each other. 

Economic Development leadership would be vested in the Region allowing it to 

compete on a Regional basis for new development. As Allen O'Brien said in his 

draft paper Municipal Consolidation and its Alternatives, the main reason to 

consolidate economic development is that, "with a Global economy and free trade 

agreements, municipalities have to be concerned about major economic decisions, 

little subject to their influence, which are pulling the rug from under them. 
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Competition in the pursuit of industrial development from several municipalities 

in one urban Region can be very costly and even destructive of the Region's 

potential." This is often true as surveys have indicated that businesses are turned 

away by the myriad of rules that control Economic Development in Ottawa-

Carleton. 

Although not covered by this paper, the Regional assumption of VON/VHS 

services is another example of where a decision was taken to benefit the City of 

Ottawa. The existing legislation requires that municipalities assume 50% of the 

costs of this service with the Province assuming the other 50%. The City of 

Ottawa, due primarily to the age of its population, has historically been the main 

purchaser of VON/VHS services. Of the total service provided, the City of 

Ottawa purchases 80% with the other municipalities assuming the rest. With the 

transfer of responsibility of this service to the Region, it means that the Regional 

taxpayer will have to assume the 50% portion from the municipalities. Regional 

taxes are collected on the basis of assessment which means that Ottawa taxpayers 

with 64% of the assessment in the Region will pay 64% of the costs of 

VON/VHS services even though they are receiving 80% of the service. The City 

of Gloucester taxpayers which received 10% of the service will now pay 13% of 

the costs. The same situation occurs for other municipalities. The City of 

Ottawa taxpayer is the winner as their financial obligations drop 16% through the 

Regionalization of VON/VHS services. 
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Clearly it can be seen that a number of the changes proposed in Bill 77 directly 

benefit the City of Ottawa. If the legislation is passed without the amendments 

proposed, an unfair burden will be placed on the taxpayers of Ottawa-Carleton 

outside the City of Ottawa as they will be required to pay for the debts incurred 

by the City. 

With respect to the changes pertaining to Economic Development, the Province 

did not go far enough. They should have made the Region responsible for 

Economic Development with the authority to delegate to the local municipalities 

certain responsibilities. This would have ensured a coordinated approach to 

Economic Development which is critical to the future health of the Region. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Implications for the Future of Local Government in Ottawa-Carleton 

If Bill 77, the Act to implement changes to the Region of Ottawa-Carleton is 

enacted as proposed, numerous changes to the manner in the Region is governed 

will become apparent. 

First, local government will become more expensive and the taxpayers will either 

have to pay more, receive fewer services or both. The cost of providing 

Regional Policing to those areas currently receiving OPP services is expected to 

cost between S7 and Sll million dollars annually as a result of service levei 

changes. The office costs of the new Regional Councillors will be significant if 

the new Regional Councillors have the same salaries and office support that the 

Metro Toronto Councillors receive. 

Second, with the Mayors not sitting on Regional Council, there will be problems 

of coordination and cooperation between the Regional Council and the local 

councils as the communication links and negotiation levers are no longer there. 

Municipality staff will have a difficult time negotiating with the Region as they 

will no longer have the political fall-back position to use as leverage. In the past 

if local staff were unable to reach agreement on an issue with Regional staff, the 
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opportunity always existed that the local Regional Councillor could solicit political 

support and raise the matter at a Regional Committee or Council and have the 

matter decided in the local municipality's favour. This will no longer exist. 

Third, as a result of the mayors not being on Regional Council, a new type of 

politician may emerge. Someone who is a skillfull negotiator, knows how to 

influence people, has the proper business connections, and is respected in the 

community. The era of individuals who are used to getting their way through 

intimidation may be over as local politicians will have to work with their 

Regional counterparts in an arms length relationship. Also, with local councillors 

and mayors not having Regional responsibilities, their jobs may become forty 

hour per week jobs instead of the estimated seventy hours per week which was 

a disincentive to many in entering local politics. 

Fourth, by creating a Regional Council dominated by Ottawa representatives, the 

focus of the Region will shift from suburban issues such as transportation and 

growth to urban issues such as social programs and infrastructure upgrades. 

Once Regional Council has control over the sewers, money will be diverted from 

growth related projects, which have dominated the Region during its existence, 

to social programs and infrastructure upgrades. This will create tensions on 

Regional Council as the suburban municipalities will no longer have the Regional 

infrastructure required for growth. 
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Fifth, it is predicted that the Region will move quickly to assume responsibility 

for local sewers and solid waste collection. This will have a major impact on the 

Cities of Nepean and Gloucester as they use a significant portion of the sewer 

levy on the water bill to fund related engineering activities. Without this revenue 

source, engineering positions will become mill rate supported which will result 

in tax increases, or they will be eliminated. There will also be impacts on other 

staff as some will no longer be needed for sewer related works. 

Sixth, economic development in the Region will continue to be fragmented and 

disjointed as the local municipalities compete with each other for business. The 

difference is that they will be promoting Regional industrial/commercial lands in 

addition to their own. Promotional campaigns of OCEDCO and the local 

municipalities will continue to duplicate each other. The Region will continue to 

be an unattractive place to locate. 

Finally, given the Ottawa domination on Regional Council, I see the urban core 

of Ottawa preserved and possibly enhanced through policies inserted in the 

Official Plan such as those that limit growth and encourage infilling and 

intensification in existing areas so that Ottawa, as Canada's capital, remains 

vibrant. 
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Conclusion 

The three studies of Regional Government in Ottawa-Carleton all concluded with 

the view that the two-tier structure of local government in Ottawa-Carleton was 

basically sound and all that was needed was some fine tuning in some areas of 

shared responsibility. The two public opinion surveys conducted as part of the 

Kirby Commission review process confirmed this view. The area municipalities 

agreed with most of Mr. Kirby's recommendations with the exception of his 

recommendations dealing with Regional Policing and the Region's assumption of 

the sewer system. The message to the Province was consistent: the structure is 

fine, all that is required is some minor changes to the way services are delivered. 

The Province took Mr. Kirby's report, Mr. Bartlett's report, Katherine Graham's 

analysis, public opinion and the views of elected officials and decided, in the year 

of Ottawa-Carleton's 25th anniversary, to make major changes to the structure 

and functions of local government in this Region. Of Mr. Kirby's forty-one 

recommendations, the Province is implementing two: Regional Policing and 

Regional control over the sewer system. They did not approve his 

recommendation pertaining to Economic Development as the Region is being 

given the exclusive authority to acquire lands for industrial/commercial purposes. 

The local municipalities will no longer be permitted to do so under the 

Legislation. The Province has accepted Katherine Graham's recommendations 
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with respect to the size of local Councils, cross boundary Regional Wards and 

that there be eighteen Regional Wards. The Province is also transferring 

responsibility for VON/VHS and Street Vendor Licensing to the Region, two 

issues that had already been argued would be transferred to the Region. The 

Province did not accept the recommendations of Bartlett, Graham and Kirby, the 

recommendations of Regional Review Commissions and the experience of the 

City of Winnipeg and make the area Mayors part of Regional Council. As well, 

by accepting Katherine Graham's recommendations for the number of local and 

Regional Councillors, they have dictated that the City of Ottawa representatives 

will have potentially ten seats out of eighteen on Regional Council, 55 % of the 

seats for 46% of the Region's 1991 population. 

These changes will undoubtedly make Regional Government in Ottawa-Carle:on 

more powerful as it will have control over future growth of the Region. 

Previously, because of the make-up of Regional Council local municipalities 

through their Regional representatives were able to have policies for growth 

approved by gaining political support from other municipalities that had similar 

interests. With the direct election of Regional Councillors and the exclusion of 

the Mayors, local priorities will no longer dominate the decisions of Regional 

Council. The new Council will be able to decide on issues on the basis of what 

is best for the Region as a whole. The major problem with this is that there is 

a strong possibility this will not happen with a City of Ottawa dominated Regional 
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Council. Decisions will be driven by what is in the best interests of the residents 

of Ottawa, as opposed to the residents of the outlying municipalities. 

During his review, Mr. Kirby often stated that everyone in the Region should be 

concerned with the health of the core. He states that the Region has been 

fortunate that the Federal Government has spent so much money keeping the core 

healthy and vibrant as part of its program to ensure Canada's Capital is an 

attractive place. He warns that this will not continue forever as the Federal 

Government cuts funding to the National Capital Commission, reduces the 

number of public servants and transfers depanments to other parts of the Country. 

He states that the Region and local governments, as a result, will have to do more 

to preserve the health of the core than they have ever done before. 

I believe the Province accepted this view and that is what they made the decisions 

they did. From the selection of Mr. Kirby, the former Executive Director of the 

National Capital Commission, the agency responsible for keeping the Nation's 

Capital a national treasure, to the ridding at Ottawa's $780 million dollar liability, 

to the decision of giving the City of Ottawa the majority on Regional Council, all 

point to the Province's interest in preserving the core of the Region. Mr. Cooke, 

the former Minister of Municipal Affairs who hails from Windsor across the 
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St. Clair River from the City of Detroit, which has one of the most blighted cores 

of any U.S. City, and Ms. Evelyn Gigantes, the lone NDP representative from 

Ottawa-Carleton who happens to represent a downtown Ottawa riding, would both 

have an interest in preserving the core. 

However, the future of Ottawa-Carleton is uncertain. It is really up to the 

electorate in the people they choose to be their representatives on their local 

Council and Regional Council. It is these elected officials who will either make 

or break this new structure. I sense that by the Municipal Election in the year 

2000, we should have a good idea whether the proposals for change contained in 

Bill 77 will work. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

The major amendments sel out in (he Bill are as follows: 

1. The Bill provides for direct elections of regional coun 

cillors, including the chair of the Regional Council, in 
The Reeional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton. The 

composition of the Reeional Council and of ihe local 
councils and the establishment of regional and locai 

wards systems is to be determined by order of the Min 

ister for the 1994 election. For subsequent elections 

they may be determined by the Ontario Municipal 

Board. 

2. A police services board for The Regional Municipaiiry 

of Ottawa-Carieion is established on January 1. 1995 

and. on that date, the police services boards of the area 

municipalities are dissolved. The regional police services 

boards stand in the piace of the police services boards 

of the area municipalities for all purposes, me transi 

tion provisions are set out in sessions 32.4 to 32.9. 

3. The Reeional Corporation is authorized to acquire land 

for the "purpose of sites for industrial, commercial and 

institutional uses. 

4. The Regional Council is giver, the power to pass by 

laws reauiating stree: vendors, including establishing a 

permit "systsm" ~ne Rsgionai Council may by by-iaw 
authorize an arsa municipality ;c adrrunister the stree: 

vending by-iaw. 

5. The Reaiona! Council is given broader powers respect-

ins sewass works. 

NOTES EXPLICATIVES 

Les pnncipaies modifications apponees par le projet de ioi 

sont ies suivantes : 

1. Le projet de Ioi prevoit rejection par suffrage direct des 

conseillers regionaux. y compris le president du conseil 

reeional. dans la municipality regionaie d'Ottawa-

Ca'rieton. La composition du conseil regional et des 
conseiis locaux ainsi que ia mist sur pied de systemes 

de quartiers regionaux et locaux doive.it etre determi-

nees par arrete ministeriei pour I'eiection de 1994. Pour 

les elections ulterieures. tiles peuvent etre determinees 

par la Commission des affaires mumcipaies de I'Ontano. 

2. Est creee une commission de services policiers pour la 

municipality regionaie d'Ottaw-a-Carie:on le 

:t: Janvier 1995. date a iaquelle sont dissoutes ies com 

missions de services policiers des mumcipalites de sec-

teur. Les commissions de services poiic:ers regionaies 

rempiacent. a tous esards. les commissions at services 

poiiciers des municipalities de secteur. Les amcies 32.4 a 

32.9 contiennent des dispositions transitoires. 

3. La Municipality regionaie est autorisee i acquerir des 

biens-fonds s'ils sont destines a servir d'smpiacsments a 

oes fins industneiles. commerciaies ou coiiec:ivts. 

4. Le conseil rezional peut desormais adopter des regie-

merits municipaux regiementant les vendsurs irr.ouiaats. 

notamment par ritabiissement d'un systea: doc:ro: ae 

licences. II peut egaiement. par regitrr.en: municipal. 

au'.onser ies mumc:paiites de sic:eur a ippiiuutr .e 

rtgiement municipal portant sur ia vsn;: dar.s .2 rus. 

5. Ls conseil regional acquien des pouvoirs ?ius ::sndus a 

'.'saird des ouvTagts d'tgouts. 
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An Act to amend certain Acts related 

to The Regional Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carleton 

Loi modifiant certaines lois relatives a 

la municipality regionale 

d'Ottawa-Carleton 

or irea 

;3unc::S 

No board oi 

•jrurul 

Cjmp<»icton 

ji Rc-jtorut 

HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and 

consent of the Legislative .Assembly of the 

Province of Ontario, enacts as follows: 

PARTI 

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF 

OTTAWA-CARLETON ACT 

1. Section 1 of the Regional Municipality of 

Onawa-Carleton Act is amended by adding the 

following definitions: 

"'local ward" means a ward eszabiishea for 

electing a member :o the councii of an 

area municipaiiry: ("quanier local") 

":a2ionai ward" means a ware established 

tor electing a regional councillor :o :he 

Regional Councii. ("quanier regional"' 

2. Section 3. section 3.1, as enacted by the 

Statutes of Ontario. 1991. chapter 3. section 

1. sections 4. 5 and 6, section 7. as amended 

by the Statutes of Ontario. 1991. chapter 3. 

section 1 and section 8 of the Act are repealed 

and the following substituted: 

3. The councii oi each area municipality 

shall be composed of a mayor, who shall be 

elected by general vote and snail be the head 

oi the council and. 

(a) where there are local wards estab 

lished in the area municipality under 

section 3 or 3.1. one member tor each 

local ward who shall be elected by the 

electors oi the ward: or 

^b) where there are no local wards estab 

lished in the area municipality, the 

number of members of council estab 

lished under section 3.1 or 3.2 who 

shall be elected by general vote. 

4. An area municipality shall not have a 

board of control. 

5.—it) The Regional Council shall be 

composed oi. 

\.\) .1 chair who shall be elected bv ger.srui 

vote ot all ot the electors ot the 

regional municipality: and 

SA MAJESTE, sur 1'avis et avec le consente-

ment de ['Assembles legislative de la pro 

vince de i'Ontario. e'dicte : 

PARTIE I 

LOI SUR LA MLNICIPALITE REGIONALE 

D'OTTAWA-CARLETON 

1 L'articie 1 de la Loi sur la municipaiite 

regionale d'Onawa-Carleton est modifle par 

adjonction des definitions suivantes : 

■<quartier iccai» Quanier :onstitue aux tins 

de i'eiecnon d'un membre au conseii d'une 

munic.paiite de secteur. f "local ward»i 

<quar;ier regional" Quanier :onsiitue iux 

fins de i'iiecnon d'un conseiiler regional 

au conseii regional, ("regional ward»> 

2 L'articie 3. I'articie 3.1. te! qu'ii est 

adopte par Panicle 1 du chapitre 3 des Lois 

de i'Ontario de 1991. les articles 4. 5 et 6. 
I'anicle ". tei qu'ii est modifle par I'articie 1 

du chapitre 3 des Lois de I'Ontario de 1991. 

et I'articie 3 de la Loi sont abroges et rempia-

ces par ce qui suit : 

3 Le conseii de chaque municipaiite de ^-~ 

secteur se compose d"un maire. qui es: eiu au "■. -

scrutin general e: qui est president du con- ;'!£ 

seil. ainsi que des membres suivants : 

a) si des quaniers locaux ont ete consti-

tues dans la municipality de secreur 

aux termes de Panicle 3 ou 3.1. un 

membre pour chaque quartier local. 

eiu par ies eiecteurs ju quartier: 

b) si aucun quanier local n'a ete consti-

tue dans la municipaiite de secteur. le 

nombre de membres du conseil fixe 

aux termes de Panicle 3.1 ou 3.2. elus 

au scrutin general. 

4 Une municipaiite de secteur ne doit pas 

avoir de comite de regie. 

5 11) Le conseil regional se compose : 

ai Ju president. c!u au scrutin general 

par ;ous les eiecteurs de ia mumc-.pa-

lite reuionale: 

Aucun comite 

Jc tcvx 
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Bill 77 

(b) one regional councillor for each 
reaionaf ward established under sec 
tion 8.1 or 8.2. elected for each 

regional ward by the electors of the 

ward. 

(2) Section 107 of the Municipal Act 

applies with necessary modifications to the 

Regional Council. 

6.—(1) Except as otherwise provided in 

this Part, the elections to the office of chair 
and of reaional councillor shall be conducted 
in accordance with the Municipal Elections 

Act to be held concurrently with the regular 

election in the area municipalities. 

(2) A person is qualified to hold office as 

chair or as a regional councillor of the 

Regional Council. 

(a) if the person is entitled to be an eiec-
tor under section 13 or 14 of the 
Municipal Elections Act for the elec 

tion of members of the council of an 

area municipality: and 

(b i if the person is not disqualified by this 
or any other Ac: from hoiding the 

office of chair or regional council, as 

the case maybe. 

(3-- Section -0 of the Municipal Ac: applies 

with necessary modifications to the Regional 

Council. 

r. < 1 > For the purposes of the eier.ion of 

the chair of the Regional Council. 

la: the cierk of the Regional Corporation 

is the returning officer; 

(bi nominations shall be filed with the 

cierk of the Regional Corporation, 

who shall send the names of the candi 

dates to the cierk of each other area 

municipality by registered mail within 

tony-eight hours after the ciosing of 

nominations: 

(ci despite clause (a), the clerk of each 
area municipality is the returning offi 

cer for the vote to be recorded in the 

area municipality and shall promptly 

reoon the vote recorded to the clerk 

of the Reeional Corporation who shall 
prepare the final summary and 

announce the result of the vote. 

(2) For the purposes of the election of a 

regional councillor in a regional ward. 

(2) the clerk of the Regional Corporation 

is the returning officer: 

(b) nominations shall be filed with the 

cierk of the Regional Corporation. 

1993 

nai 

b) dun conseiller regional pour chaque 

quartier regional consume aux termes 

de Particle "S.I ou 8.2. elu par les elec-

teurs du quartier. 

(2) L'article 107 de la Loi sur Us Re*ri«>°n 
municipalite's sapplique au conseil regional 

avec les adaptations necessaires. 

6 (1) Sauf disposition contraire de la ^ 
presente partie, 1'election aux postes de pre-

sident et de conseiller regional se derouie 

conformement a la Loi sur les elections 

municipals et se tient en meme temps que 

1'election ordinaire dans les municipality de 

secteur. 

(2) Une personne a les quaiites requises 

pour exercer la charge de president ou de 

conseiller regional du conseii regional si les 

conditions suivantes sont reunies : 

ai elle a le droit d'etre un eiecteur aux 

termes de Particle 13 ou 1- de la Loi 

sur les elections municipaies pour 

["election des membres du conseii 

d'une municipaiite de secteur: 

b) elle n'est pas inhabiie en vertu de ia 
presente ioi ou de touts autre ioi a 

exercer la charge de president ou de 

conseiller regional, seion ie cas. 

(3) L'arucie -M) de ia Loi sur les 
municipaiite's s'appiique au conseii regional 

avec les adaptations necessaires. 

7 il! Aux fins de 1'iiection du president =;* 

du conseii regional : 

ai le secretaire de ia Mur.icipalite regie-

naie est le directeur au sera tin: 

b^ ies declarations de candidature sont 

deposees aupres du secretaire de la 

Municipaiite regionaie qui. dans les 

quarante-huit heures de la cioture des 

declarations de candidature, fait par-

venir par courrier recommande le nom 

des candidats aux secretaires des 

autres municipaiites de secteur: 

c) malgTe l'aiinea a), le secretaire de cha 

que* municipaiite de secteur est le 
directeur du scmtin aux fins de Tenre-

gistrement du vote dans la municipa 

iite de secteur et fait part rapidement 

du vote enregistre au secretaire de la 
Municipaiite "regionaie qui prepare le 
sommaire definitif et annonce le resul-
tat du vote. 

(2) Aux fins de Telection d'un conseiller 
reaional dans un quartier regional : regional 

a) le secretaire de la Municipaiite regio 

naie est le directeur du scrutin: 

M les declarations de candidature sont 

deposees aupres du secretaire de la 
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who shall send the names of the candi 

dates to the clerk of each area munici 

pality in which any part of the regional 

ward is situated by registered mail 

within forty-eight hours after the clos 

ing of nominations; 

(c) despite clause (a), the clerk of each 

area municipality is the returning offi 

cer for the vote to be recorded in the 

area municipality and shall promptly 

report the vote recorded to the cierk 

of the Regional Corporation who shall 

prepare the final summary and 

announce the result of the vote. 

First .-e:::ng (3) Despite any other Ac:, the first meet 

ing of the Regional Council after a regular 

eiection shall be heid not later than the four 

teenth day following the day on which the 

term of office in respect of which the eiection 

was heid commences. 

Oatn 

Conines 

Quorum 

One vote 

Order estab 

lishing 

wards. e:c. 

(•i) Every member of the Regional Coun-

c:i. before raking his or he: seat, snail take 

an oath of allegiance in Form 1 of the 

Municipal Ac: and make a declaration of 

office in Form 3 of :he Municipal Ac: using 

either the English or the French version of 

those foras. 

i5» Despite this Ac: or "he Municipal 

E'.ecnons Ac:, the Minister may by regulation 

provide for those matters which, in the opin 

ion of the Minister, are necessary or expedi 

ent to conduct the elections oi the chair and 

the regional councillors. 

(6) In the event of a conflict between a 

regulation made under subsection (5) and 

thus Act or the Municipal Elections Ac. the 

regulation prevails. 

8.—(i) A majority of the members consti 

tuting the Regional Council is necessary to 

form a quorum and the concurring votes of a 

majority of the members present at any 

meeting are necessary to carry any resolution 

or other measure. 

(1) Each member of the Regional Council 

has one vote. 

8.1—(1) Despite this or any other Act, 

the Minister shall by order provide for. 

(a) the number of regional wards in The 

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-

Cirleton: 

|b> the boundaries of the regional wards: 

(c) the name or number such regional 

ward snail be.:r: 

Municipaiite regionale qui, dans les 

quarante-huit heures de la cloture des 

declarations de candidature, fait par-

venir par courrier recommande le nom 

des candidate au secretaire de chaque 

municipaiite de secteur dans laquelle 

se situe toute partie du quartier regio 

nal; 

c; malgre 1'alinea a), le secretaire de cha 

que municipaiite de secteur est le 

directeur du scrutin aux fins de 1'enre-

sistrement du vote dans la municipa 

iite de secieur et fait pan rapidement 

du vote enregistre au secretaire de la 

Municipaiite regionale qui prepare le 

sommaire definitif et annonce le resul-

tat au vote. 

(3) Maisre toute autre loi. le conseil regio 

nal tient sa premiere reunion apres une elec 

tion ordinaire au pius tard le quatorzieme 

jour qui suit ia date du debut du mandai 

pour leque! ''election a ete tenue. 

(-) Avant d'er.trar en fonction. ies tnem-

bres du :or.s;ii regional preterit le serrr.ent 

d'atleaeance seion ia formule 1 de la Lot sur 

les municipalizes a font ia declaration i'sn-

trss en fonction -eion la formuie 3 de ia Loi 
sur les municipals en uniisant sou ia ver 

sion francaise'soi: '.a version angiaise de ;es 

formuies. 

i:'i Maizre la rresente loi ou ia Loi sur ies 

ileciions mumcipslcs. ie ministre peut. par 

realement. pre'voir :es questions qui. a son 

avis, sent necessaires ou pertinences en vue 

de 1'eiection du president it des conseiilers 

regionaux. 

15) En cas d":ncompatibiiite entre un 

reaiement prls en application du paragraphe 

',:) et la Dresente .oi ou ia Loi sur les ilec-

dons mumcipaies. !e reglement 1'emporte. 

8 (\) Le quorum est constitue de la 

majorite des membres du conseil regional. 

L'adoption des resolutions e: la prise d'autres 

decisions par le conseii exigent le vote affir-

matif de la majonte des membres presents a 

toute reunion. 

(2) Chaque membre du conseil regional ne Votx 

dispose que d'une voix. 

8.1 (1) Malgre la presence loi ou toute 

autre loi. le ministre prevoit. par arrete : 

a) le nombre de quaniers regionaux dans 
la Municipaiite regionale d'Ottawa-

Cirleton: 

bO Ies limites des quartiers regionaux: 

c) la designation ou le numero de chaque 

quartie: regional: 

Premiere reu 

nion 

Incomoaubi-

'.uz 
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r 01 

Board 

(d) the number of local wards, if any. in 

an area municipality; 

(e) the boundaries of the local wards: 

(f) the name or number each local ward 

shall bear; 

Ig) if an area municipality does not have 

local wards, the number of members 

the council of the area municipality 

shall have in addition to the mayor. 

(Z) An order of the Minister under subsec 

tion (1) shall establish eighteen regional 

wards. 

(3) An order of the Minister under subsec 

tion (1) shall come into force on December 

1. 1994. 

8.2—(1) Despite this or any other Aci. 

upon the application of the Regional Corp 

oration authorized by a by-law of its council, 

or '.ipon the petition of eiectors in The 

Resionai Municipality of Otiawa-Carieton. 

the Municipai Board may by order. 

;ai exercise the powers under clauses 

S.I (1) ia). tbi and (c:: and 

>b\ where, in :he opinion of the Municipal 

Board, i: is necessary or expedient in 

order to deal with an application or 

petition under this subsection, exercise 

the powers under clauses 3.1 Cud) to 

I! Section 13 of the Municipal Ac: appiies 

with necessary modifications to an applica 

tion or petition under subsection (1). 

(3) Despite this or any other Ac:, upon 

the application oi an area municipality auih-

onzed by a by-law of its council, or upon the 

petition of the electors of that area munici 

pality in accordance with section 13 of the 

Municipal Ac:, the Municipal Board may by 

order. 

:a) exercise the powers under clauses 

S.I (1) (d) to (g), with respect to the 

area municipality; 

(b) where, in the opinion of the Municipal 

Board, it is necessary or expedient in 

order to deai with an application or 

petition under this subsection, 

(i) exercise any of the powers under 

clauses S.l'(l) (a), (b) and (c). 
and 

(ii) exercise any of the powers under 

clauses S.I (11 (d) to (g) in 

respect of any other area munici 

pality. 

d) le numero des quartiers locaux. le cas 

echeant. de chaque municipality de 

secteur; 

e) les limites des quartiers locaux: 

f) le nom ou le numero de chaque quar-

tier local; 

g) si une municipalite de secteur n'a pas 

de quartier local, le nombre de mem-

bres de son conseil en plus du raaire. 

(2) Dix-huit quartiers regionaux sont cons-

titue's par I'arrete du ministre pris aux termes 

du paragraphe (1). 

(3) L'arrete du ministre pris aux lermes du 

paragraphe (1) entre en vigueur le 

ler dlcembre 1994. 

8.2 (1) Malgre la presente loi ou toute 

autre loi. sur requete de la Municipalite 

regionaie autorisee par un reglement munici 

pal de son conseil ou sur petition des elec-
teurs de ia municipalite regionaie d'Ottawa-

Carleton. la Commission des affaires munici-

pales peut. par ordonnance : 

a,i exercer les pouvoirs prevus aux aiineas 

S.I (1) ai. b» e: ;;: 

b) exercer ies pouvoirs prevus aux aiineas 

S.I (I) d> a gi. si elle est;rne que 

l'exercice de ces pouvoirs est neces-

saire ou opponun en vue de :raite: 

une requete ou une petition visee au 

present paragraphe. 

i2) L'articie 13 de ia Loi sur ies 

municipaiites s'appiique a une requete ou a 

une petition visee au paragraphe (1) avec les 

adaptations necessaires. 

(3) Maigre la presente loi ou ;our.e autre 

loi. sur requete d'une municipaiite de secteur 

autorisee par un regiement municipai de son 

conseil ou sur petition des electeurs de cette 

municipaiite de secteur conformement a Tar-

ticle 13 de la Loi sur les municipaiites. la 

Commission des affaires municipaies peut. 

par ordonnance : 

a) exercer les pouvoirs pre'vus au.\ aiine'as 

S.I (1) d) a g) a regard de la munici 

palite de secteur: 

b) si elle estime que I'exercice de ces 

pouvoirs est ne'csssaire ou opponun en 

vue de trailer une requete ou une peti 

tion visee au present paragraphe : 

(0 d'une pan. exercer I'un ou I'autre 

des pouvoirs prevus aux aiineas 

S.I (1) a), b) etc). 

(ii) d'autre part, exercer I'un ou l'au-

tre des pouvoirs prevus aux aii 

neas S.I (I) d) a g) a regard 

d'une autre municipaiite de sec 

teur. 
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(4) An order of the Municipal Board 

under this section shall accord with the fol 

lowing rules: 

1. A local ward shall be located entirely 

within a regional ward. 

2. Subject to paragraph 3, the boundaries 

of regional and local wards shall be 

established so that the number of elec 

tors in a regional ward or in a locai 

ward shall, as near as possible, be the 

averaae number of electors calculated 

by dividing the total number of elec 

tors in The Regionai Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carieton or in the area munici 

pality, as the case may be, by the 

number of regional wards or local 

wards respectively. 

3. The number of electors in a regionai 

or local ward may vary up to 25 per 

cent from the average number of elec 

tors calculated under paragraph 2 if 

the Municipai Board is oi the opinion 

that the variance is necessary or desir 

able because of. 

i. me presence or absence of a 

community of interest, 

ii. means of communication and 

accessibility. 

iii. topographical features. 

iv. population trends, or 

v. special geographic considerations, 

including the sparsiry, density or 

relative rate of growth or loss of 

population. 

■l. Only one member of Regional Council 

or the council of an area municipality 

shall be elected from each regional 

ward or local ward respectively. 

5. The use of a ward system to elect 

members to the Regionai Council shall 

not be eliminated. 

(5) In paragraphs 2 and 3 of subsection 

(■X), "elector" means a person whose name 

appears on the polling list certified under 

section 34 of the Municipal Elections Act and 

a person whose name is entered on the poll 

ing list under section 36. 56 or 61 of the 
\funkipal Elections Ac: for the last regular 
election preceding an order ot the Municipal 

5oard under this section. 

(4) (Jne ordonnance de la Commission des 

affaires municipales rendue en vertu du pre 

sent article doit etre conforme aux regies 

suivantes : 

1. Un quartier local doit etre entierement 

situe dans un quartier regionai. 

2. Sous reserve de la disposition 3. les 

limites des quartiers regionaux et 

locaux sont fixees de £ac,on que le 

nombre d'electeurs d'un quartier 

regional ou d'un quartier locai corres 

pondent, le plus possible, au nombre 

moyen d'electeurs caicuie en divisam 

le nombre total d'eiecteurs de !a muni 

cipalite regionale d'Ottawa-Cariecon 

ou de la municipalite de secteur. selon 

le cas. par le nombre de quartiers 

reaionaux ou de quartiers locaux res-

pectivement. 

3. Le nombre d'eiecteurs d'un quartier 

rea'.onai ou d'un quartier locai peut 

varier de 25 pour cent, au maximum. 

par rappon au nombre moyen d'eiec 

teurs caicuie conformement a ia dispo 

sition I si la Commission des irfiires 

municipales estune que cette variation 

est necessaire ou souhaitabie en raison 

de ''un ou I'autre des elements 

suivants : 

i. ''existence ou non d'interets com-

muns. 

ii. ies moyens de communicar.cr. et 

de transport. 

iii. les accidents de terrain. 

iv. les tendances demographiques. 

v. des t'acteurs geographiques pani-

cuiiers, notamment la :'aibie 

population. !a densite ou le taux 

reiatif de croissance ou de dimi 

nution demographique. 

~. Chaque quanier regionai ou quartier 

locai. respecrivernent. n'eiit quun seul 

membre au conseii regionai ou i\i con 

seii d'une municipalite de secteur. 

5. Le systeme des quartiers pour i'eiec-

tion de membres au conseii regional 

ne doit pas etre supprime. 

(5) Aux dispositions 2 et 3 du paragraphe Defu"non 
(4), «electeun> s'eniend d'une personne ins-

crite sur la liste electoraie cenifiee aux ter-

mes de 1'anicle 34 de la Loi sur les elections 

municioales et d'une personne inscrite sur la 
liste electoraie aux termes de Particle 36. 56 
ou 61 de la Loi sur les elections municipales 

pour la derniere election ordinaire tenue 

avanc jue la Commission des affaires munici 

pales rende unc ordonnance en vertu du 

present articie. 
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(6) If there is a conflict berween an order 

of the Municipal Board under this section 

and an order of the Minister under section 

S.I. the order of the Municipal Board pre 

vails to the extent of the conflict. 

(7) An order made under this section snail 

come into effect on December 1, 1997 or on 

December 1 in any subsequent year in which 

regular elections under the Municipal Elec 

tions Act occur, but the regular elections held 

in that year shall be conducted as if the order 

was in effect. 

8.3—(1) Where the Minister is inquiring 

into the structure, organization and methods 

of operation of one or more area municipali 

ties of the Regional Corporation, the Minis 

ter may give notice to the Municipal Board 

of the inquiry and thai, in his or her opinion, 

any application and any petition made under 

section 8.1 shouid be deferred until the 

inquiry has been completed. 

\2) When the Minister gives notice under 

subsection (I), ail proceedings in the applica 

tion or petition are stayed until the Minister 

gives notice to the Municipal Board that they 

may be continued. 

8.4—(1) If a vacancy occurs on or before 

March 31 of an election year, as defined in 

the Municipal Eie:::ons Ac:, in "he office of i 

member who is the chair or 2 regional coun 

cillor, 

(a) the Regional Council shall appoint a 

person to :ii! that vacancy, and sec 

tions -5, -16 and -7 of the Municipal 

Act apply with necessary modifications 

to the filling of the vacancy as though 

those offices were the offices of mayor 

and councillor, respectively: or 

(b) the cierks of the Regional Corporation 

and the affected area municipalities 

shall hold an election to fill the 

vacancy and sections 46 and 4~ of the 

Municipal Act apply with necessary 

modifications to the filling of the 

vacancy. 

Method (2) The Regional Council shall by by-law 

to'b™awe determine whether clause (1) (a) or (b) is to 
apply. 

Luc vjcan- ,3) jf a vacancy occurs after March 31 of 

a" an election year, as defined in the Municipal 
Elections Act. in the office or' a member who 

is the chair or a regional councillor, the 

Regional Council shall fill the vacancy in 

accordance with clause (\) |ai. 

(6) En cas dincompatibiiite entre une j.»«>iiip«ibi-

ordonnance de la Commission des affaires 

municipales rendue en vertu du present arti-

cie et un arrete du ministre pns en vertu de 

larticle 8.1. 1'ordonnance de la Commission 

des affaires municipales l'emporte dans la 

mesure de cette incompaiibiiite. 

(7) L'ordonnance rendue en vertu du pre- pnse a etfe! 

sent article prend effet le 1" decembre 1997 

ou le l'r decembre d'une annee subsequent 

au cours de laquelle des elections ordinaires 

prevues par la Loi sur les elections 

municipales ont lieu. Toutefois. les elections 

ordinaires tenues cette annee-la se deroulent 

comme si l'ordonnance avait pris effet. 

8.3 (1) Lorsauil enquete sur la struc- £-■"""=" du 
ture. 1 organisation et le mode de tonctionne-

ment d"une ou de piusieurs municipality de 

secteur de la Municipaiite regionale. le minis 

tre pent aviser 'a Commission des affaires 

municipaies qu'ii fait enquete e: que, a son 

avis, l'examen de toute requete et de toute 

petition presentees aux termes de l'articie S.I 

devrau etre suspendu juscu'a ia conclusion 

de l'snquete. 

(2) Lorsque ie ministre donne un avis en ~::t- " -V1f 

vertu du paragraphe (ii. toutes ies instances 

qui concemer.t ies rsquetes ou ies petitions 

visees soni suspendues jusqu'a ce que ie 

ministre avise ia Commission des affaires 

municipales qu'eile pen: les poursuivre. 

8.4 (1) Si ia charge d"un membre qui as: %3;3n" 

!e president ou un conseiller regional devient 

vacante au plus :ard ie 31 mars de i'annee 

d'eiection au sens de ia Lei sur Us elecnor.s 

municipales : 

ai soit le conseii regional nomme une 

personne pour combier certe vacance. 

et les articles 45. 46 e: -" de la Lot sur 

les mumcipaiites s'appiiquent. avec ies 

adaptations necessaires. au choix de !a 

personne comme s"ii s"agissait de ia 

charge de maire ou de conseiller; 

bl soit les secretaires de ia Municipaiite 

regionaie et des municipaiites de sec 

teur concemees tiennent une election 

pour combier cette vacance. et les arti 

cles -6 et 47 de ia Loi sur les 

municipaiites sappiiquent, avec les 

adaptations necessaires, a une telle 

vacance. 

(2) Le conseii regional determine, par pj 

reglement municipal, si l'alinea (1) a) ou b) 

S'applique. municioal 

(3) Si la charge d"un membre qui est le ^n« ,, 
president ou un conseiller regional devient mars 

vacante apres le 31 mars de I'anne'e d'elec-

tion au sens de la Loi sur les elections 

municipaies. ie conseii regional combie cette 

vacance conformemem a Talinea (1) a). 
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(4) The Regional Corporation shall pay all 

reasonable expenses incurred by area munici 

palities with respect to the election under 

clause (1) (b). 

8.5—(1) The Regional Council may estab 

lish an executive committee and assign to it 

such duties as it considers expedient. 

(2) The chair ot the Regional Council 

shall be the chair ot the executive committee. 

3. Subsection 30 (2) of the Act is repealed. 

4. Subsection 31 (2) of the Act is amended 

by striking out "and Pan V applies with nec 

essary modifications to a levy made under this 

section as though it were a levy made by the 

Regional Council under subsection 36 tTi'* at 

the end. 

5. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing Part: 

part rv.i 

POLICE 

32.1 In this Pan. 

••poiice board" means The Regional Munici 

pality ot Ottawa-Carietor, Police Services 

Board: ("commission de poiics") 

"regional police force* means the reaionai 

poiice force that is under :ne government 

of the poiice board, ('"corps de poiice 

regional") 

32.2 The poiica services boards oi the 

area municipalities are dissolved on Januarv 

1. 1995. 

32.3—(1) A poiice services board for The 

Regional Municipaiiry oi Otiawa-Giriecon :o 

be known as The Regional Municipaiiry of 

Ottawa-Carieton Poiics Services Board, in 

English, and Commission de services polici-

srs de la Municipality regionale d'Ottawa-

Carleton. in French, is hereby established on 

January L 1995. 

(2) The poiics board snail be deemed to 

be a poiice services board established under 

section 27 ot the Police Services Act. 

(3) Despite section 27 of the Police Ser 

vices Ac:, until a quorum of the first police 

board is elected or appointed under that sec 

tion, the police board shall be composed of 

:he members of che police services boards 

dissolved under section 32.2. 

(4) La Municipality regionale paie les frais Ffais 

normaux que les municipalites de secteur ont 

engages relativernent a I'election tenue con-

formement a l'alinea (1) b). 

8.5 (1) Le conseil regional peut creer un c.omi"= dc 

comite de direction et lui assigner les fonc- directlon 
:ions qu'il estime appropriess. 

(2) Le president du conseii regional est 

president du comite de direction. 

3 Le paragraphe 30 i2) de la Loi est 

abroge. 

4 Le paragraphe 31 (2) de la Loi est modi-

fie par suppression, a la fin, de <La partie V 

s'appiique, avec les adaptations ne'cessaires. a 

I'impot pre'leve en vertu du present article 

comme s'il s'agissait d'un impot pre'ieve par 

le conseil regional en vertu du paragra 

phe 36 il).«. 

5 La Loi est modifies par adjonctioa de la 

panie suivante : 

PARTIE rv.l 

SERVICE DE POLICE 

32.1 Les definitions qui su'.veru s ippii-

quent a !a presente parae. 

'commission de police^ Li Commission de 

services poiiciers de ia munic.-aiite regio-

naie d"Ottawa-Carie:on. ««poii« board>»; 

■<corps de poiice regional Le corps de poiics 

regionai qui reieve a"jne ccrr.mission de 

poiics. |.<reg:on2i poiice force-" 

32.2 Les commissions de services poii 

ciers des munic.paiites de secteur sont aissou-

ces le Ls: Janvier 1995. 

32.3 {{) Esi cress le Le: Janvier 1995 une 

commission de services poiiciers de ia muni-

cipaiite regionaie d"Ottawa-Orie:on appeiee 

la Commission de services poiiciers de la 

Municipalite regionale d'Ottawa-Carieton en 

francais e: The Regional Municipality oi 

Otiawa-Girieton Police Services 3oard en 

anglais. 

i21 La commission de poiics est reputes 

une commission de services poiiciers cress 

aux termes de ["article 27 de la Loi stir les 

services poiiciers. 

(3) Malgre I'article 27 de la Loi sur les ser 

vices poiiciers. tant qu'un nombre suffisant 

de membres pour consumer le quorum ne 

sont pas elus ou nommes aux termes de est 

article, la commission de police se compose 

des membres des commissions de services 

ooiiciers dissoutes aux termes de !'arti-

Otssoiut:on 

oes cotnmis-

>ions de ifz-

J'une 

Disposition 

J'interpreta-

tion oategon* 

que 

Disposition 

craruitoire 

32.4— (I) On January I. 1^05. 

(a) subject to section -*9.2. the police 

board stands in the placs ot the poiics 

32.4 (I) Le i--'Janvier l^< : 

a) sous reserve de I'article -9.2. la com 

mission de police rempiace a tous 

Trjn»tert 

J'jciU ct dc 

passif 
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services boards dissolved under section 

32.2 for all purposes: 

(b) the Regional Corporation stands in the 

place of the area municipalities for all 

purposes related to policing: 

(c) the assets and liabilities of the area 

municipalities related to the provision 

of police services become assets and 

liabilities of the Regional Corporation, 

without compensation; and 

(d) the assets and liabilities under the con 

trol and management of the poiice ser 

vices boards dissolved under section 

32.2 become assets and liabilities 

under the control and management of 

the police board, without compensa 

tion. 

(2) The Regional Corporation shall pay to 

an area municipality before the due date all 

amounts of principal and interest due upon 

any liabilities assumed by the Regional Cor 

poration under subsection (1). 

imirsst f\, [f the Regional Corporation fails to 

make any payment under subsection iZ) on 

or before the'due date, the area municipality 
mav charge the Regional Corporation inter 

est'at the rate of 15 per cent per year, or 
such lower race as the council of the area 

municipality determines, from such date untii 

payment is made. 

-_-?;:rator (^', jf there is a dispute as to whether or 

not any asset or iiabiiiry pertains to a poiice 

service's board dissolved under this Pan. the 
Minister, upon application of the Regional 

Corporation or an affected area municipaiiry, 

may appoint an arbitrator to determine the 

mane:. 

Assumption 

oi aeots 

Decision 

nnai 

By-iaws. 

s:c. to 

continue 

(51 The decision of the arbitrator is nnai. 

32.5—(1) On January 1, 1995, all by-laws 

and resolutions of the police services boards 

dissolved under section 32.2 shall be deemed 

to be a by-law or resolution of the poiice 

board and'shall remain in force in the area 
municipaiiry for which they were passed untii 

the earlier of, 

(a) the day they are repealed; and 

(b) December 31. 1998. 

Sams ^2) Despite subsection (I), all by-laws of a 

police services board made under the 

Municipal Act shall be deemed to be by-laws 

of the area municipaiiry and shall remain in 

fores in the area municipality for which they 

were passed until the earlier of. 

Rssponsabi-

eeards les commissions de services 

policiers dissoutes aux termes de l'arti 

cle 32.2: 

b) la Municipaiite regionale remplace les 

municipaiites de secteur pour tout ce 

qui concerne le service de poiice: 

c) I'actif et le passif des municipaiites de 

secteur relatifs a la prestation de servi 

ces policiers deviennent I'actif et le 

passif de la Municipalite regionale. 

sans indemnite; 

d) I'actif et le passif dont le controle et la 

sestion reievent des commissions de 

services poiiciers dissoutes aux termes 

de rarticie 32.2 deviennent I'actif et le 
passif dont le controle e: la gestion 

reievent de la commission de police, 

sans indemnite. 

(2) La Municipaiite regionale verse a une 

municipaiite de' secteur. avant ia date 
d'icheance. ia totaiite du capita; et des inte-

rsts exieibies des que ia Munic.paiite regio-

naie assume un element de passif aux lermes 

du paragraphe (li. 

i'3) Si la Munic.paiite regional ne rait pas 

de versement contormement au paragra 

phs f2^ au plus tard a la date d'icheance. ia 

municipalite" de secieur peui iui dernander 

dss interets au :aux annuel de 15 pour cent, 

ou au taux inferieur que fixe is conseil de ia 

rnunicipaiite de secteur, a panL* de ce:ie date 

jusqu'a cs que le versement soit tail. 

.-i S'il surviem un diffe'renc sur la ques-

:;on.de savoir si un element d'actif ou de pas-
Sif se rattache a une commission de services 

ooliciers dissoute aux termes dt la presente 

partie, le ministre peut. sur :iaue:e de la 
Municipalite regionaie ou d'une municipaiite 

ds secieur concerne'e. nommer un arbitre 

pour trancher la question. 

(5) La decision de 1"arbitre es*. definitive. 

32.5 (1) A compter du 1:: Janvier 1995. 
!es reglements municipaux et les resolutions 

dss commissions de services poiiciers dissou 

tes aux termes de rarticie 32.2 sont reputes 

rsspectivement des regiements municipaux et 

des resolutions de ia commission de police, 

et demeurent en vigueur dans la municipalite 

de secieur a 1'egard de laquelle ils ont ete 

adoptes jusqu'a Fa plus rapprochee des dates 
suivantes : 

a) le jour de leur abrogation: 

b) le 31 decembre 1998. 

(2) Malgre ie paragraphe (1). lss regie- Uem 
ments municipaux d'une commission de ser 

vices policiers pris en application de la Lot 
sur les municipaiites sont reputes des regie 

ments municipaux de la munic:palite de sec-

tcur et demeurent en vigueur dans la munici-

Dtcisior. ssfi-

Mainden iz 

vigueur Jes 

3iuntc:pau.T 

dss rssoiu-

tioni 
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(a) the day they are repealed; and 

(b) December 31, 1998. 

(3) Nothing in this section repeals or 

authorizes the repeal of by-laws or resolu 

tions conferring rights, privileges, franchises, 

immunities or exemptions that could not 

have been lawfully repealed by a police ser 

vices board dissolved under section 32.2. 

32.6—(1) In this section, a reference to a 

member of the Ontario Provincial Police 

includes civilian staff employed to support 

the Ontario Provincial Police. 

(2) Every person who is a member of a 

police force of the City of Gloucester, the 

City of Nepean or the City of Ottawa on July 

1. i99d and continues to be so empioyed on 
December 31, 199^ shall, on January L, 1995, 

become a member of the regional police 

force. 

(3) If the regional poiice force takes over 

the poiicing of any area from the Ontario 

Provincial Poiice, the poiice board shall, in 

accordance with the regulations, give priority 

in hirina for a period of one year following 

the date" of the takeover to every person who 
on the day before the takeover was a mem 

ber of tne Ontario Provincial Police and 

whose duties orimariiv related to "hat area. 

(4) If the Ontario Provincial Poiice takes 

over the poiicing of any area from the 

regional poiice force, the Ontario Provincial 

Poiice shall, in accordance with the regula 

tions, give priority in hiring for a period of 

one year following the date of the takeover 

to every person who on the day before the 

takeover was a member of the regional 

police force and whose duties primarily 

related to that area. 

(5) Nothing in subsection (3) or (4) 

requires the regional police force or Ontario 

Provincial Police to hire persons during the 

one-year period following a takeover. 

(61 If a dispute arises as to whether a per 

son meets the requirements set out in subsec 

tion (3) or (41. any affected parry may apply 

to the Ontario Civilian Commission on Police 

Services to hold a hearing and decide the 

matter. 

{') The decision of the Commission is 

final. 

palite de secteur a l'egard de laquelle Us ont 

ete adoptes jusqu'a ia plus rapprochee des 

dates suivantes : 

a) le jour de leur abrogation; 

b) le 31 decembre 1998. 

(3) Les dispositions du present article 

n'ont pas pour effet d'abroger les reglements 

municipaux ou resolutions qui conferent des 

droits. privileges, concessions, immunites ou 

exonerations que n'aurait pu legalement 

abroger une commission de services policiers 

dissoute aux termes de l'articie 32.2, ni n"ont 

pour effet d'en autoriser l'abrogation. 

32.6 (1) Dans le present article, la men-

tion d'un membre de la Police provinciale de 

POntario cornprend le personnel civil 

employe pour servir la Poiice provinciaie de 

I'Ontario. 

(2) Quiconque est membre d'un corps de Iae:n 
poiice de !a cite de Gloucester, de la cite de 

N'epean ou de la c:xe d'Ottawa le 1- juiilet 

199^ e: est toujours empioye a ce titre le 

31 decembre 199^ dev;ent. ie I" Janvier 

1995. membre du corps de poiica regional. 

(3^ Si Ie corps de police regional pre-d en \™? 

charge ie main tie n de i'orcre d'un secieur 4a chain 

relevant ie la Poiice provinciate de 1'Ontano. 

la commission de poiics aonne. conforme-

ment aux regiements. la prionte. lorscu'eile 

embauche au cours de la periode d'un an qui 

suit la date de la pnse en charge, a quicon 

que e:ait. le jour precedent la prise en 

charge, memore de la Pciice provinciaie de 

i'Ontaric it exercait des foncrions principale-

ment rattache'es a cs sec:eur. 

l±) Si la Poiice provinciaie de I'Ontario [aevri 
prend sn charge ie maintien ue i'ordre d'un 

secieur relevant du corps de poiics regional, 

elle donne, conformement aux reglements. la 

priorite. iorsqu"eile embauche au cours de la 

periode d'un an qui suit la date de la prise en 

charae. a quiconque etait. le jour precedant 

la prise en charge, membre du corps de 

poiice regional et exercait des fonctions prin-

cipaiement rattachees a ce secteur. 

(5) Le paragraphe (3) ou (-1) n'a pas pour Reserve 
effet d'exiaer du corps de police regional ni 
de la Police provinciaie de I'Ontario I'emfaau-

chage de personnes au cours de la periode 

d'un an qui suit la prise en charge. 

(6) S'il survient un differend sur la ques- Arts"re 
tion de savoir si une personne remplit les 

conditions e'noncees au paragraphe (31 ou 
(41. touts partie interesse'i peut demander a 

la Commission civile des services policiers de 
I'Ontario de tenir une audience et de rertdre 

une decision. 

(") La decision de la Commission est de'fi-

nitive. 
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(8) A person who becomes a member of 
the regional police fores or the Ontario Pro 
vincial" Police under subsection (2). (5) or (4) 

shall. 

(a) receive a salary or wage at a rate not 

less than that the person was receiving 

on the day six months before he or she 

ceased to be a member of a police 
force of an area municipaiiry. regional 

municipality or the Ontario Provincial 

Police, as the case may be: and 

(b) be credited with the same seniority 

that they had on the day they ceased 

to be a member of a police force of an 

area municipality, regional municipai 

iry or the Ontario Provincial Police, as 

the case may be. 

(9) Nothing in subsection (SI restricts the 

use of any power under the Police Services 

Ac: or the■ Public Service Ac. 

(10) Despite any Ac:, the Lieutenant Gov 
ernor in Council may by regulation. 

iai provide tor :he security of employ 
ment, the protection of benefits 

including seniority and pensions and 

sariy retirement options :or members 

and retired members of a poiics force 

of an area municipality, the regional 

poiice force and the Ontario Provincial 

Poiice. or any ciass thereof afztz'tc by 

the creation or dissolution or the 

reaionai poiice force or the expansion 

or" reduction oi the area to which the 

re2'.onai poiice force provides policing: 

(b) define "'member" and "retired mem 

ber": 

(c) provide for all matters respecting pri 

ority in hiring under subsections (3) 

and (4). including establishing criteria 

based on any type of work, job classi 

fication, or on any other individual or 

ciass basis. 

(11) A regulation under subsection (10) 

may be retroactive. 

Arbitrator ^ [2) If a dispute arises as to whether or 

not subsection (S) or a regulation made 

under subsection (10) is being properly 

applied in any particular case, any affected 

party may. by giving written notice to the 

other panics, refer the dispute to arbitration. 

Same 

(8) Toute personne qui devient membre 

du corps de police regional ou de la Police 
provinciale de l'Ontano aux termes du para 

graphe (2), (3) ou (4) : 

a) d'une part, regoit un salaire ou un trai-

tement dont le taux ne doit pas etre 

inferieur a celui qui lui etait accorde 

six mois avant de cesser d'etre mem 

bre d'un corps de police d'une munici 

pality de secteur, d'une municipaiite 

reaionale ou de la Police provinciale 

deTrOntario. selon le cas: 

b) d'autre part, se voit reconnaitre ia 

meme an'ciennete qu'elle avait !e jour 
oil elle a cesse d'etre membre d'un 

, corps de poiice d'une municipaiite de 

secteur, d'une municipaiite regionale 

ou de la Police provinciaie de l'Onta-

rio. selon le cas. 

(9) Le paragraphe (S» n'a pas pour srfet *""-* 

de restreindre Fexercice d'un pouvoir confere 

par la Loi sur les services poiiciers ou la Loi 

sur la fonction pub'daue. 

(10) Malgre toute ici. ie iieutenam-gou- ^?'-~iTi' 
verneur en conseii peut. par regiement : 

a i prevoir la securite d'err.pioi. ia protec 

tion des avantagts soc-.au.x aont 1'an-

ciennete e: ies pensions ainsi que les 

options de retraite anr.r.pee pour ies 

mernbres et ies membres :e:raites d'un 

corps de poiice d'une municipaiite de 

secteur. au corps de poiice regional e: 

de la Poiice prcvinciaie de i'Ontaric. 

ou une categone de ceux-c:. qui son: 

touches par la creation ou ia dissolu 

tion du corps de poiice regional ou par 

l'expansion ou ia reduction au secteur 

dans leauei is corps de poiice regional 

assure le maintien de 1'ordre: 

b) definir les termes ^memoro- e: 

«membre retraite»: 

c) prevoir les questions relatives a la 

priorite a donner en matiere d'embau-

chage aux termes des paragraphes (31 

et (4). y compris retabiissement de cri-

teres fondes sur ie genre de travail ou 

la classification des emplois ou de cri-

teres de nature individuelle ou collec 

tive. 

(11) Tout reglement pris en application du IaOT 
paraeraphe (10) peut avoir un effet retroac-

tif. 

(12) S'il survient un differend sur la ques- A-'"1" 
tion de savoir si le paragraphe (SI ou un 

reglemem pris en application du paragraphe 
(10) est applique de facon appropriee dans 
un cas particuiier. toute partie interessee 

peut. a condition den aviser par ecrit les 
auires parties, soumettre le differend a l'arbi-

trane. 
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(13) Subsections 124 (3) to (8) of the 

Police Services Ace apply, with necessary 

modifications, to the arbitration. 

The decision of the arbitrator is final. 

32.7—(1) The Ontario Provincial Police 

shall continue to provide poiice services in 

the area in which the Ontario Provincial 

Police was providing police services at no 

charge to the area municipalities on Decem 

ber 31, 1994 untii the Ontario Civilian Com 

mission on Poiice Services is satisfied that the 

Reaional Corporation has discharged its 

responsibility under section 5 of the Police 

SerAces Ac: in respect of the area or any part 

thereof. 

(2) The cost, certified by the Commis 

sioner of the Ontario Provincial Poiice. of 

providina poiice services under subsection (1) 

shall be charged :o the Regionai Corporation 

and may be deducted from any grant payable 

out of provincial funds to the Regional Cor 

poration or may be recovered with costs by 

action in any court of competent jurisdiction 

as a debt due :o tne Crown. 

32.8 —■ It Where the cost of providing 

poiice services co an area municipality 

chanaes in 1995 as a result of the establish 

ment of a regionai poiice force under this 

Par:. :he Regionai Council may pass by-laws 

:o limit the amount oi the increases or 

decreases attributable to the area municipal 

ity in each year tor a period not exceeding 

riva years. 

(21 A by-law under subsection (1) snail set 

out the full amount oi the change in the cost 

of providing police services in the area 

municipality that results soiely from that 

establishment. 

(3"i Despite section 125.5 oi the Regionai 

Municipalities Ac;, the Regional Council 

may. in order to implement the limits in sub 

section (I), pass by-laws establishing rates oi 

taxation for general regional purposes to be 

levied by the area municipality that are dif 

ferent from the rates which would have been 

levied but for this section. 

(■i) [f. in any year, as a result of by-laws 

passed under this section, the total of the 

limits on increases exceeds the total of the 

limits on decreases, the Regional Council 

shall include tne difference in its general 

regional lew. 

(13) Les paraaraohes 124 (3) a (8) de la Modaiiies <ie 
, ' , Y ". • <• • I- I arbitrage 
Lot sur les services poiiciers s appliquent. 

avec les adaptations necessaires. a ['arbi 

trage. 

(14) La decision de I'arbitre est definitive. De0510" diii-
' nitive 

32.7 (1) La Police provinciate de l'Onta- ^nc"'n^" 
no continue d'offrir des services poiiciers aersC" 
dans le secteur dans leque! elle offraii des 

services poiiciers gratuitement aux municipa 

lites de secteur le 31 decembre 1994 jusqu'a 

ce que ia Commission civile des services poii 

ciers de 1'Ontario soit convaincue que ia 

Municipaiite regionale s'est acquittee de 

I'obligation qui Fui incombe aux termes de 
1'articie 5 de !a Loi sur les serAces poiiciers a 

1'egard du secteur ou de toute partie de 

ceiui-ci. 

(2) Le coiit. certiiie par le commissaire de Caut 
la Poiice provinciaie de 1'Ontario. des servi 

ces poiiciers offerts aux :ermes du paragra 

phe (I) est 2 la charge de la Municipaiite 

regionaie et peut e:re deduit des subventions 

payabies a ia Municipaiite re'gior.aie sur les 

fonds ie la province ou peu: etre recouvre. 

avec depens. par voie i"ac:ion m:entee 

devant un tnbunai competent, en :ar.t que 

creance de ia Couronne. 

32.8 il) Si ie -out. des services poiiciers ^""=sr: 
offerts a une municipaiite ce secieur subit 

des changements en 1995 par suite ie la crea 

tion d'un corps de poiice regional sn verxu de 

la presente partie. le conseii regionai peut. 

par regiement municipal, limtter le montant 

des augmentations ou des diminutions attn-

buabies chacue annee i 'a rnunicipaiite de 

secteur pour une periode ne depassant pas 

cinq ans. 

(21 Tout regiement municipal adopte en ^"^^ 

Impots Jiffe-

rants 

vertu du paragraphe 11) precise le montant 

mtegrai du changernent du coiit reiatif a la 

prestation des services poiiciers dans la muni 

cipaiite de secteur imputable uniquement a la 

creation de ce corps de police regionai. 

(3) Maigre 1'articie 135.5 ce la Loi sur les 

municipalites re'gionales. pour appiiquer les 

limites prevues au paragraphe 11). le conseii 

regionai peat, par regiement municipal, eta-

blir des impots devant etre preleves par la 

municipaiite de secteur aux fins resionaies 

generates qui different des impots qui 

auraient ete preleves si ce netait du present 

article. 

l-ii Si. au cours d'une annee donnee. par fe""m"e"b 
suite de I'adoption de regiements municipaux municipaux 

en vertu du present article, le total des limi 

tes imposees sur ies augmentations depasse le 

totai des limites imposes* sur les diminu 

tions. !e conseii regional mciut la difference 

dans son preievement regional general. 
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(5) For the purpose of subsection (1). the 

chanae in the cost of providing police ser 
vices" to an area municipality in 1995 is che 

difference between, 

(a) the total cost to the area municipality 

of providing police services in 1994: 

and 

(b) the portion of the 1995 general 
regional levy which would have been 

levied by the area municipality for the 

provision of police services in 1995 but 

for this section. 

32.9—(1) Despite any Act. for the period 

between July 22. 1993'and December 31. 
199-. an area municipality or the police ser 

vices board of an area municipaliry shall not. 

without the approval of the Regional Coun 

cil, 

(ai convey or agree to convey any asset 

Dertainina to a police services board 

nurchased for or vaiued at more than 

S25.000: 

Cc incur or aaree to incur any liability 

renaming to a poiice services board in 

excess of~S25.000: 

ic: spend money pertaining to a poiice 

services board in a singie transaction 

in excess of S25.000: or 

idi change the designation of a reserve 

fund relating to the provision oi poiice 

services. 

\Z) Despite any Ac:, for the period 

between July 22. 1993 and December 31. 

1994. the poiice services board of an area 

municipality shall not. without the approval 

of the Regional Council. 

lai appoint a person to be a member of a 

police force: or 

(bl promote a member of a poiice force. 

(3) Despite subsections (1) and (21. an 

area municipaiiry or a police services board 

may undertake a matter described in those 

subsections without the approval of the 

Regional Corporation if the area municipality 

or police services board had entered into a 
bindina agreement with reaard to the matter 

before'-Iufy 22. 1993. 

32.10 For the period between July 22. 

1993 and December 31. 1994, an area munic 

ipality shall not. without the approval of the 

Regional Council, enter into any agreement 

respecting police services that extends 

bev'ond December 31. 199-i. 

1993 

Interpretation 

Approbations 

nec:ssair:: 

(5) Pour I'application du paragraphe (1). 

le changement du cout des services policiers 

offerts a" une municipality de secteur en 1995 
correspond a la difference entre ce qui suit : 

a) le cout total relatif a la prestation des 

services policiers en 1994 a la charge 

de la municipality de secteur: 

b) la partie du prelevement regional 

general de 1995 qui aurait ete pre'levee 

par la municipality de secteur pour la 

prestation des services policiers en 

1995 si ce netait du present article. 

32.9 (1) Malgre toute loi, au cours de la 

periode comprise entre ie 22 juillet 1993 et le 

3i decembre 1994. une municipaiite de sec 

teur ou la commission de services poiiciers de 

celle-ci ne doit pas, sans 1'approbation du 

conseil regional : 

a) csder ni convenir de ceder quelque 

element d'actif relativement a une 

commission de services poiiciers dont 

le prix d'achat ou ia vaieur se chiffre a 

pius de 25 000 5; 

bi contracter ni convenir de contracie: 

une obiigation superieure a 15 000 5 

relativement a une commission de ser 

vices policiers: 

o depenser. en une seuie operation, une 

somme d'argent supe'rieure a 25 000 S 

reiativement a une commission de ser 

vices poiiciers: 

d) modifier ia destination d'un fonds de 

reserve relativement a la prestation de 

services poiiciers. 

(21 Maigre toute loi. au cours de la 

periode comprise entre ie 22 juillet 1993 e: ie 

31 de'eembre 199-. la commission de services 

poiiciers d'une municipaiite de secteur ne 

doit pas. sans Sapprobation du conseii 

regional : 

a) nommer des personnes membres d'un 

corps de poiice: 

b) promouvoir des membres d"un corps 

de police. 

(3) Malgre les paragraphes (1) et (2). une 

municipaiite de secteur ou une commission 

de services policiers peut accomplir l'un des 

actes vises a ces paragraphes sans 1'approba 

tion de la Municipaiite regionale si 1'une ou 

I'autre avait deja conclu un accord executoire 

a ce sujet avant le 22 juillet 1993. 

32.10 Au cours de la periode comprise 

entre le 22 juillet 1993 et le 31 decembre sur ,e -.,»•.-

1994. une municipaiite de secteur ne doit w« J» ''<>'■ 
pas. sans I'approbation du conseil regional, 

conciure quelque accord que ce sou portant 

sur les services policiers done la duree s"e'tend 

au-dcla du 31 decembre 1994. 
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32.11—(1) Despite any other Act, the 
police board shall maintain the organizational 

structures of the police forces of the cities of 
Gloucester, Nepean and Ottawa as part of 

the organizational structure of the regional 

police force until the date of amalgamation 

under subsection (3). 

(2) The organizational structures main 

tained under subsection (1) are under the 

government of the police board. 

(3) On or before January 1, 1996, the 

police board shall amalgamate the organiza 

tional structures of the three city police 

forces into a unified organizational structure 

of the regionai police force to provide inte 

grated polics services. 

(4) The poiice board shall carry out the 

amalgamation in a manner approved by the 

Ontario Civilian Commission on Poiice Ser 

vices. 

(5) Despite this Act or the Poiice Services 

Ac:, the Minister may by regulation. 

(a) define ■•organizational structure": 

(b) provide for matters which, in the opin 

ion oi the Minister, are necessary or 

expedient to maintain the separate 

oraanizationai structures of the three 

city poiice forces and to carry out their 

subsequent amalgamation under sub 

section <3). 

6. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing section: 

49.1—(I) The Regional Council may pass 

by-laws for acquiring and expropriating iand 

and selling or leasing the iand tor the pur 

pose of sites for industrial, commercial and 

institutional uses and uses incidental thereto. 

(2) Clauses (a) to (c) of paragraph 57 of 

section 210 of the Municipal Act apply with 

necessary modifications to the Regional Cor 

poration exercising its powers under subsec 

tion (1). 

(3) Paragraph 57 of section 210 of the 

^funicipai ~4a does not apply to an area 

municipality. 

(4) Despite subsection (3), paragraph 57 

of section 210 of the Municipal Ac: applies to 

an area municipality with respect to land the 

area municipality acquired or has entered 

into a btnding agreement ;o acquire under 

that paragraph before the day this section 

comes into force. 

32.11 (1) Malgre toute autre loi, la com 

mission de poiice maintient les structures 

oraanisationnelles des corps de police des 

cities de Gloucester, de Nepean et d'Ottawa 
au sein de la structure organisationnelle du 

corps de police regional jusqu'a la date de la 

fusion prevue au paragraphe (3). 

(2) Les structures organisationnelles main-

tenues aux termes du paragraphe (I) sont 

sous la direction de la commission de police. 

(3) Au plus tard le 1" Janvier 1996, la 

commission de poiice fusionne, aux fins de la 

prestation de services policiers inte'gres. les 

structures organisationneiles des corps de 

poiice des trois cites en une structure organi 

sationnelle unifiee qui est celle du corps de 

polics regional. 

!-) La commission de police realise la 

fusion de la maniere approuves par la Com 

mission civile des services poiiciers de 

1'Ontario. 

i5> Maigre la presente loi ou la Loi sur les 

ser.icss poiiciers. ie ministre peut. par 

regiement : 

ai definir le ■.erme «s:ruc:ure orgarusa-

nonneile»: 

b.i prevoir les questions qui. a son avis, 

sont necsisaires ou peninentes pour 

assurer ie ziamtien distinct des structu 

res organisationneiles des corps de 

poiice des trois cites et pour reaiiser 

par la suite ieur fusion aux termes du 

paragraphe (3"i. 

6 La Loi est modifiee par adjonction de 

I'anicie suivant : 

49.1 (1) Lt conseu regional peut. par 

regierrsent municipal, acquerir et exproprier 

des biens-fonds ainsi que ies vendre ou les 

aonner a baii pour qu'iis servent d'empiaca-

meats a des fins industrieiles. commerciaies 

ou collectives, ou a d'autres fins connexes. 
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(21 Les alineas a) a c) de la disposition 5 

de ['article 210 de la Loi sur les municipaiites 

s'appiiquent. avec les adaptations necessai-

res. a la Municipaiite' regionaie qui exerce les 

pouvoirs que lui conrere le paragraphe (11. 

(}) La disposition 57 de I'anicie 210 de la 

Loi sur Us municipalites ne s'applique pas 

aux municipalites de secteur. 

(4) Malgre le paragraphe (31, la disposi 

tion 57 de l'article 210 de la Loi sur les 

municipalites s'applique a une municipaiite 
de sec.eur en ce qui concerne les biens-fonds 

qu'eile a acquis ou a l'egard desquels e'.le a 

ooneiu un accord executoire en vue de les 

acque'rir ;n vertu de cette disposition avant 

le jour de I'entre's en viguear du present 

article. 
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7. The Act is amended by adding the Fol 

lowing sections: 

49.2 The council of a city in The 
Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton 

may pass any by-law that a police services 

board of a city is authorized to pass under 

the Municipal Act. 

49.3 If required by by-law of the 

Regional Council, an area municipality shall, 

at the expense of the Regional Corporation, 

include with its tax bills an information insert 
prepared by the treasurer of the Regional 

Corporation. 

8. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing Part: 

PART EX 

STREET VENDING 

56. The Regional Council may pass by 

laws. 

iai designating all or any pan of a high 
way under the jurisdiction of the 

Regional Corporation, including the 

sidewalk portion, as a removal zone: 

(bi designating all highways under its 

jurisdiction" in any area as a removal 

zone; 

(C! prohibiting :he piacing. stopping or 

parking in a removal zone of any 

object or vehicle used to sell or offer 

for sate aoods or refreshments: 

(dl designating spaces in removal zones m 

which, despite clause (c), goods or 

refreshments may be sold or offered 

for sale: and 

(e> establishing a permit system granting 

the exclusive use of any designated 
space to the owner of an object or 

vehicle used to sell goods or refresh 

ments. 

57.—(1) A by-law passed under section 56 

may, 

(a) prescribe the types of goods or 

refreshments that may be offered for 

sale or sold and the types of objects 

and vehicles permitted in the desig 

nated space which may be different for 

each designated space, and prohibit 

any type; 

Regiemenu 
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7 La Loi est modifiee par adjonction des 

articles suivants : 

49.2 Le conseil d'une cite comprise dans 

la Municipality regionale d"Ottawa-Carleton 

peut adopter tout reglement municipal 

qu'une commission de services policiers 

d"une cite est autorisee a adopter en vertu de 

la Loi sur les muniapalues. 

49.3 Si un reglement municipal du con 

seil regional l'exige, la municipalite de sec-

teur joint, aux fra'is de la Municipalite regio 
nale. a ses releves d'tmposition un feuillet 

d'information prepare par le tresorier de la 

Municipalite regionale. 

8 La Loi est modifiee par adjonction de la 

partie suivante : 

P.ARTIE IX 

VENTE DANS LA RUE 

56 Le conseil regional peut, par regie- f;*^ 
ment municipal : resatiis a ia 

venie dans ia 

a) designer comme zone d'enievement tj; 

tout ou partie d'une voie publique 

relevant de ia competence de la Muni 

cipalite regionaie. y compris les trot-

toirs; 

b) designer comme zone d'enievement la 

totafite des voies pubiiques relevant de 
sa competence dar.s queique secteur 

que ce soit: 

ci interdire l'instailation. farret ou le sta-

tionnement dans une zone d'enieve-

ment de tout objet ou ve'hicule servant 

a la vente ou 2 la mise en vente de 

marchandises ou de boissons et me:s 

legers: 

d) designer, dans ies zones d'enlevemen:. 

des espaces dans iesqueis, maigre 1'aii-

nea c)', des marchandises ou des bois 
sons e: mets legers peuvent etre ven-

dus ou mis en vente: 

e) etablir un systeme d'octroi de licences 

accordant Tusage exciusif d'un espace 

de'signe au proprie'taire d'un objet ou 

d'un" ve'hicule servant a la vente de 
marchandises ou de boissons et me:s 

legers. 

57 (1) Tout reglemeni municipal adopte 

en venu de l'article 56 peut: 

a) prescrire les types de marchandises ou 

de boissons et mets legers qui peuvent 

etre mis en vente ou vendus, ainsi que 

les types d'objeis et de vehicules auto-

rises dans Tespace designe. Iesqueis 

peuvent varier d'un espace designe a 

i'autre. et interdire queique type que 

ce soit: 
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(b) establish design criteria for the object 
or vehicle permuted in the designated 

space: 

(c) define "'goods", •"owner" and "re 

freshments"; and 

(d) exempt any type of vendor from all or 

part of the by-law. 

(2) A by-law passed under section 56 may. 

fa) prescribe conditions for the issuance 

and continued use of a permit; 

ib) establish permit fees which may vary 

by location or type of goods sold: 

ic) fix the term of the permit which may 

varv wuh each penr.it: 

id) provide for the issuance of identifying 

markers in connection with the permits 

and specifying the manner in which 

they are to be applied: 

i e i prohibit or restrict the transfer of per 

mits: 

if) establish the method of allocating des 

ignated spaces: 

a reauire that the applicant for a permit 

hoid. or be eligible to hoid. a vaiid 

licence issued by the Regional Corp 

oration for seating the goods or 

refreshments proposed to be sold from 

the designated space: and 

Kh) regulate the hours of operation permit 

ted under the permit, which may vary 

according to the location of the desig 

nated space. 

Susoe^ion. 58._(i) xhe Regional Council or a com-

revocauon mittee of Regional "Council may suspend or 
revoke a permit if the conditions for its issu 

ance or use are not complied with or for any-

other reason which the by-law may specify. 

HeurmS ^7) Before suspending or revoking a per 

mit, the Regional Council or the committee 

shall give the permit holder an opportunity 

to be heard. 

R.-iumi ^3) if a permit is revoked under subsection 

(11. that part oi the fee paid for the permit 

proportionate to the unexpired part ot the 

term tor which the permit was granted >hall 

be refunded to the permit noider. 

b) fixer des criteres de conception a 

I'egard des objets ou vehicuies autori-

ses dans I'espace designe: 

c) de'finir les termes «marchandises», 

«proprie'taire» et «boissons et mets 

legers»; 

d) exempter quelque rype de veadeur que 

ce soit de l'app'iication de la totalite ou 
d'une panie du reeiement municipal. 

(2) Tout regiement municipal adopte en L-Cences 

vertu de 1'article 56 peut : 

aj presenre ies conditions relatives a la 

deiivrancs et a l'usage continu des 

licences: 

b) determiner les droits -attaches aux 

licences, lesqueis peuvent varier seion 

le lieu ou le type de marchandises ven-

dues: 

c; fixer :a duree des licence;, iacueile 

Deu: varier en foncticn cs :haque 

licence: 

as prevoir ia deiivrance de marques 

a"identification reiativement rax licen 

ces it precise: ia maniere de les appo-

ser: 

i-. mcerdire ou resireintire ia cession de 

licences: 

n determine: la tnethode a utiiiser pour 

atmbuer les esoaces designes: 

z: erase: c;ue 1'auteur d'une dentance de 

■scenes sett tituiaire ou soit adrnissibie 

a etre r.tuiatre i"un permis vaiide deii-

vre par la Municipaiite regionaie pour 

la vente des marchandises ou boissons 

et mets ieaers au'ii se propose ae ven-

dn a Danir ae Tespacs desigr.e: 

hi re-iiementer les heures d'actiMte auto-

risees en vertu de la licence, lesqueiles 

peuvent varier seion le lieu oil se 

trouve I'espace designe. 

58 ill Le conseii regional ou un comite ^£ 
de cssui-oi peut suspendre ou re'voquer toute 

licence si les conditions de sa de'livrance ou 

de son usage ne sont pas respectees. ou pour 

tout autre motif que le regiement municipal 

precise. 

(2) Avant de suspendre ou de revoquer Audience 
une licence, le conseii regional ou le comite 
donne au tituiaire de la licence la possibilite 

d'etre entendu. 

(3) En cas de revocation d'une licence en 

vertu Ju parugraphe (1). la purtie des droits 

acquittes pour I'obtention de !u licence qui 
est proportionneile a !a partie non expiree de 

la Juree pour iaoueile ia licence a ;:e accor-

de's est remboursee au tituiaire de !a licence. 
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(4) A municipal official named in the by 
law may suspend, without holding a hearing, 

the designation of all or part of a removal 
zone, the designation of a space or the oper 

ation of a permit for such time and subject to 
such conditions as the by-law may provide 

due to. 

(a) the holding of special events; 

(b) the construction, maintenance or 

repair of any highway: 

^c) the installation, maintenance or repair 
of public utilities and services: or 

(d) matters relating to pedestrian, vehicu 

lar or public safety. 

(5) A suspension under subsection (-)_ 

shall not exceed four weeks from the date of 

suspension. 

59.—'!, .Any peace officer authorized by 

by-law to enforce' a by-law passed under this 
Pan who has reason to beiieve that any 

object or vehicle is piaced. stopped or 

oarked in a designated space or in a removal 

zone in contravention of :he by-iaw. 

!a> may. upon producing appropriate 

identification, require that a vaiid per 

mit be produced for reasonable inspec 

tion: and 

i'b» if no valid permit is produced, say. 

afie: informing the person, if any. in 
charge of the object or vehicie that it 

is in" a removal zone or designated 
space contrary to the by-law and upon 

sivina a receipt for it to that person, 

cause the object or vehicie to be 

moved and stored in a suitable piace. 

(2) Subject to subsections (3) and (-), all 
costs and charges for the removal, care and 
storaae of any object or vehicle under the by 

law are a iien upon it which may be enforced 
by the Regional Corporation in the manner 

provided by the Repair and Storage Liens 

Ac:. 

1993 

Unclaimed 

objects 

(3) An object or vehicle removed and 

stored in accordance with subsection (11 and 
not claimed by the owner within sixty days is 
the property "of the Regional Corporation 
and may bs sold and the proceeds shall form 

Insuecuor.. 

saievexer.: 

(4) Le fonctionnaire municipal nomme 

dans le reelement municipal peut suspendre. 

sans temr'd'audience. la designation de la 

totalite ou d'une partie d'une zone d'enleve-

ment, la desienation d'un espace ou I'applica-

tion d'une licence pour la duree et sous 
reserve des conditions que le reglement 

municipal peut prevoir. pour 1'une des causes 

suivantes : 

a) la tenue d'evenements speciaux; 

b) la construction, l'entretien ou la repa 

ration d'une voie publique: 

c) la mise en place, Tentretien ou la 
reparation de services publics: 

d) des questions touchant a la securite 
des pietons. des vehicules ou du 

public. 

(5) La duree de toute suspension visee au Dur" 
paragraphe (4) ne doit pas depasser quatre 

semaines a compter de la date de ia suspen 

sion. 

59 i'l) Tout agent de la paix autorise. 
par regiement municipal, a mertre en appli 

cation" un reglement municipal adopte en 

vertu de ia prisente panie e: qui a des motifs 
de croire qu'un obje: ou vehicuie est instaile, 

arrete ou stationne dans un sspace designe 
ou dans une zone d'saievemsn; contraire-

ment au reglement municipal : 

a) d'une part. peut. sur presentation 
d'une piece d'identite appropnee. exi-
aer la production d'une licence vaiide 
en vue' de tjroceder a une inspection 

raisonnable: 

bi d'autre part, si aucune licence vaiide 
n'est produite. peut. apres avoir 

informe la personne responsabie de 

1'objet ou du vehicuie. s'u y in a une. 

que ceiui-ci se trouve place aans une 

zone d'enlevement ou dans un espace 

designe contrairement au reglement 

municipal et, sur remise d'un recepisse 
a cet effet a la personne. faire eniever 

1'objet ou le vehicuie et le faire remi-

ser dans un lieu convenable. 

(2) Sous reserve des paragraphes (3) et Pnvu==e 
(4), les depenses et frais occasionnes par 

1'enlevement, la garde et le remisage de tout 

objet ou vehicuie en vertu du regleraent 

municipal constituent un privilege sur ce!ui-ci 
qui peut etre realise par la Municipalite 
regionale de la maniere prevue par la Loi 
sur le privilege des re'paraieurs et des 

entreposeurs. 

(3) Tout objet ou vehicuie enleve et 

remise conforme'ment au paragraphe (1) et 

qui nest pas reclame par son proprietaire 
dans les soixante jours qui suivent devient la 
propricte de la Municipalite regionaie et peut 

etre vendu. Le produit de la vente est alors 
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part of the general funds of the Regional 

Corporation. 

(4) Despite subsection (3), any perishable 

object is the properry of the Regional Corp 

oration upon being moved from the removal 

zone or designated space in accordance with 

subsection (1) and may be destroyed or given 

to a charitable institution. 

60. The Regional Councii may pass by 

laws to empower the council or." an area 

municipality, upon such terms and conditions 

as are specified by the Regional Council in 

the by-law, 

(a) to administer on behalf of the 

Regional Corporation a by-law passed 

under section 56: 

(b) to designate spaces under clause 

56 (d); 

!C! :o suspend or revoke a permit under 

section 53: 

id) to appoint a municipal orficiai of the 

area municipality for che purpose of 

subsection 58 !-); 

e) :o authorize a peace officer :o carry 

out inspections and removals under 

subsection 59 < I): and 

U) to entorce a hen unaer suosecuon 

59 (2). 

PART II 

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIES ACT 

9. Section 4 of the Regional Municipalities 

Ac: is amended by adding the following 

subsection: 

1.4) This section does not appiy to The 

Regional Municipaiiry of Ottawa-Carieron or 

its area municipalities. 

10. Section 7 of the Act is amended by 

adding the following subsection: 

(') Subsections (21. (31 and (41 do not 

appiy io The Regional Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carleton. 

11. Subsection 9 (11) of the Act, as 

amended by the Statutes of Ontario, 1991. 

chapter 3, section 2. is repealed and the fol 

lowing substituted: 

(11) Subsections (1). (2) and (3) do not 

appiy to the regional municipalities of Hamit-

ton-Wentworth and Ottawa-Carleton. subsec 

tions (o"i, ("1. (SI and (Q1 do not apply to the 

rsgtonai municipalities ot Niagara and 

Ouawa-Carieton and subsection (10) Joes 

not appiy to The Regional Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carleton. 

une municioa-

seaeur 

verse au fonds d'administration generate de 

la Municipalite regionaie. 

(4) Malgre le paragraphe (3), tout objet °bJCE 

perissable devient la propriete de la Munici 

palite regionaie des qu'il est deplace de la 

zone d'enievement ou de 1'espace designe 

conformement au paragraphe (I), e: peut 

etre detruit ou donne a un etabiissement de 
bienfaisance. 

60 Le conseil reaional peut, par regie 

ment municipal, haouiter le consed d une |j,e 

municipalite de secteur, aux conditions qu'il 

precise dans !e reziement municipal, a faire 

:e qui suit : 

ai appliquer, au nom de la Municipalite 

regionaie. un reglement municipal 

adopte an verai de 1'anicie 56: 

bj designer des espacss en venu de Faii-

nea 56 di; 

o juspencre ou re'voquer des licences en 

venu de 1'anicie 58: 

d) nommer un fonc:ionnaire munic-.pai de 

ia municipaiite de secreur pour ;"appii-

cation du paragraphe 5S (4); 

e: iutonsa: des agents de la paix a pro-

:eder a des inspections s: i jr.iever 

des objets ou ve'hicules en ver:u du 

paragraphe 59 [ly, 

t) rsaiise: des privileges en ver:u du 

paragraphe 59 (21. 

P.\RTIE II 

LOI SUR LES MUNICIPALITES 

REGIONALES 

9 L'articie 4 de la Loi sur les municipaiite's 

re'gionaies est modifie par adjonction du para, 

graphe suivant: 

(4) Ls present anicie ne s*appiique ai a la -XK?[10n 

municipaiite regionaie d'Ottawa-Carie:on. ni 

a ses municipalites de secreur. 

10 L'articie 7 de Ia Loi est modifie par 

adjonction du paragraphe suivant: 

(71 Les paragraphes (21. (31 et (41 ne s'ap-

pliquent pas a la municipalite rigionale 

d'Ottawa-Carleton. 

11 Le paragrapbe 9 (11) de la Loi. tel qu'il 

est modifie par ('article 2 du chapitre 3 des 

Lois de I'Ontario de 1991, est abroge et rem-

place par ce qui suit: 

(111 Les paragraphes (11. (2) et (3) ne 

sappiiquent pas aux municipalites regionales 

de Hamiiton-Wentworth et d'Ottawa-

Carleton. les paragraphes (61. ("1. (SI n (9) 

ne sappliquent pas aux municipaiites regio-

laies Je Niagara st d"Ottawa-Cjrie:on. et Ic 

paragraphe (101 ne sapplique pas a la muni-

oipalite regionaie d'Ottawa-Carleton. 

Cjrleton 
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12. — fl) Section 12 of the Act. as amended 
bv the Statutes of Ontario, 1991. chapter 15, 
section 26 and 1992, chapter 15. section 72. is 
further amended by adding the following 

subsection: 

(3) The chief administrative officer of The 

Reeional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton is, 

by virtue of office, a commissioner for taking 
affidavits within the meaning of the 
Commissioners for taking Affidavits Ac: in 

the Regional Area. 

(21 Subsection 12 14) of the Act. as 

amended by the Statutes of Ontario. 1992. 

chapter 15, section 72. is repealed. 

13. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing section: 

74.1—(1) The Regional Council of The 
Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carieton 

may by by-law designate any proposed work 

to be "a work of regional significance it :r.e 

official pian of the Regional Corporation. 

(ai sets out the criteria io be used to 

determine whether or not a work :s or 

rssionai significance: and 

(b> shows or describes the proposea wor:< 

as a work forming pan of the pro 

posed works of the Regional Corpora 

tion. 

(2) If a work has been designated under 

subser.ion (i), no person and no area munic 
ipality in The Regional Municipality of 
Ottawa-Carieton or a iocai board thereor 

shall establish, maintain or operate such a 
work without the consent of the Regional 
Council which consent may be given on sucn 

conditions as Regional Council deems appro 

priate. 

14. Subsection 76 ilOl of the Act is 

repealed and the following substituted: 

(101 Despite any Act. the Minister may 

make regulations providing for the security 

of employment and the protection of benefits 
of employees and retired employees or any 

class thereof affected by by-laws passed 

under this section. 

(11) A regulation made under subsection 

(10) may be retroactive. 

(12) Subsections (3h (4), (10) and ill) 

apply only to The Regional Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carieton. 

15. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing sections: 

79.1 _(D The Regional Council of The 

Regional Municipally of Ottawa-Carieton 

12 (1) L'article 12 de la Loi. tel qu'il est 

modifie par l'article 26 du chapitre 15 des 

Lois de I'Ontario de 1991 et par l'article 72 

du chapitre 15 des Lois de ('Ontario de 1992. 

est modifie de nouveau par adjonction du 

paragraphe suivant: 

(3) Le directeur administratif de la munici 
paiite reaionale d'Ottawa-Carleton est. de 
par sa charge, commissaire aux affidavits au 

sens de la Loi sur les commissaires aux 

affidavits dans le secteur regional. 

(2) Le paragraphe 12 (4) de la Loi, tel qu'il 

est modifie par l'article 72 du chapitre 15 des 

Lois de I'Ontario de 1992. est abroge. 

13 La Loi est modifiee par adjonction de 

Particle suivant : 

74.1 (1) Le conseii regional de la munici- izvui^ 

paiite reaionale d'Onawa-Carieton peut. par Ottawa-

reaiement municipal, designer tout ouvrage Cirisior. 

proiete comme ouvrags d'imponance regio 

naie si le plan ofticie: de la Municipaiite 

regionaie : 

a i d'une part, encr.cs ies crueres a appii-
quer pour determiner si un ouvrage est 

d"importance reaicnaie ou non: 

bi d"autre part, reconnaii ou decrit !"ou-
vrase projete :orr_me e:ant un ouvrage 

faisant partie des ouvrages proje:es de 

la Municipaiite regionaie. 

(2) Si un ouvrage i e:e designe en ver.u *"!"::iC~ 
du paraaraphe (!'. aucune personne ni 
aucune municipaiite dt secteur de ia munici-
paiite regionaie d!Ott2wa-Carie:or.. ni aucun 

de ses conseils locaux. r.e doit e:abiir. entre-

tenir ou faire fonciionner :et ouvrage sans ie 
consentement du cor.seii regional, ieque! 
peut etre donne aux conditions que ce der 

nier estirae approprises. 

14 Le paragraphe 76 (10) de la Loi est 

abroge et remplace par ce qui suit: 

(10) Malgre toute ioi. ie ministre peut. par rRe"^^ 
reaiement. prevoir ia securite d'emploi et la -mpioyes 
protection des avantages sociaux des 
employes et des employes retraites. ou d'une 
cateaorie de ceux-ci. qui sont touches par les 
reglements municipaux adoptes en vertu du 

present article. 

(11) Tout reaiement pris en application du R«roaciIV1t-
paragraphe (10~) peut avoir un effet re'troac-

tif. 

(12) Les paragraphes (3). (4). (10) et (11) ^"on a0" 
ne s"appliquent qu'a la municipaiite regionaie 

d'Ottawa-Carleton. 

15 La Loi est modifiee par adjonction des 

articles suivants : 

79.1 (1) Le conseii regional de la munici- °"r^"n 
paiite regionaie d"Oitawa-Carieton peut. par 
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may pass by-laws exercising its authority 

under subsections 79 (1) and (2) with respect 

to works owned or operated by or on behalf 

of any person including an area municipality 

or local board thereof as if the works were 

regional works. 

(2) In the event of a conflict berween a 

by-law authorized by subsection (1) and a by 

law passed by the council of an area munici 

pality, the by-law under subsection (1) pre 

vails to the extent of the conflict. 

(3) The Regional Council of Ottawa-

Carieton may pass by-laws requiring a person 

including an area municipality or local board 

thereof, 

(ai to install and maintain access open 

ings, faciiities, instruments or equip 

ment suitable for the inspec:ion and 

sampling of the discharge into any 

works owned or operated by or on 

behalf of the aerson: and 

fb» to inspect and cest the discharge in the 

manner and at the times required by 

the Regional Corporation and to pro 

vide *o the Regional Corporation :he 

results of the inspeciions and tests and 

such other information, which, in the 

opinion of the Regional Corporation. 

is necessary to properly monitor the 

discharge. 

79.2—(1) The Regional Councii of The 

Regional Municipality of Ouawa-Carleion 

may pass by-laws to regulate the operation 

and maintenance of a land drainage treat 

ment pond owned or operated by or on 

behalf of any person including an area 

municioaiitv or locai board thereof. 

(2) In this section, "land drainage treat 

ment pond" means a treatment work that has 

as its primary purpose the treatment of land 

drainage but does not include a treatment 

work the primary purpose of which is the col 

lection and holding of land drainage. 

16. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing section: 

reglement municipal, exercer le pouvoir que 

lui conferent les paragraphes 79 (I) et (2) a 

l'egard des ouvrages dont est proprietaire 

toute personne, y compris une municipalite 

de secteur ou un de ses conseils locaux, ou 

quiconque agit en son nom, ou qu'elle-meme 

ou quiconque agit en son nom fait fonction-

ner, comme s'il s'agissait d'ouvrages regio-

naux. 

cas d'incompatibilite entre un 

municipal autorise par le paragra-

un regiement municipai adopte par 

d'une municipalite de secteur, le 

municipal prevu au paragraphe (1) 

dans ia mesure de "incompatibi-

(2) En 

reglement 

phe (1) et 

le conseil 

regiement 

l'emporte p 

lite." 

ij) Li conseii regional d'Onawa-Carieton 

peut. par regiement municipal, exiger d'une 

personne, y compris une municipaiite de sec-

teur ou un de ses conseiis locaux. ce qui 

suit : 

a i la mise en piace n l'entrer.sn d'ouver-

tures d'acces. d'installations. *f instru 

ments ou de maieriei propres a per-

mettre '.'inspection it I'ichantiilonnage 

des eaux deversees dans les ouvTages 

dont es: proprie:aire ia rersonne ou 

quiconque agit en son norn. ou qu'eile-

rneme ou quiconque agit e~ son nom 

fait tonciionner: 

b) ia tenue d'inspeciions e: i"execution de 

tests reiativement aux eaux deversees. 

de ia nianiere e: aux moments e>ciges 

par la Municipalite re'gionaie. air.si que 

ia presentation 2 cette csmiers aes 

risiiitats de ces inspections e: tests 
ainsi que de tous autres renseigne-

meats que la Municipaiite regionale 

juge necessaires a ia sur»-eiilanc; ade 

quate des eaux deversees. 

79.2 (I) Le conseii regional de la muni- ^ 
cipaiite regionaie d'Otiawa-Carieton peut. d"Otta»a. 

par regiement municipal, regir ie fonctionne- Ci 

ment et l'entretien du bassin d'epuration des 

eaux d'ccoulement dont est proprie'taire 

toute personne, y compris une municipalite 

de sec:ear ou un de ses conseiis locaux. ou 

quiconque agit ea son nom. ou qu'elle-meme 

ou quiconque agit en son nom fait fonciion-

ner. 

(2) Dans le present article, le terrae 

«bassin d'epuration des eaux d'ecoulement» 

s'entend d'un ouvrage d'epuration dont le 

but premier est d'epurer les eaux d'ecoule-

ment. Est toutetois exclu de la presente defi 

nition I'ouvrage d'epuration dont !e but pre 

mier est de capter et de retenir les euux 

d'i-.'oulement. 

16 Lj Loi est modifiee par adjonction de 

Particle iuivant : 
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84.1—(1) In The Regional Municipality 

of Ottawa-Carleton. no person, area munici 

pality or local board thereof shall enlarge, 

extend or alter any work or watercourse that 

discharges into a regional work or water 

course without the approval of the Regional 

Council. 

(2) The Regional Council of The Regional 

Municipality of Ottawa-Carieton may pass 

by-laws regulating the design, construction, 

operation and maintenance of works owned 

or operated by or on behalf of any person, 

including an area municipality or locai board 

thereof. 

{3) In the event of a conflict between a 

by-law under subsection (2) and a by-law of 

an area municipality, the by-law under sub 

section (2) prevails to the extent of the con 

flict. 

17. Subsection 86 i'3i of the Act. as re-

enacted by the Statutes of Ontario. 1991. 

chapter 15, section 29. is amended by striking 

out "and" at the end of clause >ai and by 

striking out clause <b>. 

18. The Act is amended by adding the fol 

lowing section: 

86.1—(1) The Regional Council of The 

Regional Municipality of Otiawa-Carieton 

may pass by-laws imposing on and coiier.mg 

from any person, including an area munici 

pality or local board thereof, fees for the use 

of regional works and the fees may vary on 

any basis Regional Council considers appro 

priate and specifies in the by-law, inducing 

establishing different fees for different areas 

oi the regional municipality. 

(2) If the Regional Corporation so speci 

fies by by-law, the fees may be charged as a 

surcharge on the water rate and may be col 

lected in the same manner and with the same 

remedies as water rates. 

(3) The fees are a debt of the person to 

the Regional Corporation and are payable at 

such times and in such amounts, including 

interest for late payments, as may be speci 

fied by by-law of the Regional Council. 

(■i) The Regional Council may by by-law-

require an area municipality to collect the 

amounts payable by the area municipality 

under subsection (!) in the manner specified 

in the bv-law. 

84.1 (1) Dans ia municipality recionale Ottawa-

d Ottawa-Carleton. aucune personne. qu il 

s'asisse d'une municipals de secieur ou d'un 

de ses conseils locaux. ne doit agrandir, pro-

longer ou modifier tout ouvrage ou conduit 

d'eau qui deverse ses eaux dans un ouvrage 

ou conduit d'eau regional sans l'approbation 

du conseil regional. 

(2) Le conseil resionai de la municioaiite 

regionale d Ottawa-Carieton peut. par regie-

ment municipal, regiementer la conception, 

la construction, le fonctionnement et Tentre-

tien des ouvrages dont est proprietaire toute 

personne. y compris une municipaiiie de sec-

teur ou un de ses conseiis locaux. ou quicon-

que agit en son nom. ou qusile-meme ou 

quiconque agit en son nom fait fonctionner. 

(3) En cas d'incorapatibiiite entre un 

reglement municipal adopts en vertu du 

paragraphe (2) e: un regiement municipal 

d'une municipaiite de sa::sur. le regiemeru 

municipal prevu au paragraphe i'2) 1'emporte 

dans ia mesure de I'incorzpatibiiite. 

1" Le paragraphe 86 i3> de la Loi. tei qu'ii 

est adopte de nouveau par 1'article 29 du cha-

pitre 15 des Lois de I'Ontario de 1991. est 

modifie par suppression de I'aiinea bi. 

18 La Loi est modifie: par adjonction de 

rarticie suivant : 

Droi 

1UX 

■it- .*e:2t:::-86.1 (H Li :or.se:i regional de la muni 

cipaiite regionaie d'Ottawa-Carieton peut. 

par rsgiemem municipal, impose: a tou:e ^'t:_--^ 

personne. y compris uns ~unicipaiite de <ec- ^--z- ■ 

tear ou un de ses conseils iocaux. aes droits 

pour l'utiiisation dss outrages regionaux e: 

les percevoir. Ces droits peuvsnt varier en 

foncnon aes crueres que ie conseii regional 

estime appropries e: precise dans le regie 

ment munictpai. notammem en foncnon des 

differants secteurs de ia mumcipaiite regio 

nale. 

(2) Si la Municipaiite rsgionale le precise ?-":=:!0" 

par reglement municipal, les droits peuvent 

etre demandes sous forrae de redevances 

d'adduction d'eau additionneiies a e:re per-

cus de la meme facon a par ies memes 

recours que le sont ies redevances d'adduc 

tion d'eau. 

(3) Les droits constituent une dette de la De:tt 
personne envers la Municipaiite regionale et 

sont payables aux moments et selon les mon-

tants, y compris les interets pour paiements 

en retard, que peut prec.ser. par reglement 

municipal, le conseil regional. 

(-0 Le conseil regional peut. par regie- .^nos ■"' 
ment municipal, cxiger dune municipaiite de 
scc.eur qu'elle percoive is< montants cu'slle 

doit acquitter jux terrnes du paragraphe (1) 

de la maniere precise'e dans le reglement 

municipal. 
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19. Section 87 of the Act is amended by 

striking out "or 86" in the fifth line and sub 

stituting "86 or 86.1". 

20. Section 101 of the Act is repealed. 

PART III 

COMPLEMENTARY AMENDMENTS 

21. Section 4 of the Municipal Elections 

Act is amended by adding the following 

subsection: 

(5) The clerks specified in the Regional 

Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton Act and in 

the regulations made under that Act snail be 

the returning officers for the election to the 

offices of chair and regional councillor of the 

council of The Regional Municipality of 

Ottawa-Carieton. 

22. Subsection 4 (4) of the Police Services 

Act is repealed. 

23. Section 5 of the City of Ottawa Act, 

1992, being chapter Pr35, is repealed. 

PART IV 

COMMENCEMENT AND SHORT TITLE 

24. —'1) This Act, except sections I. 2. 7, 

9, 10, 11, 20, 21 and 22, comes into force on 

the day it receives Royai Assent. 

1.2) Sections 1. 2, 9, 10, 11 and 21 come 

into force on December 1. 1994. 

(3) Sections 7. 20 and 22 come into force 

on January 1. 1995. 

i4) Despite subsection (2). 

la) the reguiar elections to be held in 1994 

under the Municipal Elections Act shall 

be conducted as if sections 1, 2 and 21 

were in force and an order made under 

section S.I of the Regional Municipality 

of Ottawa-Carleton Act was in force; 

and 

ib) section 107 of the Municipal Act applies 

with necessary modifications to the 

Regional Council of The Regional 

Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton. 

25. The short title of this Act is the 

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carieton Stat 

ute Law Amendment Act. 1993. 

19 L'article 87 de la Loi est modifie par 

substitution, a «ou 86» a la septieme ligne, de 

«, 36 oil 86.1». 

20 L'article 101 de la Loi est abroge. 

PARTIE UI 

MODIFICATIONS COMPLEMENTAERES 

21 L'article 4 de la Loi sur Us elections 

municipals est modifie par adjonction du 

paragraphe suivant: 

(5) Les secretaires precises dans la Loi sur ^ 
la municipalite regionale a"Ottawa-Carleton at Ottawa-

ses regiements d'application sont les direc- Ci 

teurs du scrutin pour 1'election de personnes 

aux postes de president et de conseillers 

reaionaux du conseil de la municipalite regio 

nale d'Ottawa-Carieton. 

22 Le paragraphe 4 (4) de la Loi sur les 

services policiers est abroge. 

23 L'article 5 de la loi intituiee City of 

Ottawa Act, 1992. qui constitue le chapitre 

Pr35. est abroge. 

PARTIE IV 

ENTREE EN VIGUEUR ET TITRE 

ABREGE 

24 ill La presente loi. a 1'exclusion des 

articles 1. 2, 7." 9, 10. 11, 20. 21 et 22, eatre 
en vigueur le jour ou elle recoit la sanction 

royale. 

\2) Les ankles 1. 2. 9, 10. 11 et 21 entre.it Ide!n 
en vigueur le ler decembre 1994. 

i3> Les articles 7, 20 et 22 entrent en Idem 

vigueur le 1" Janvier 1995. 

.4) Malgre le paragraphe .21 : 

ai d'une part, les elections ordinaires 

devant se tenir en 1994 aux termes de 

la Loi sur les elections municipales ont 

lieu comme si les articles 1. 2 et 21 

etaient en vigueur et qu'un arrete pris 

en verm de Particle 8.1 de la Loi sur la 

municipalite regionale d'Ottawa-

Carieton etait en vigueun 

bi d'autre part. Particle 107 de la Loi sur 

les municipality s'applique. avec les 

adaptations necessaires, au conseil 

regional de la municipalite regionale 

d'Ottawa-Carieton. 

25 Le litre abrege de la presente loi est 

Loi de 1993 modifiant des lots en ce qui con-

cerne la municipalite regionale d'Ottawa-

Carieton. 
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APPENDIX B. 

BACKGROUNDER 

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF OTTAWA - CARLETON 

STATUTE LAW AMENDMENT ACT, 199 3 

Background 

Over the past five years, there have been three studies on 

regional government in Ottawa-Carleton. 

The mcst recent study was completed by Graeme Kirby. The 

purpose of this study was to determine the views of the 

oubiic on one-tier government, direct election and any oth= 

issues which were raised. 

The Final Report was released in November of 13 9 2 and 

comments from the public were received until the end of 

February 15S3. 

Proposed Directions 

Election cf Local and Regional Councils 

Local Councils composed of either cf the following as set 

cu~ bv Order of the Minister: 

. a mayor and one member fcr each Iccai ward 

trie mayor anc tne appropriate numcer or 

Regional Council composed of: 

a Chair directly elected by a general vote by the 

electors of the Region 

IS regional councillors. Each councillor will 

represent a regional ward and be elected by the 

electors of that ward 

area mayors will no longer sit on regional council. 

The removal of area mayors from regional council is premised 

on the nesd to have a council which is accountable to the 

electorate and not local councils. Any inclusion of the 

mayors causes substantial inequities in the representation 

system for the electorate across the region. If there was 

more parity in the size of the local municipalities, 

aiiowinc area mayors to continue would have been considered. 
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The Regional Clerk shall be responsible for the following 

asoects of the election of the Regional Chair and Regional 

Councillors: 

filing of nominations and registrations 

determining election spending limits 

declaring results 

receiving financial disclosure statements 

conducting recounts. 

The clerk of each area municipality will be responsible for 

ail other aspects of the election of the Regional Chair and 

Dor-- Ta! Councillors 

Policing 

There will be a regional covemine body for oclicinc as of 

January 1, 13S5. As of this date, all members of the 

municipal pclice forces become employees of the new regional 

policing services will be determined by the Regional Police 

Services Board in conjunction with the Ministry of the 

Solicitor General and Correctional Services. Ail 

municipalities within the Region, including the five 

townships (Cumberland, Rideau, West Carls tor., Gcuibcurr. and 

Csgooce) will contribute to the costs of policing the 

P.egion. 

The new Regional Police Services Board shall amalgamate the 

three local pclice organizations by January 1, 159€. 

All assets and liabilities of the existing local fortes 
! r*. swr **i" **![' f~ —c "" —■"" ^nr- M^'-csr"' V* * " "" — <~ "is r-'".s. , W W w & HCk , -v — 'mt W w v w w wi — Ck.atA • * <w ** im, Sti. / «V ^ ̂  ̂  tm^ <^ ,^ .^ * • .^ ^ • • ̂  

■*"—=ccnsibilitv cf the Recion and the R.—ciorai ^ciic— 

Services Beard as of January 1, 1395. 

In the reorganization of the force, ail municipal pclice and 

0.?.?. and civilian staff will be given priority in hiring 

for a period of one year. Provision for surplus rights for 

municipal pclice, 0.?.?. and civilian staff will be 

established in regulation. 

A committee will be established to facilitate the transition 

to a new regional police services board. The committee may 

be composed of representatives from the area municipalities, 

the Region, local police forces, the O.P.P., the Ministry of 

the Solicitor General and Correctional Services and the 

Ministry of Municipal Affairs 



He also made many other recommendations which were directed 

at the municipalities fcr action. Among the most 

significant were: 

referenda and GDinicn polls en any possible 

amalgamations, and 

studies on library services, fire services, hydro and 

school boards. 

A study or: school boards in the Region is currently taking 

place. 

Steps 

The Ward boundary committee will report back to the Ministe: 
by SeDtember 3, 15S2 with recommendations fcr the regional 

and local ward boundaries. 

Throughout the remainder of 13S3 and IS94 the policing 

transition committee will work toward implementation of 

recicnal responsibility fcr policing effective January 1, 

1SSS 1SSS. 

The Minister intends tc bring this legislation forward fcr 

Second and Third P.eacir.g at the rail session of the 

V 

Dispbnibie en francais 
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